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ABSTRACT
Semiconductor saturable absorbers have had a major impact on the field of ultrashort
pulse generation by increasing the stability and reliability of ultrashort pulse lasers, making them
more useful in many applications. These versatile devices can be grown both epitaxially with
molecular beam epitaxy and non-epitaxially using RF sputtering. In this thesis, the development
and application of both types of saturable absorbers to self-starting mode-locking in solid-state
lasers was examined.
The first part of this thesis describes the use of an epitaxially grown saturable Bragg
reflector to mode-lock an extended cavity femtosecond Cr:LiSAF laser. Inexpensive single
mode diodes were used as a pump source and a multi-pass cavity was used to lower the laser
repetition rate. Pulses with durations of 39 fs and energies of 0.75 nJ were generated at an 8.6
MHz repetition rate. These pulse energies and durations are comparable to those produced from
commercially available Ti:sapphire lasers that have a significantly higher cost.
The second part of this thesis explored the further development and application of non-
epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped silica films. A novel pump-probe system with
independent pump and probe wavelength tunability from 700 to 1000 nm and a time resolution
of 17 fs was developed for device characterization. The linear and nonlinear optical properties of
InAs-doped silica films deposited by RF sputtering were characterized as a function of
fabrication parameters, including nanocrystallite size, pump and probe wavelength relative to the
absorption edge, and rapid thermal annealing temperature. Guidelines for the optimization of
semiconductor-doped silica films for saturable absorber applications were extracted from the
experimental data. Large nanocrystallites, high annealing temperatures, and an operating
wavelength close to the absorption edge were found to optimize saturable absorber performance,
with a low saturation fluence of 640 pJ/cm 2 obtained at 1.54 lxm. These saturable absorber
devices were then designed to self-start mode-locking in a Cr:forsterite laser, obtaining self-
starting 25 fs pulses with 91 nm bandwidth at 1.3 jim. These versatile devices can be designed
for any solid-state laser system using the guidelines developed in this work and have the
potential to replace epitaxially grown saturable absorbers in many applications.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor James G. Fujimoto
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The ability to produce ultrashort pulses with durations shorter than 100 femtoseconds (fs)
has led to many fascinating advances in science and technology. These include the generation of
radiation at extreme wavelengths in the x-ray [1-3] and terahertz [4] regimes, frequency
metrology [5, 6], biomedical imaging [7, 8], optical communications [9, 10], ultrafast carrier
dynamics [11], coherent control [12], and attosecond pulse metrology [13-16]. These
applications all benefit from one or more of the unique properties of femtosecond pulses
including short time duration, large optical bandwidth, and high peak intensity. Ultrashort pulse
technology has advanced to the point where pulses shorter than one femtosecond [13-15],
bandwidths comparable to the optical carrier frequency [17], and intensities comparable to those
at the core of stars [18] can be generated with laboratory scale, tabletop systems. A better
feeling for the time scales involved can be obtained by noting that one femtosecond compares to
one second as 5 minutes compares to the age of the universe.
Since the first proposal [19] and subsequent demonstration [20] of the laser, the many
applications of laser technology have spurred research in this field. The first demonstration of
mode-locking in a helium-neon laser generated nanosecond pulses [21], and subsequent efforts
generated picosecond (ps) pulses from solid-state lasers including ruby and Nd:YAG [22, 23].
The narrow gain bandwidth of these materials limited pulse durations to a few tens of ps. The
development and mode-locking of dye lasers [24] resulted in the generation of the first
femtosecond pulses [25], and eventually pulses as short as 6 fs were generated from a mode-
locked dye laser [26]. However, dye lasers are inconvenient to operate, since the dyes degrade
and therefore must be continuously circulated, and the dyes are also often toxic and carcinogenic.
Tunable vibronic solid-state lasers based on materials such as Ti:sapphire [27, 28],
revolutionized ultrashort pulse generation. These crystals have broad gain and absorption
bandwidths due to their vibrationally broadened energy states. Ultrashort pulse generation in
solid-state lasers was accomplished by the discovery of Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM) in
18
Ti:sapphire [29], demonstrating a method that has been used to generate sub-100 fs pulses from
several different solid-state laser systems, covering much of the visible and near-infrared
frequency range.
Recent advances have enabled the routine generation of 10 fs pulses from the Ti:sapphire
laser, which has become the workhorse of the ultrashort pulse laser industry. KLM has been
employed to generate pulses as short as 5 fs directly from the Ti:sapphire laser oscillator [17].
Pulse compression techniques have been used external to the laser cavity to generate the shortest
sub-5 fs optical pulses [30, 31]. In this regime, effects sensitive to the relative phase between the
carrier and envelope of an optical pulse, such as high harmonic generation [32] and above
threshold ionization [33, 34], can be observed and controlled [35], culminating in the recent
generation of trains of attosecond pulses [13-15].
These many applications necessitate the further development of reliable, inexpensive
femtosecond lasers, both for experiments for which the relatively low pulse energies (picojoules
to nanojoules) directly from the laser oscillator are sufficient and also to serve as the seed
oscillator for amplified systems producing pulses with high energies (microjoules-joules) and
ultrashort durations. Semiconductor saturable absorbers are a recently developed technology that
provides an intensity-dependent absorption for passive mode-locking of solid-state lasers [36-
38]. These devices are typically grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and consist of one or
more quantum wells grown in a mirror structure. Semiconductor saturable absorbers have
several advantages: they make mode-locking more stable and insensitive to perturbations,
simplify laser cavity alignment, and often provide self-starting operation. Semiconductor
saturable absorbers have been used alone to generate sub-100 fs pulses in several laser systems,
and with soliton-like pulse shaping have generated pulses as short as 13 fs in a Ti:sapphire laser
[39]. They have also been used in conjunction with KLM to generate self-starting pulses as short
as 5.5 fs from Ti:sapphire [40]. Sub-100 fs pulses have also been generated from other laser
systems with semiconductor saturable absorbers, including Cr:LiSAF [41], Cr:LiSGAF [42],
Cr:forsterite [43], and Cr:YAG [44].
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In this thesis, the development and application of semiconductor saturable absorbers to
femtosecond solid-state laser mode-locking was explored. The presented work can be logically
divided into two major parts. The first part focuses on the application of an epitaxially grown
saturable absorber to mode-locking a Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by inexpensive single spatial mode
diodes. The goal of this work was to develop a femtosecond laser source with pulse energies and
durations comparable to those of standard Ti:sapphire systems, which have pump sources that
are nearly two orders of magnitude more expensive.
The second part of this work extended previous work on the development of non-
epitaxially grown saturable absorbers based on semiconductor nanocrystallites doped into silica
films that were deposited by RF sputtering on sapphire substrates. Non-epitaxial growth
overcomes many of the limitations of epitaxially grown devices, including lattice matching
constraints that limit the choice of materials and device design, bandwidth limitations, and the
high cost and complexity of MBE systems. These devices were previously used to self-start
KLM assisted 25 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser [45, 46]. In this thesis, methods for reducing
the high saturation fluence of these devices, which limits pulse generation, were investigated.
The linear and nonlinear optical properties as well as the structural properties were characterized
while varying fabrication parameters in an attempt to extract trends aiding in device
optimization. The guidelines developed from these experiments were used to develop devices
for mode-locking a Cr:forsterite laser.
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a detailed background on the principles of laser mode-locking.
Passive mode-locking techniques and pulse shaping mechanisms are discussed in detail. The
desired properties of saturable absorbers are also described. Finally, a description of important
issues in mode-locked laser design is given.
Chapter 3 describes previous research on semiconductor saturable absorbers. Epitaxially
grown saturable absorbers and their different designs and applications are reviewed, as well as
non-epitaxially grown saturable absorbers based on bulk semiconductor-doped glasses and
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semiconductor-doped silica films. Previous work on diode-pumped solid-state lasers of the
colquirite family (Cr:LiSAF, Cr:LiSGAF, and Cr:LiCAF) is also described to provide
background on the Cr:LiSAF laser developed as part of this thesis.
Chapter 4 describes the development of an extended cavity femtosecond Cr:LiSAF laser
pumped by low cost single spatial mode diodes. The design of the key elements that make this
novel laser possible, in particular the diode pump source, saturable Bragg reflector (SBR), and
multi-pass cavity (MPC), is detailed. Ultrashort pulse generation using dispersion compensation
with prisms and also in a prismless cavity using double-chirped mirrors (DCMs) is described,
and the lasing threshold and slope efficiencies as a function of various combinations of the pump
diodes are also measured.
Chapter 5 describes the characterization of semiconductor-doped silica film saturable
absorbers. It starts with an overview of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of
semiconductors, in particular semiconductor quantum dots. The fabrication techniques of RF
sputtering and rapid thermal annealing are discussed. The pump-probe method used to measure
nonlinear optical properties is explained and the development of a novel pump-probe system
based on a broad bandwidth Ti:sapphire laser is described. Experiments characterizing the
nonlinear optical properties of the semiconductor-doped silica films as functions of the pump and
probe wavelengths, nanocrystallite size, rapid thermal annealing temperature, and other
fabrication parameters are presented. The results of x-ray diffraction measurements performed
on the films as a function of annealing temperature are also presented. An explanation for the
high saturation fluence of these films, based on the fast dephasing time in semiconductor
nanocrystallites, is discussed. Finally, guidelines for saturable absorber optimization based on
the experimental results presented in this chapter are given.
Chapter 6 discusses the design and application of a semiconductor-doped silica film to
self-starting mode-locking in a Cr:forsterite laser. The guidelines developed in chapter 5 are
applied to design a semiconductor-doped silica film with a minimized saturation fluence at the
lasing wavelength. Linear transmission and pump-probe measurements of the film used in laser
mode-locking are described. The pulse durations and bandwidths generated from applying the
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saturable absorber to self-starting KLM in Cr:forsterite are also presented. Further experiments
on self-starting pure saturable absorber mode-locking as well as optimizing the pulse duration for
self-starting KLM will also be discussed.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results presented in this thesis and proposes future research
based on this work.
Appendix A details the RF sputtering procedure used in film fabrication. Appendix B
lists the optics used in the Cr:LiSAF laser cavity.
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Chapter 2
Laser mode-locking
2.1 Introduction
Mode-locking is the most widely used method of ultrashort pulse generation, enabling the
generation of pulses down to two cycles in duration. The term mode-locking refers to the
description of this process in the frequency domain as the phase locking of many axial modes
simultaneously oscillating in the laser cavity. This can be understood by describing the
correspondence between the output of a laser in the frequency and time domains [47]. In the
time domain, the steady state electric field E(t) periodically repeats itself in each pass through the
laser cavity, ending at the output coupler. This can be represented by
N-1
E N (t)= E(t -nTR) (2.1)
n=O
Here N is the number of passes through the cavity and TR is the cavity round trip time, given by
21/c, where L is the cavity length and c is the speed of light. For large N, this can also be
represented by [48]
E N (t)= E(t)0 0 (t-nTR). (2.2)
n=O
The Fourier transform of this function into the frequency domain results in
EN (c)=- E()l 4(o -n -- ) (2.3)
TR n=O TR
where E(oa) is the Fourier transform of E(t) with co the frequency. From this expression, it can be
seen that the laser spectrum is a series of axial frequency modes spaced by wax=2;T/TR.
Normally, the relative phases of these modes are unsynchronized and vary randomly in time,
resulting in continuous wave (cw) laser operation with the energy concentrated within a few
modes around the gain peak. This produces an approximately constant output power. Locking
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the relative phases of the modes causes them to constructively interfere at a certain point in the
cavity, resulting in an intense light pulse. As the mode amplitudes change with time, the point in
the cavity at which they constructively interfere changes and the pulse propagates through the
cavity. This can be seen from the following simple analysis. The laser field can be represented
as the superposition of axial frequency modes with varying amplitudes and phases,
N-1
E(z,t) = I Ee i(o+n""-k-z'q" (2.4)
n=O
where (o is the phase, aw is the center frequency, and En is the amplitude of a given mode. If the
axial modes are assumed to have the same amplitude (En=1 for simplicity) and phase (let A=O),
then their output can be described as
N-1i iNw,.(-zlc) __
E(z,t)I= ez -e ''~'), (2.5)
for kn = '+ , and the intensity for z=O is given by
C
I E1 2 = sin 2[Na.(t - z/c)/ 2]1(t) =|E__t)_=_(2.6)
sin 2[W. (t - z / c) /2]
Figure 2-1 illustrates the temporal intensity profile for N=4 and N=10 modes locked in phase in a
standard solid state laser cavity. This shows that the modes constructively interfere to produce a
pulse train spaced by the round trip time TR=2 Z4a=10 ns. The inverse of the round trip time is
the pulse repetition rate frep=1R=C/2L=100 MHz. It is clear that as the number of locked
modes increases, the pulse duration gets shorter and the pulse peak intensity increases. The
pulse duration can be approximated by r=TR/N, implying that as more modes are phase-locked,
the pulse duration gets shorter. In most mode-locked laser systems the gain bandwidth of the
laser limits the number of axial modes that can be locked together and therefore sets a lower
bound on the pulse duration. For a typical Ti:sapphire laser, the gain bandwidth spans -350 nm,
implying a minimum pulse duration of about 2.7 fs or one optical cycle. A typical ultrashort
pulse has a bandwidth of about 100 nm, or -50 THz, implying that -500,000 modes are phase-
locked for a 100 MHz Ti:sapphire laser.
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Figure 2-1. Intensity as a function of time for N=4 (gray) and N=10 (black) phase-locked modes.
These ultrashort optical pulses formed by the superposition of many axial modes are most
often described in the time domain by the slowly varying envelope approximation. This
represents the electric field in terms of a sinusoidal carrier wave modulated by an envelope that
changes very slowly compared to the fast modulations in the carrier wave. This can be derived
by simplifying equation (2.4)
E(z, t) = e ioQ'zc) Eee("-zc' 97, (2.7)
n=O
N-i
and with the envelope given by A(t - z / c) = Ene"(nw(-,' zIc)+,)
n=O
then
E(z,t)= A(t - z/c)e'o('zc). (2.8)
This expression is also a solution of Maxwell's wave equation. This description of an ultrashort
optical pulse has been shown to be valid down to pulse durations of one optical cycle [34]. It
should be noted that the peak of the electric field can be offset from the peak of the envelope and
effects due to this "carrier-envelope phase" become significant for few cycle pulses [34, 49].
This is represented by
E(z, t) = A(t - z / c)e"o(tZIC)+97, (2.9)
where 9p is the carrier-envelope phase. This phase factor does not affect the amplitude or spacing
of the axial modes in the frequency domain and therefore was not explicit in equations (2.4)-
(2.8). The carrier-envelope phase is due to the difference between phase and group velocities in
the laser cavity and therefore changes from pulse to pulse. This manifests itself in the frequency
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domain as an offset of the frequency comb from integer multiples of the repetition rate. Recent
research has demonstrated control of the pulse-to-pulse change in phase, which has implications
in both the time and frequency domains. A detailed discussion of this is beyond the scope of this
thesis; the interested reader is referred to references [34] and [5].
Although the above discussion has mostly focused on the frequency domain
representation, mode-locking is usually easier to analyze in the time domain using the carrier-
envelope formalism. Mode-locking can be viewed in the time domain as a periodic modulation
of the intracavity gain or loss that generates short pulses. This can be accomplished with both
active and passive techniques. Active mode-locking relies on an intracavity modulator to change
the cavity loss at a frequency synchronized to the cavity round trip time. This was used in the
first demonstration of mode-locking [21]. In the time domain, the modulator introduces a
periodic loss modulation into the cavity at frequency fm equal to the cavity repetition rate c/2L,
creating a short modulation window during which the loss is less than the gain (figure 2-2).
However, once the pulse is shorter than this window, it cannot decrease further in duration, and
therefore the pulse duration is limited by the modulator speed.
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Figure 2-2. Active mode-locking in the time domain (from ref [50]). The pulse is shown on the
top axis and is formed by the net gain window due to loss modulation.
This process can also be viewed in the frequency domain as the generation of sidebands
at frequencies vo ± fm on the laser mode at frequency vo. Since the cavity modes are spaced by
f, the sidebands are phase-locked to the carrier frequency vo. On subsequent passes through the
modulator, the sidebands at vo fm will be modulated and develop sidebands themselves at
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frequencies vo ± 2f,. Repetition of this process generates a comb of modes separated by the
repetition rate of the laser. This has also been used in optical frequency metrology to bridge gaps
between optical frequency standards, enabling measurement of unknown frequencies near the
comb frequencies [5].
Passive mode-locking is the most common method of generating ultrashort pulses and
was used to generate the first sub-picosecond pulses from a dye laser. This technique relies on
modulating the intracavity gain or loss by the pulse itself and has resulted in pulses as short as 5
fs directly from the laser oscillator [17]. In this chapter, fundamental principles of passive mode-
locking will be reviewed. Slow and fast saturable absorption models will be discussed in section
2.2. The dominant pulse shaping mechanisms including self amplitude modulation, self phase
modulation, dispersion, and gain filtering, will be described in sections 2.3-2.5 and incorporated
into the master equation for mode-locking. Solutions to this equation and the influence of pulse
shaping mechanisms on the output pulse duration, chirp, bandwidth, and stability will be
discussed in section 2.6. Dispersion managed mode-locking will also briefly be described in this
section. Kerr lens mode-locking, the mechanism by which the shortest pulses have been
generated, will be described in detail in section 2.7. Conditions for self-starting mode-locked
operation will be reviewed in section 2.8. Section 2.9 will describe the technique of soliton
mode-locking. Optimum parameters for saturable absorber design will be described in detail in
section 2.10. Finally, a discussion of the important issues in designing a mode-locked laser will
be given in section 2.11, and techniques for pulse measurement will be discussed in section 2.12.
2.2 Passive mode-locking with slow and fast saturable absorbers
Passive mode-locking requires a mechanism that favors pulsed over cw operation. This
is usually an intensity dependent loss or gain in the laser cavity provided by a saturable absorber.
Saturable absorbers are intracavity elements that introduce lower loss for higher intensities. This
can be used to discriminate between high intensity pulses and low intensity cw radiation.
Saturable absorbers can be classified as either slow or fast depending on their response time
relative to the pulse duration. A slow saturable absorber recovers its absorption on a time scale
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longer than the pulse duration, and its transmission scales with the pulse fluence. A fast
saturable absorber responds instantaneously to changes in the pulse intensity, and therefore its
transmission scales with the pulse intensity. In general, saturable absorbers help form a net gain
window that determines the pulse duration and stabilizes the pulse against perturbations.
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Figure 2-3. Pulse formation with slow saturable absorber mode-locking (from ref [50]). The net
gain window is formed by the combination of absorber and gain saturation.
Slow saturable absorbers cannot usually support short pulse formation alone, requiring gain
saturation to help produce ultrashort pulses (figure 2-3) (except in the case of soliton mode-
locking, to be described in section 2.9). The slow saturable absorber responds to the leading
edge of the pulse, decreasing the cavity loss, which recovers on a long time scale. Gain
saturation subsequently occurs and attenuates the trailing edge of the pulses. The combination of
the two pulse shaping effects results in a window of net gain, forming an ultrashort pulse. This
technique was used to generate pulses as short as 27 fs [51] in a laser using dyes as both gain and
saturable absorber media. The theory of slow saturable mode-locking is described in ref. [52].
Most real saturable absorbers (usually semiconductors) respond on a time scale of nanoseconds
or faster, necessitating a gain medium that responds on a similar time scale to generate an
ultrashort pulse. Solid-state laser media that are the focus of most current research respond on a
time scale of microseconds and therefore cannot be mode-locked using this technique.
Fast saturable absorber mode-locking is the preferred method for mode-locking most solid-
state laser systems. In this technique, the saturable absorber responds instantaneously to changes
in the pulse intensity, creating a net gain window with a width determined by the pulse duration
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(figure 2-4). Gain saturation is not a factor in fast saturable absorber mode-locking. The
challenge in using this method is to find absorbers that relax on a fast enough time scale.
sgch2
Figure 2-4. Pulse formation with fast saturable absorber mode-locking (from ref [50]). The net
gain window is formed by the fast response of the saturable absorption.
In general, the theory of fast saturable absorber mode-locking describes a saturable
absorber as an element shaping the pulse by self-amplitude modulation (SAM). Pulses usually
form from noise fluctuations in the free running cw laser that are amplified by SAM since it
favors the higher intensity noise fluctuations over the low intensity cw radiation. Self-amplitude
modulation efficiently reduces the pulse duration down to picoseconds, after which other pulse
shaping mechanisms such as self phase modulation, dispersion, and gain filtering take over to
bring the pulse duration down to the femtosecond range. These pulse shaping processes are also
incorporated into the theory of fast saturable absorber mode-locking and will be discussed below.
2.3 Self phase modulation
Self phase modulation (SPM) is a result of the optical Kerr effect. This occurs due to the
nonlinear polarization response induced when a strong electric field is applied to an optical
medium, given by
P = 'CO [X E + )E 2 +,E 3 +..,(2.10)
where the first term gives the normal linear response and the successive terms are the nonlinear
polarization. In isotropic, homogenous media, the '2) term vanishes; however, the i') term is
present in all media. From the constitutive relation for the electric displacement D = ,E, an
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intensity dependent index of refraction due to the nonlinear third order susceptibility ;(3) can be
derived,
n = no + n2 1 , (2.11)
where no is the linear index of refraction, n2 is the nonlinear index of refraction, and the pulse
envelope A(t) is normalized such that I = IA2 is the peak intensity of the laser pulse. The Kerr
effect is a nonresonant effect in most laser gain media and therefore can respond on extremely
fast time scales (a few fs) [53]. In most optical crystals, n2 is positive and on the order of 10-16
cm 2/W.
The Kerr effect gives rise to two important ultrafast pulse phenomena: self-focusing and
self-phase modulation (SPM). Self-focusing will be discussed in section 2.7 when describing
Kerr lens mode-locking. Self-phase modulation is an important shaping mechanism for
ultrashort pulses. Neglecting dispersion, pulse propagation through any medium with self-phase
modulation can be described by an equation for the pulse envelope
aA(z,t) .
= -SjA1 A(z,t) (2.12)
az
where 5= kOn 2 is the SPM coefficient and ko = 2;r/A. This results in an intensity-dependent
nonlinear phase shift for a pulse described by equation (2.8), given by
Aqp(t)= -kon 2LI (t), (2.13)
where L is the length of the optical medium. The time derivative of the phase shift gives the
instantaneous frequency shift,
Av(t) = d A )=-kOn2L ) (2.14)
dt dt
This implies that the frequency will vary across the pulse as the intensity envelope changes, an
effect called "chirp". In most materials, the nonlinear index n2 is positive, implying that the
leading edge of the pulse with dI/dt>O will down shift (red shift) the instantaneous frequency,
and the trailing edge of the pulse (dl/dt<O) will up shift the frequency (blue shift) (figure 2-5).
This can be explained by noting that the high intensity pulse peak sees a higher index of
refraction than the low intensity pulse wings. The pulse peak will travel slower than the wings,
causing the field oscillations to bunch up towards higher frequencies on the trailing edge of the
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pulse and spread out towards lower frequencies on the leading edge. SPM only introduces a
phase shift on the pulse and therefore does not affect the temporal intensity envelope. However,
the pulse spectrum broadens due to the new frequencies generated on the leading and trailing
edges of the pulse by SPM.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-5. (a) Electric field of a Gaussian pulse envelope with a carrier frequency defined by
equation (2.8). (b) Electric field of the pulse in (a) after propagating through a Kerr medium and
undergoing self-phase modulation. The chirp on the pulse has the same effect as normal
dispersion, with higher frequencies delayed relative to lower frequencies
In a dispersive medium where the index of refraction varies with frequency, the
additional frequency components on the leading and trailing edges of the pulse travel with
different speeds. This can either increase or decrease the pulse duration depending on the sign of
the dispersion. Pulse propagation in a medium with positive dispersion (low frequencies travel
faster than high frequencies) causes the high frequencies on the trailing edge to lag behind the
low frequencies on the leading edge, broadening the pulse in time. However, propagation in a
medium with negative dispersion (high frequencies travel faster than slow frequencies) causes
the blue-shifted components on the trailing edge of the pulse to catch up to the red-shifted
frequencies on the leading edge, compressing the pulse in time. This interplay between SPM and
dispersion, often called soliton-like pulse shaping, is the effect responsible for soliton generation
and propagation. Solitons are waveforms that can travel over long distances without changing
their shape, due to a balance between SPM and dispersion. Soliton-like pulse shaping can be
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exploited in an ultrafast laser to obtain very short pulses. This underlines the importance of
dispersion in an ultrafast laser, which will be discussed in the following section.
2.4 Dispersion
Ultrashort pulse propagation is strongly influenced by dispersion in the laser cavity. In
general, an ultrashort pulse contains many spectral components that propagate at different speeds
in the laser cavity due to dispersion, the variation of the refractive index with frequency. .
Without proper dispersion management, this will cause the pulse envelope to change shape and
spread out in time. Therefore, careful consideration of dispersive effects is extremely important
in generation of the shortest pulses.
In general, propagation of light through a dispersive optical system causes a frequency
dependent phase shift given by p(w). Ultrashort pulses described by the slowly varying
envelope approximation (equation (2.8)) have a spectral phase given by
(9(L, w) = woLn(w)/c, (2.15)
for propagation through a dispersive medium with refractive index n(w) and length L. An
expression for the group delay can be derived by expanding the spectral phase around the carrier
frequency ab (usually the center of the frequency spectrum, although more complicated
expressions can be used [34, 54]),
1
o(w) = po +(w -co)(dp/ do), +-( - )2 (d2p/dw2 ), +..., (2.16)
with the group delay (GD) given by Tg (w0) = (d(p/dw) and the group delay dispersion (GDD)
given by GDD(w0 ) = (d2,p IdW2) at the carrier frequency. Therefore, the pulse envelope
propagates at the group velocity vg (w0) = L / Tg (w0 ) and the carrier wave propagates with the
phase velocity v, (w) = c / n(w). Physically, the group delay refers to the time relative to the
pulse envelope that different frequency components arrive at a given point in space. The group
delay dispersion is a measure of how strongly the material spreads the pulse components; the
larger the GDD, the larger the difference in arrival times between nearby frequency components
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for a certain amount of optical path length through the material. For extremely short pulses (<10
fs), higher order dispersion terms become important, including the third order dispersion, given
by TOD(wo) = (d3op/ dw') and the fourth order dispersion, FOD(coo) = (d4p/ dO4) [55]. For
example, the broadening of a 10 fs transform limited Gaussian pulse is the same for a GDD=100
fs2 , TOD= 1000 fs3 , and FOD=10,000 fs4 .
The index of refraction is often given as a function of wavelength for many materials.
Therefore, it is useful to express the GDD as a function of wavelength, given by [56]
GDD(A)= / 2 + A. (2.17)
4c2C2 d A d22
For a given transparent material, the refractive index is usually given in the form of a Sellmeier
equation,
n2 _ B22 (2.18)
where Bk and Ck are coefficients that are given for the substance under consideration. The GD
and GDD can easily be calculated from equations (2.17) and (2.18) for a particular material.
Equation (2.12) can be modified to describe pulse propagation including both dispersion
and SPM. The modified equation is called the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation and is given by
.aA(z t) knaA(z, t) +6 1A12 A(z, t), (2.19)
az 2 at2
- a2k
where k# = a2 , the GDD per unit length. This equation is used to describe the propagation of
solitons in optical fibers [57]. A stationary solution of this equation is the fundamental soliton,
described by a hyperbolic secant function,
A,(z,t) = AO sech 2 (tI)-hI.ls. (2.20)
This pulse shape is also common in passively mode-locked solid state lasers, and this equation
can indeed be used to describe the pulses generated from a femtosecond solid state laser with
appropriate modifications, described in section 2.6.
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2.5 Gain filtering
Gain filtering is another important pulse shaping mechanism that must be considered in
understanding passive mode-locking. The gain of a laser is frequency dependent, arising from
the linewidth of the atomic transitions involved in the lasing process. In a real laser system,
these transitions are not ideally sharp but are broadened by different homogeneous and
inhomogeneous processes. Homogeneous broadening occurs when each atom has the same
frequency response and arises from processes such as the finite upper state lifetime of the laser
material or the coupling to vibrational phonon modes in the crystal lattice. Effects such as
crystal imperfections cause the atomic lineshape to vary between atoms, giving rise to
inhomogeneous broadening. In most solid state lasers, homogenous broadening is the dominant
mechanism. The shape of the gain is a Lorentzian, which can be approximated by a parabolic
gain profile near the center wavelength, given by
G(w)= g I- 2 _), (2.21)
where g is the laser gain at the center, aw is the center frequency, and L2g is the gain bandwidth.
This frequency dependent gain tends to act as a bandwidth limiting filter that broadens pulses
passing through the laser crystal, particularly for extremely short laser pulses. Pulse
perturbations including multiple pulsing and cw breakthrough are also influenced by the finite
gain bandwidth of the lasing transition [58] and will be discussed further in sections 2.6 and
2.10.2.
2.6 The master equation for fast saturable absorber mode-locking
The above pulse shaping processes can be incorporated into a master equation describing
the time evolution of the pulse envelope A(t) for fast saturable absorber mode-locking in the
steady state, first formulated by Haus [59, 60, 61] and given by
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g 1+ 9 -(l+ix)-iqi+iD d +(y-io)A(t)j2 A(t) = 0. (2.22)
UQ dt2)- dt2
In this equation, the first term is due to gain filtering, obtained by Fourier transforming equation
(2.21) to get a time domain expression. The linear loss and phase shift per pass are incorporated
in the l+jx term. The iyi term incorporates the phase shift due to deviations of the carrier
frequency from an axial resonator frequency. Dispersion is taken into account by the
iD(d 2 / dt2 ) term, where D is given by k'L /2 for a path length L through the resonator (similar
to equation (2.19)). The yJA(t)12 term accounts for self-amplitude modulation (saturable
absorber action) and the -i6IA(t) 2 operator incorporates self-phase modulation. The solutions
of this equation have the form
A(t) = AO sech j exp[if8ln(sech(t / r))] (2.23)
where fl is the chirp parameter and r is the pulse width [62]. The pulse duration, chirp,
bandwidth, and stability parameters can be determined by substituting this expression back into
the master equation [60]. This reduces to two complex equations, one with terms proportional to
sech and one with terms proportional to sech3 , which can individually be set to zero. These
equations can be solved for the pulse width and chirp for a known amplitude Ao of the pulse.
The amplitude can be determined by setting the saturated gain, g, equal to the loss, 1, in which
case the saturated gain is given by the condition
g = go (2.24)
1 + E, / PR
with the pulse energy given by Ep=2Ao2 -r Ao can be obtained from solving equation (2.24), and
this can be introduced into the master equation to obtain the pulse width and chirp parameter.
Normalized parameters are used for the pulse width,
r, = (E, Q2/2g)r (2.25)
dispersion,
D, =(Q / g)D (2.26)
and bandwidth (obtained directly from the solutions for the chirp and pulse width):
a)n = (I + '2)112(1 /_r' ). (2.27)
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The normalized pulse width and bandwidth, as well as the chirp 8 and the stability criterion, are
plotted in figure 2-6 as functions of the normalized dispersion D while varying the SPM
parameter 5 The pulses are stable if the gain before and after the pulse is less than the loss to
prevent the growth of disturbances, setting the stability criterion, l-g>O. The balance of saturable
absorber action and gain filtering is crucial in determining pulse stability and will be discussed
more thoroughly below.
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Figure 2-6. (a) Chirp, (b) pulse duration,
the dispersion (from reference [60]).
(c) stability, and (d) bandwidth plotted as functions of
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Mode-locked operation can be qualitatively understood from these graphs. By inspecting
the graph for the chirp parameter /, it is clear that there are two different regimes of operation
depending on the sign of the dispersion. In the positive dispersion regime, the pulses are
strongly chirped and the duration is long. Gain filtering actually acts to decrease the pulse
duration in this regime by balancing the pulse broadening resulting from SPM and positive
dispersion. The high and low ends of the pulse spectrum are cut off, reducing the bandwidth and
also the duration for a chirped pulse. The pulse duration is primarily determined by the strength
of the saturable absorber.
In the negative GDD regime, soliton-like pulse shaping dominates pulse generation and
shaping. The balance of negative GDD and SPM, as described in section 2.3, results in short,
unchirped pulses (often referred to as "solitons" in this thesis). The SPM parameter S has a
much stronger influence on the pulse width than the SAM parameter yin this regime. Therefore,
in this regime the solutions to the master equation can be approximated by an ideal soliton-like
hyperbolic secant pulse, given by solutions of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (2.19). An
approximate expression for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse duration can be
obtained by substituting the hyperbolic secant solution, equation (2.20), into (2.19) [58]:
rFWHM =1'76 .41D1 (2.28)
,5E,
where Ep is the pulse energy. This expression is applicable to most solid-state lasers mode-
locked by a fast saturable absorber. Soliton-like pulse shaping has been shown to reduce the
pulse duration by a factor of 2-2.75 as compared to lasers mode-locked purely by a fast saturable
absorber without SPM and GDD [58, 60].
It appears from equation (2.28) that the pulse duration does not depend on the saturable
absorption, which is not really true. In the negative dispersion regime, the saturable absorber is
necessary to stabilize the soliton by providing a window of net gain for the pulse, where the gain
before and after the pulse must be less than the loss (which is equal to the saturated value of the
cw gain) in order to suppress noise perturbations. The finite gain bandwidth imposes additional
loss on a soliton as compared to cw oscillation at the gain peak, and therefore saturable
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absorption is necessary to favor pulsed over cw operation. Shorter pulses require stronger
saturable absorber action due to their broad bandwidths.
Similarly, from figure 2-6 it is clear that larger values of SPM lead to shorter pulses if the
negative dispersion is increased to balance the SPM-induced broadening. However, for
increasingly large values of SPM (occurring as the pulse gets shorter), gain filtering causes the
broad bandwidth pulse to lose energy and become unstable. This can also occur for operation
near zero dispersion, when the pulses are very short and have broad bandwidths. As described in
the previous paragraph, efficient saturable absorber action can keep the pulse stable by
compensating for the losses due to gain filtering. However, for high pulse energies, the absorber
is fully saturated and cannot stabilize the pulse any further. In contrast, SPM does not saturate
with increased pulse energy, and therefore the pulse continues to get shorter as the pulse energy
increases until either the cw radiation breaks through or the pulse breaks up into multiple pulses.
Multiple pulsing occurs because two or more solitons with lower energy and longer duration will
saturate the absorber more effectively and incur lower loss from gain filtering; this will be
described in more detail in section 2.10.2. A stability criterion can be derived for the saturable
absorber to overcome losses due to gain filtering [58], given by
D
S2(2.29)
where Dg =g/i , is the gain dispersion and qo is the saturable loss (often called the "modulation
depth", described in section 2.10.1) of the absorber. The minimum pulse duration that can be
supported for a given saturable loss is obtained by setting the two sides of equation (2.29) equal
to one another. Equation (2.29) shows that as the pulse duration decreases due to soliton shaping
(from equation (2.28)), the saturable absorber strength must increase to keep the pulse stable
against multiple pulsing and cw breakthrough. These instabilities are very important and must
be carefully considered in ultrashort pulse lasers, especially those with extremely short pulse
durations or very high pulse energies.
The master equation approach is valid as long as the pulse envelope does not significantly
change per round trip. However, for extremely short pulses with durations in the 10 fs regime,
higher order dispersion (not included in the master equation) becomes important [55], as well as
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ordering of the elements in the resonator [63]]. The pulse shape changes significantly during
propagation through each element in the resonator, necessitating a different approach for
describing ultrashort pulse generation in this regime, called dispersion managed mode-locking
[64].
In this model, ultrashort pulse propagation is equated to dispersion managed soliton
propagation [64], in which the pulse passes through segments of positive and negative dispersion
in which the pulse width changes significantly. For ultrashort pulse lasers, it can be shown using
this model that in a linear cavity with one arm containing the negative dispersion (such as a
cavity using only a prism pair for dispersion compensation) and the crystal providing positive
dispersion, the pulse is shortest in the arm containing the negative dispersion. If the negative
dispersion is equally distributed between both arms, the pulse is shortest at each end of the cavity
and also has the same shape both times it passes through the crystal in a round trip (as opposed to
a cavity with the negative dispersion only in one arm). Finally, the pulse is found to be
transform limited in the center of the positive and negative dispersion cells. The pulse shapes in
this regime can be fit by a sinc2 function. This model gives guidelines for designing and
understanding lasers producing sub-10 fs pulses. However, for most laser systems the intuitive
conclusions drawn from the master equation approach are still a helpful guide to understanding
mode-locking dynamics.
2.7 Kerr lens mode-locking
Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM) is the dominant method of generating extremely short,
sub-50 fs pulses from solid-state lasers. KLM is an artificial fast saturable absorber based on the
optical Kerr effect. As mentioned in section 2.3, the intensity dependent index of refraction
given by equation (2.11) can result in the effects of self-phase modulation and self-focusing.
Self-focusing in combination with an intracavity aperture is the basis of the artificial fast
saturable absorber used in Kerr lens mode-locking. In this section, a physical description of
KLM will be given, while the optimal cavity design for a Kerr lens mode-locked laser is
discussed in section 2.11.4.
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Generally, the transverse profile of an optical pulse takes a Gaussian shape, with higher intensity
in the center than in the wings. When a pulse propagates through a Kerr medium, the higher
intensity center modifies the refractive index through the Kerr effect, while the lower intensity
outer portions do not. This creates an intensity dependent lens within the Kerr medium that
counteracts the normal diffractive beam divergence (for a positive n2). At a power equal to the
critical power for self-focusing [65], given by
a22
P = ' (2.30)
8;rnon2
where a is a correction factor between 3.7-6.4, the beam becomes collimated and propagates
without divergence. For powers greater than Pcri, the beam theoretically collapses to a
singularity; in reality, higher order effects or damage of the medium occur before this happens.
Self-focusing can be utilized in combination with an intracavity aperture to generate
ultrashort pulses. The intracavity transverse beam profile is modified for high intensities as
compared to low intensities; for example, high intensity pulses will have a different spatial
profile than the low intensity cw radiation. By introducing an aperture to discriminate between
high and low intensities, an intensity dependent loss mechanism is created, equivalent to a fast
saturable absorber.
Solid-state laser crystals typically have a positive n2 and therefore act as a positive lens
for high intensities, such that the high intensity radiation has a smaller mode size within the laser
crystal than low intensity radiation. An intracavity aperture can therefore be placed at a position
within the cavity where the high intensity mode is smaller than the low intensity mode, favoring
pulsed operation. This has been accomplished using both "hard" and "soft" apertures. A "hard"
aperture is usually a physical slit placed at a position in the cavity to create more loss for the cw
radiation and favor pulsed operation [66]. "Soft" apertures rely on the overlap of the laser mode
and pump mode within the laser crystal (figure 2-7).
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Figure 2-7. Schematic of Kerr-lens mode-locking with a soft aperture.
The pump mode is first set to be smaller than the cw laser mode within the laser crystal.
The high intensity pulsed mode will self-focus to a smaller mode size than the cw mode within
the crystal and will therefore overlap better with the pump mode, experiencing more gain than
the cw radiation. Soft or gain aperture KLM is generally favored for the generation of extremely
short pulses due to bandwidth limitations present in hard aperture KLM, and was used in the
KLM laser systems described in this thesis.
KLM has been used to generate pulses down to 5 fs in duration [17] and is the only
method for generating sub-10 fs pulses. However, it requires very precise cavity alignment (to
be discussed in section 2.11.4) and is usually not self-starting. Self-starting (when the pulse
evolves from noise fluctuations without any external energy input) is difficult in KLM lasers,
because the Kerr nonlinearity that is strong for ultrashort pulses is much less significant for
longer pulses and negligible for cw radiation. Similarly, any nonlinearity that is strong for
longer pulses or cw radiation will be overdriven in the ultrashort pulse regime. For example, in a
standard femtosecond laser, the peak power changes by six orders of magnitude between cw and
mode-locked operation. Self-starting KLM lasers have been demonstrated with pulse durations
down to 50 fs, but the cavity alignment is extremely sensitive and no shorter self-starting pulses
have been demonstrated [67, 68]. Most KLM lasers can be started by tapping an end mirror or
shaking a mirror or prism stage; this provides a sufficient noise perturbation to enable KLM.
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2.8 Self-starting mode-locked operation
The buildup of a laser pulse from noise perturbations has been analyzed by several
authors [69, 70, 71] with the goal of deriving optimum parameters for self-starting laser mode-
locking. In general, a noise perturbation can be represented as a perturbation s(t) on the steady
state photon flux So, which affects the round trip gain through
Aga = ks(t), (2.31)
where k is a proportionality constant that depends on the strength of the fast saturable absorber
[69]. A short fluctuation will see more gain than cw radiation, as well as more gain for the peak
than the wings; this increased gain enables the initial fluctuation to build into a steady state
mode-locked pulse. For a gain medium with a relaxation time longer than the cavity round trip
time (usually true for solid-state lasers with relaxation times of microseconds) such that the gain
saturates only with the average power, mode-locking will always self-start, with a rate
determined by the width of the initial perturbation and the strength of the SAM provided by the
saturable absorber.
When dynamic gain saturation is taken into account, a more careful analysis must be
performed to determine a self-starting condition [69]. For a gain medium with recovery time
long compared to the width of the fluctuation, the perturbation changes the gain by
Ag, = -og f s(t)dt (2.32)
with o the emission cross-section of the gain and g the saturated gain prior to the perturbation.
The effect of the change in gain on the perturbation due to the sum of equations (2.31) and (2.32)
can be calculated by calculating the overlap integral between Aga+Ags and s(t) to get
2{ s(t)dt
k /g. > o-- .(2.33)[ s2(t)dt
The ratio of integrals in (2.33) is generally given by /hj, where z, is the width of the perturbation
and fis a scaling factor that depends on the shape of the perturbation (/6=0.85 for a sech 2 shape,
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0.75 for a Gaussian shape) and is usually near unity. Therefore, the self-starting condition is
given by
k g > 6zT, . (2.34)
This shows that the gain cross section is an important parameter in self-starting mode-locking. A
shorter perturbation width also makes start up of mode-locking easier, as does stronger saturable
absorber action. The gain dependence of this condition implies that mode-locking will start as
soon as the laser threshold is reached if the nonlinearity is large enough compared to the gain
saturation. However, experiments have shown that in most laser systems, there are two
thresholds, one for cw lasing and one for mode-locking, which contradicts this prediction.
The existence of a separate threshold for mode-locking was examined in [70]. A
condition similar to (2.34) was first derived for self-starting mode-locking with dynamic gain
saturation. However, this condition also did not predict the existence of a mode-locking
threshold, motivating an investigation based on the introduction of a decay time for the
perturbation. Generally, the mode-locked pulse will evolve from the most intense mode-beating
fluctuation in the cw laser, which has a finite coherence time since the modes dephase after a
certain period of time. If the pulse does not get significantly shorter within the coherence time,
then it will break up. A coherence time z, can be included to obtain the condition for self-
starting,
k'Pi > 1 , (2.35)
ln(m) 
-,
where k'= hoAg k, with Ag the beam cross section in the gain medium, Pi the cw intracavity
power, and mi the initial number of modes. This shows that a longer cavity round trip time
makes self-starting more difficult, and also defines a threshold power for self-starting.
Subsequent work identified spurious reflections in the laser cavity as a possible source of
decoherence between modes, and found that the ratio of the perturbation width to the cavity
round trip time was important in determining self-starting behavior [71].
In summary, self-starting laser mode-locking is easier for stronger saturable absorber
action, smaller gain cross-sections, shorter perturbation widths, and shorter cavity lengths. As
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previously discussed, Kerr lens mode-locking is usually not self-starting, necessitating other
mode-locking techniques or devices to obtain a self-starting source of ultrashort pulses.
2.9 Soliton mode-locking
Soliton mode-locking is a mode-locking technique that relies on the combination of
soliton-like pulse shaping and a slow saturable absorber for ultrashort pulse generation [39, 58,
72-74]. The mode-locking dynamics can be described in a similar manner as the discussion of
fast saturable absorber mode-locking with soliton-like pulse shaping in section 2.6. The primary
difference between these techniques is the use in soliton mode-locking of a slow saturable
absorber that responds on time scales much longer than the final pulse duration. Self-starting
soliton mode-locking can be achieved over the full cavity stability region, in comparison to KLM
in which pulse generation is very sensitive to the stability operating point. Soliton mode-locking
can also be distinguished from slow saturable absorber mode-locking since no dynamic gain
saturation is necessary for short pulse formation. This technique has been used to generate self-
starting 13 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser [75].
Soliton mode-locking relies on the interplay of SPM and GDD to form an ultrashort
pulse [39, 58]. As described in section 2.6, a soliton is unstable without a saturable absorber to
stabilize the pulse against the growth of noise perturbations. The soliton loses energy due to gain
dispersion, and this energy is in the form of a longer background pulse (called the "continuum").
This background pulse sees more gain than the soliton due to its smaller bandwidth near the gain
peak, and the long recovery time of the slow saturable absorber leaves a net gain window after
the short soliton pulse for the continuum to grow. The continuum creates negligible SPM but is
spread out in time by GDD. Therefore, the continuum is spread into the region of the slowly
recovering saturable absorber loss, which prevents it from reaching threshold and destabilizing
the soliton.
A mathematical treatment of soliton mode-locking is given in refs. [73] and [39] and will
be briefly summarized here. Beginning with the master equation (2.22), the yjA(t) 2 term for
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self-amplitude modulation in the fast saturable absorber model is replaced by a separate
differential equation describing the saturable absorber response to the pulse in each round trip,
aq(T,t) q-qo IA(T,t) 2
_ (2.36)
at TA Esat
where TA is the absorber recovery time, assumed to be shorter than the time between pulses, and
Esat is the saturation energy of the absorber. In the soliton mode-locking model, the pulse
duration is given by equation (2.28) (since soliton-like pulse shaping is dominant), and full
saturation of the absorber is assumed (i.e., the pulse energy is much larger than Esat). When the
soliton is stable, the net gain per round trip is zero and the saturated gain is equal to the total loss,
g=l+Dg/3 2 , where Dgf accounts for the gain and intracavity filter dispersion and the second
term accounts for the additional loss for the soliton due to the saturable absorber and the finite
filter and gain bandwidths when the absorber is fully saturated [39, 58, 72, 73]. The soliton loses
energy to the continuum as it passes through the filters and the slowly recovering saturable
absorber. Soliton perturbation theory can be used to obtain an equation for the decay of the
continuum. It is found that the soliton is stable if the continuum solutions to this equation decay
in time, which occurs if there is enough dispersion to spread the continuum into the region of the
slowly recovering absorber loss. An equation can then be obtained for the minimum pulse width
that the absorber can support [39, 73, 74], given by
3/4 1/4
= J Tg 312  (o) 1 , (2.37)
with
_ E, _IDI( 4r- ID, (2.38)
where dg is the gain bandwidth and (p is the nonlinear phase shift, also given in equation (2.13).
This can be compared to the minimum pulse duration obtained from the fast saturable absorber
model, given in equation (2.29). The ratio of the pulse durations in the soliton mode-locking and
fast saturable absorber cases, r rFSA A g ( )1 '4 , shows that the pulse widths are comparable in
both mode-locking techniques and the ratio decreases slowly with the absorber recovery time.
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The saturable absorber device parameters and design are very important in optimizing
soliton mode-locking. The pulsewidth is proportional to the square root of the saturable absorber
strength (saturable loss), and pulses up to 30 times shorter than the absorber response time can be
initiated and stabilized [75]. Therefore, it is important to carefully design the absorber recovery
time and strength to minimize the pulse duration. In general, increasing the saturable absorber
strength should enable generation of shorter pulses, since it is inversely proportional to the
pulsewidth in pure fast saturable absorber mode-locking without SPM and GDD [59]. However,
real saturable absorbers always introduce undesirable non-saturable loss along with the desired
saturable loss, causing the laser to operate less efficiently. Therefore, there is a limit in practice
on how much saturable loss can be introduced before the laser is unable to reach threshold. For a
given absorber strength, soliton-like pulse shaping is critical to achieve the minimum pulse
duration.
The drawbacks in soliton mode-locking are primarily in the optimization of saturable
absorber properties, since the saturable and non-saturable loss, recovery time, and bandwidth
play an essential role in ultrashort pulse generation. This differs from KLM, in which the
artificial fast saturable absorber due to the nonlinear index of refraction responds essentially
instantaneously and does not introduce any non-saturable loss or bandwidth limitations. These
effects can explain why KLM is the only technique currently demonstrated to generate sub-10 fs
pulses. However, many lasers are mode-locked with real saturable absorber devices and
therefore it is appropriate to discuss the ideal properties of a saturable absorber in the next
section.
2.10 Saturable absorbers for laser mode-locking
Saturable absorbers can be used in three different regimes for laser mode-locking. The
first case is when the saturable absorber starts mode-locking for relatively low intracavity
intensities, but only weakly supports further pulse shaping. In this case, the saturable absorber
can be saturated by a small intracavity change in intensity (like a noise perturbation) and amplify
this into a long pulse, with durations of nanoseconds to picoseconds. At this point, another
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mode-locking mechanism (such as KLM) that is more efficient for higher intracavity intensities
takes over and further shortens the pulse while stabilizing mode-locking. The second case is
when another mechanism initiates mode-locking at low intensities where the absorber is only
weakly saturated. This reduces the duration of the pulse into a regime where the absorber
saturates and provides further pulse shortening. Finally, the third case is when the saturable
absorber is effective for low and high intracavity intensities and can both start mode-locking and
provide further pulse shortening.
Saturable absorbers used in laser mode-locking are designed to optimize several
important parameters. These include linear absorption, absorption saturation intensity and
fluence, modulation depth, ratio of saturable to non-saturable losses, wavelength dependence and
bandwidth of operation, and damage threshold [38, 36]
2.10.1 Modulation depth and non-saturable loss
The saturable absorber must be designed to provide optical absorption at the operating
wavelength of the laser. This absorption can be separated into two components: saturable and
non-saturable loss. Saturable loss is nonlinearly dependent absorption that decreases for higher
intensity incident light. In the semiconductor saturable absorbers considered in this thesis, this
occurs through band filling due to the Pauli exclusion principle. Additional effects including
excitonic effects and bandgap renormalization must often be taken into account near the band
edge [76]. Non-saturable loss is not intensity dependent and causes the laser to operate less
efficiently while increasing the threshold.
The modulation depth is the total amount of saturable loss introduced by a saturable
absorber, which can decrease to zero ("bleaching") by absorption of an infinitely high pulse
energy. In all mode-locking theories, the pulse duration is inversely proportional to the
modulation depth of the saturable absorber [38, 58, 59], as given by
1 0 - (2.39)
qO17
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where 2 qo is the modulation depth and q7 is a factor that depends on the mode-locking theory. In
general, a high modulation depth is always desirable for the generation of shorter pulses.
The total absorption should be low enough such that the laser can still reach both the cw
and mode-locking thresholds. It should also be high enough to introduce an appreciable amount
of saturable loss to discriminate between low and high intensities. The ratio of saturable to non-
saturable loss should be maximized, since any additional non-saturable loss only degrades the
laser performance and makes it operate farther above threshold, which can increase the tendency
for instabilities. Non-saturable losses are usually from material defects and can sometimes lower
the damage threshold for the device.
2.10.2 Absorption saturation intensity and fluence
The absorption saturation intensity and fluence are important parameters influencing
mode-locked operation. In the initial stages of pulse evolution when noise fluctuations are
amplified into pulses, the saturable absorber acts like a fast saturable absorber since the width of
the noise fluctuations is long compared to the recovery time of the absorber, and therefore the cw
intensity incident on the absorber determines the amount of absorption saturation. The
absorption coefficient for a two level system is given by [47]
a a (2.40)
1+--I,
Isat
where o is the small signal absorption coefficient (linear absorption), I is the cw intensity, and
Isat is the saturation intensity, given by
, h= , (2.41)
where h v is the photon energy, oq is the absorption cross section of the transition, and TA is the
absorption saturation recovery time. Therefore, as the intensity increases, the absorption
coefficient approaches zero and the absorption saturates. In general, the saturation intensity
should be large enough such that the absorption is not saturated by the cw intensity, since
otherwise there would not be enough modulation in absorption for pulse formation. However, it
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is worth mentioning that the intensity can always be tailored by changing the spot size on the
absorber, so in general lower saturation intensity is better. Figure 2-8 shows the variation of
absorption with the cw intensity.
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Figure 2-8. Nonlinear absorption change with increasing intensity.
Maximum and minimum bounds for the saturation intensity can be obtained by
considering the mode-locking build-up time and the condition for stability against Q-switching.
The mode-locking build-up time is a good measure of self-starting performance and can be
approximated by [74]
Tb oC 1 (2.42)dA
dI 1=0
where dAldI is the slope as shown in fig. 2-8. From this expression it is clear that a faster build-
up time can be achieved by increasing this slope. This can be accomplished by lowering the
saturation intensity of the device. However, if the saturation intensity is too small, the laser can
start to Q-switch. To avoid Q-switching, the laser must satisfy the inequality given by
dA T
- I <rL, (2.43)dl T
where TR is the round trip time as before, r is the pump parameter determining how many times
above threshold the laser is pumped, and 2 is the upper state lifetime of the gain medium [74,
77]. From this equation, it is clear that Q-switching can be suppressed by using a device with a
high saturation intensity, a low repetition rate laser, or a laser pumped far above threshold.
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Physically, this equation can be interpreted by independently examining the left and right hand
sides. The left-hand side is a measure of the absorber saturation and the corresponding reduction
in cavity loss, causing the intracavity intensity to increase. The right-hand side is a measure of
how fast the gain can respond to compensate for the reduction in loss to keep the intracavity
intensity constant. If the gain responds too slowly, than the intensity will increase until the
absorber is completely bleached, causing Q-switching. The combination of equations (2.42) and
(2.43) sets upper and lower bounds for the saturation intensity. In practice, optimal laser
performance is almost always achieved with lower saturation intensities.
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Figure 2-9. Nonlinear absorption change of a saturable absorber as a function of pulse fluence.
When the laser pulse is comparable to or shorter than the absorption saturation recovery
time, then the saturable absorber acts as a slow saturable absorber and saturates with the pulse
fluence F(t) = I(t)dt. The absorption coefficient is then given by
a = ao exp(-F / F,,) (2.44)
where Flat, the saturation fluence, is given by
hv
Figure 2-9 shows the absorption change of a saturable absorber with the pulse fluence.
(2.45)
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Upper and lower bounds for the saturation fluence can also be derived in a similar
manner as the saturation intensity. If the absorption saturation recovery time is shorter than the
cavity round trip time, then the condition for no Q-switching given by (2.43) is usually fulfilled.
However, another condition must be satisfied to prevent Q-switched mode-locking, given by
dA TS< r L&. (2.46)dF T
This condition is satisfied by choosing the pulse energy very high, such that the slope of the
curve in figure 2-9 is very small [36]. Equivalently, the saturation fluence can also be chosen to
be very low such that it is much lower than the pulse fluence for moderate pulse energies. The
modulation depth can be seen from figure 2-9 as the difference in the amount of absorption for
low fluences and the amount of absorption at the pulse energy of interest. Operating at higher
pulse energies also increases the modulation depth and therefore decreases the pulse duration.
However, there is an upper limit to the pulse fluence, given by the onset of multiple
pulsing. As described in section 2.6, multiple pulsing occurs when the pulse bandwidth is broad,
causing the short pulse to see reduced gain compared to cw radiation at the gain peak. When the
pulse energy is many times higher than the saturation fluence, then the absorption is no longer a
strong function of the pulse energy, as can be seen from fig. 2-9. Therefore, beyond a certain
pulse energy, multiple pulses with reduced energy and longer duration are favored over a single
short pulse since they see a larger average gain but the same amount of absorption as the single
pulse. Pulses with energy more than three to five times the saturation fluence are likely to
become unstable and break up into multiple pulses [58, 74]. This criterion sets an upper limit on
pulse energies and a lower limit on the saturation fluence. For a given saturable absorber design,
the pulse fluence relative to the saturation fluence can be adjusted by changing the mode area on
the saturable absorber, optimizing mode-locking operation.
2.10.3 Absorption saturation recovery time
The absorber recovery time influences many aspects of mode-locked operation,
particularly self-starting performance and the minimum achievable pulse duration. It should be
faster than the cavity round trip time to provide sufficient discrimination between pulsed and cw
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operation. This can be seen by comparing the absorption bleaching factors for pulsed and cw
operation, x, = F /Fsa, and x, = I /Ia, . In general, the pulse energy F is related to the intensity
by F =I TR . Therefore, the ratio of absorption bleaching factors is given by
]F IT T
x, =17-=I R -- _RT 2.7
sat sat a a
with the absorption saturation recovery time -a. This demonstrates that faster recovery times can
provide better discrimination between pulsed and cw operation. As previously discussed,
making the absorber recovery time shorter than the cavity round trip time also satisfies the
condition for no Q-switching (2.43).
Longer absorption saturation recovery times result in better self-starting performance [36,
38]. This can be seen by examining the expression for the mode-locking build-up time, equation
(2.42). As previously discussed, shorter mode-locking build-up times result from making the
slope dA/dI larger, which occurs for lower saturation intensities. This can be done by increasing
the absorption cross section or by increasing the absorber recovery time. The extremely fast
response time of KLM makes it unsuitable for self-starting, although this fast response time
enable generation of the shortest pulses.
In the fast saturable absorber mode-locking model, the minimum pulse duration is
influenced by the absorber recovery time, since the response of the absorber must be fast enough
to keep the pulse stable against noise perturbations that grow outside the net gain window. With
soliton mode-locking, the shortest pulses generated are up to 30 times shorter than the absorption
saturation recovery time, emphasizing the strong influence of this parameter on the shortest
achievable pulse as discussed in section 2.9 [74].
The semiconductor saturable absorbers considered in this thesis have a bitemporal
response time [78]. The fast time constant is determined by the fast relaxation of carriers out of
the excited state into a thermalized distribution, which typically happens within less than one
picosecond. The slow time constant is given by the time for the excited electron-hole pairs to
recombine and happens within tens of picoseconds to nanoseconds. This bitemporal response is
advantageous in saturable absorber applications since the slow time constant aids in self-starting
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and the fast time constant enables generation of short pulses. In epitaxially grown
semiconductor saturable absorbers, the recovery time can be controlled using techniques such as
low temperature growth or proton bombardment. This decreases the recovery time but also
usually adds non-saturable loss to the device. Carrier dynamics in semiconductors will be
described in more detail in chapter 5.
2.10.5 Wavelength dependence and other characteristics
The absorption saturation would ideally be wavelength independent, since otherwise it
would introduce a gain filter that would limit ultrashort pulse generation. Kerr lens mode-
locking is theoretically wavelength independent; however, a frequency dependent mode size [79]
may limit generation of the shortest pulses. Semiconductor saturable absorbers are strongly
wavelength dependent, since the absorption coefficient, saturation fluence, and recovery
dynamics are strong functions of energy in relation to the band edge. This can limit the spectral
operation range of a semiconductor saturable absorber. The device structure can also limit the
bandwidth of operation; this will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. Ideally, the saturable
absorber device would be wavelength independent and would also introduce a controlled amount
of dispersion (usually zero) into the laser cavity.
The damage threshold of a saturable absorber should also be significantly higher than the
incident intracavity pulse intensity in order to avoid damage during laser operation. An ideal
saturable absorber should not require critical alignment nor impose constraints on laser design.
Finally, the absorber should be easy to fabricate and inexpensive.
Overall, careful design of the saturable absorber parameters is essential for optimizing
mode-locked operation. The saturable absorber modulation depth should be maximized and the
non-saturable losses minimized. The absorption saturation intensity should be high enough such
that it is not saturated by the cw intensity and avoids Q-switching, but low enough for efficient
self-starting. The absorption saturation fluence should be low enough to avoid Q-switched
mode-locking, but high enough to prevent multiple pulsing. The absorption saturation recovery
time should be shorter than the cavity round trip time, providing better discrimination between
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pulsed and cw operation, and also short to minimize the pulse duration. However, higher
absorption saturation recovery times aid in effective self-starting. Finally, the bandwidth of
operation is ideally wavelength independent, and the damage threshold is ideally much higher
than the expected pulse intensity. These desired absorber characteristics are summarized in table
2-1.
Characteristic Ideal saturable absorber
Modulation depth high
Non-saturable loss none
-higher than cw intracavity intensity
-low enough to faciliate self-starting
-low enough to avoid Q-switching and
Saturation fluence provide high modulation depth
-high enough to prevent multiple pulsing
-faster than the cavity round trip time and fast
Absorption saturation
for effective pulse shortening
recovery time
-slow enough to faciliate self-starting
Wavelength dependence none
Damage threshold high
Laser design and alignment
none
constraints
Device design constraints none
Fabrication technique simple
Cost low
Table 2-1. Summary of the ideal characteristics of a saturable absorber.
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2.11 Design of a mode-locked laser
Proper design of a mode-locked laser resonator is critical for optimal laser performance.
Lasers are very sensitive to alignment, in cw operation and particularly in pulsed operation.
Therefore, cavity design is crucial in building a robust, stable mode-locked laser producing
ultrashort pulses. This section will briefly review the description of a Gaussian beam in terms of
the q parameter and ABCD matrices, after which the standard four mirror cavity used in most
solid-state lasers will be described. Dispersion compensation with both prisms and double
chirped mirrors (DCM) will be explained and the optimization of a laser resonator for KLM will
also be described in detail.
2.11.1 Four mirror cavity
The four mirror cavity, consisting of two curved mirrors to focus the laser mode into the
crystal, an end mirror, and an output coupler, is the most widely used cavity in ultrashort pulse
generation from solid-state lasers due to its relative simplicity and ability to create a tightly
focused mode within the laser crystal [80]. It is usually referred to as a "z" or "x" fold cavity
depending on the particular layout. A schematic of a standard four mirror "z" cavity is shown in
figure 2-10. This cavity consists of an end mirror HR, an output coupler OC, and two curved
mirrors Ml and M2 separated by a distance b, with a crystal CR positioned between them at a
distance a from MI. The crystal is cut for Brewster's angle incidence, to minimize unwanted
reflections that would increase laser loss; this sets the polarization of the laser beam. The HR
and MI are separated by a distance d1 , while the OC and M2 are separated by d2. The angle of
each of the curved mirrors is set to compensate the astigmatism of the crystal; this will be
discussed below.
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Figure 2-10. Schematic of a z-fold cavity.
The electric field profile in a laser resonator is described by the paraxial wave equation,
with the solutions given by Hermite-Gaussian functions. Therefore, the powerful analysis
techniques based on the representation of a Gaussian beam in terms of the q parameter and
ABCD matrices can be used to calculate the spot sizes and stability regions of any laser resonator
[81]. The beam waist size w (defined as the transverse radius where the amplitude is lie of its
value on axis) as a function of b at any position in the four mirror cavity of figure 2-10 can be
calculated using ABCD matrices for given curved mirror radii, dI, and d2. The cavity can either
be symmetric (d=d2) or asymmetric (d, and d2 are different). Figure 2-11 shows the beam waist
at the center of the crystal for a symmetric cavity as a function of d. The parameters for the
calculation are stated in the figure caption. This cavity has one stability region (a region where
lasing modes can exist), a characteristic of symmetric cavities.
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Figure 2-11. Calculated beam waist size as a function of b for a symmetric four mirror cavity.
The parameters for the calculation are d1=d2=60 cm and the radius of curvature (ROC) is 10 cm
for both curved mirrors (see figure 2-10). The wavelength is 860 nm.
The more widely used asymmetric cavity is modeled in figure 2-12, with the calculation
parameters also given in the figure caption. This cavity shows two stability regions as a function
of b, with a region where no lasing modes exist in between. In an asymmetric cavity, the
separation between the two stability regions depends on the ratios of the two arms. In both
symmetric and asymmetric cavities, the beam waist in the crystal decreases as the arm lengths
are increased, and also as the radii of the curved mirrors MI and M2 are decreased. Therefore,
the laser mode within the crystal can be scaled to a desired value by varying these parameters.
Smaller laser spot sizes within the crystal can increase the self-phase modulation and generate
broader spectra; care must be taken to avoid pulse instabilities due to the high nonlinearities.
The pump mode is usually set to match the laser mode within the crystal, providing maximum
gain. The pump beam is usually focused through M1 or M2 (through an anti-reflection coating
on the back of the mirror) into the laser crystal, with appropriate focusing optics chosen to set the
pump mode size within the crystal.
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Figure 2-12. Calculated beam waist size as a function of b for an asymmetric four mirror cavity.
The parameters for the calculation are d1=80 cm and d2=40 cm and the radius of curvature
(ROC) is 10 cm for both curved mirrors (see figure 2-10). The wavelength is 860 nm.
The Brewster cut crystal causes the laser mode to be astigmatic, having different sizes in
the tangential (parallel to the plane of incidence) and sagittal (perpendicular to the plane of
incidence) plans. This astigmatism can reduce the gain due to the poor overlap with the pump
beam (ideally circular), reducing the maximum output power from the laser, and is also
detrimental to Kerr lens mode-locking. The angle of the curved mirrors M1 and M2 can be set to
compensate the astigmatism introduced by the crystal, using the expression
( cos =t n (1--- (2.48)Cos 0 n 2 n 2
where t is the crystal thickness, n is the refractive index of the crystal, andf is the focal length of
the curved mirrors [82]. This expression is typically used to set the incidence angles of the
curved mirrors in a z or x cavity, depending on the crystal thickness.
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2.11.2 Dispersion compensation using prism pairs
Prism pairs are the most common method of dispersion compensation in a femtosecond
laser cavity. Prism pairs provide both angular dispersion from their separation, which is
anomalous (negative), and material dispersion from the insertion of each prism into the laser
beam, which is usually normal (positive) dispersion but can be negative for certain prism
materials at a given wavelength. The prism pair is usually designed to introduce anomalous
dispersion into the laser cavity to compensate the normal dispersion of the solid state laser
crystal; this also aids in soliton-like pulse shaping with SPM and GDD as previously discussed in
section 2.3. It should be noted that angular dispersion can also be generated using grating pairs
[83]; these devices are too lossy for dispersion compensation within the laser cavity, but are
useful for providing large amounts of dispersion for external pulse compression.
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Figure 2-13. Dispersion compensation using a prism pair.
Figure 2-13 depicts a standard geometry for dispersion compensation using a prism pair.
The laser beam enters the prism sequence, passes through the two prisms and the distance
separating them, and is spectrally dispersed on the end mirror. It is then retro-reflected back
through the prism sequence, spatially recompressing the beam. Two additional prisms separated
by the same distance can also be used instead of an end mirror to recollimate the spatially
dispersed beam after the first prism pair [26, 84]. The apex angle of the prisms is cut such that
the laser beam enters and leaves each prism at Brewster's angle, traveling parallel to the base of
the prism within the material. The amount of negative GDD introduced by the prism separation
can be obtained by calculating the path length between the two prisms as a function of
wavelength and taking the second derivative of the associated phase change. This can be
approximated by [54]
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GDDg (A,)= -4l AC -(dj, (2.49)
2;Tc2 d A
where 1 is the distance between the prisms and n(A) is given in equation (2.18). The positive
dispersion introduced by the prism pair is calculated from knowing the amount of prism material
traversed by the laser beam, expressed by
Af d2nGDD(Ac)= 2L 2 d ,n (2.50)
where L is the amount of material traversed by the beam. The sum of these two expressions
gives
GDDo, (2) ~ C Ln' - 4n'121, (2.51)
the total dispersion introduced by the prism sequence. It is clear from this expression that a
continuously variable amount of GDD can be introduced by varying the prism separation and
insertion. Prism pairs have been used to generate pulses as short as 8.5 fs [85]. Third and fourth
order dispersion terms introduced by the prism pair limit generation of pulses below this
duration, since there are an insufficient number of adjustable parameters to control both the GDD
and TOD except in certain wavelength ranges for particular prism materials [85-87]. Other
disadvantages of the prism pair include insertion loss due to imperfections in the prism material
or Brewster cut of the prisms. However, the simplicity and low cost of this technique make it the
preferred method for generating all but the shortest sub-10 fs pulses.
2.11.3 Dispersion compensation using double-chirped mirrors
Double-chirped mirrors are a powerful technology enabling the generation of few-cycle
pulses in many laser systems, including Ti:sapphire, Cr:LiCAF, Cr:forsterite, and Cr:YAG [40,
88-91]. These mirrors are designed to compensate GDD as well as higher order dispersion over
a very broad wavelength range, and have been designed to cover one octave of bandwidth.
Double chirped mirrors can be used both with and without prisms to generate ultrashort pulses.
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Standard Bragg reflectors consist of alternating pairs of high and low index layers that are
typically made of TiO2/SiO 2 pairs grown by ion beam sputtering on an Si0 2 substrate (Figure 2-
14 (a)). The bandwidth of these mirrors is determined by the refractive index of the two
materials along with the number of pairs that are used [81]. The dispersion of these mirrors is
usually constant as a function of wavelength.
Bragg-Mirror: TiO2 / Si LyersA
a ) 
It - L a y e r s
Chirped Mirror: Bragg-Wavelength X chirped
S Xib~rat12 Dispersion:I ----eA U~ Uur2 X2 >X1
b)
Double-Chirped Mirror: Bragg-Wavelength and Coupling Chirped
c) " d M Cin Air
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Figure 2-14. (a) Standard Bragg high reflector structure. (b) Single chirped mirror structure. (c)
Double chirped mirror structure (figure reprinted from ref [92]).
The development of chirped mirrors provided a way to incorporate dispersion
compensation into the mirror structure (Figure 2-14 (b)) [93, 94]. Changing the Bragg
wavelength of the quarter-wave stack as a function of depth into the mirror causes longer
wavelengths to penetrate deeper into the mirror than shorter wavelengths. Therefore, longer
wavelengths traverse a larger path length than shorter wavelengths, introducing dispersion. This
can be tailored to introduce a controlled amount of dispersion over a large wavelength range.
The starting point of this design is a mirror with a linearly chirped Bragg wavelength. However,
these mirrors exhibit large oscillations in the GDD, which tend to break up a broadband pulse
and limit the achievable bandwidth. The oscillations are due to light reflected at the surface of
the mirror, which interferes with the reflections from deeper in the mirror and leads to Gires-
Tournois-like interference, creating strong spectral oscillations in the dispersion. A computer
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optimization algorithm is therefore used to minimize the oscillations. These mirrors have been
used to generate pulses as short as 7.5 fs [95].
An analytic understanding of chirped mirrors was obtained by the application of coupled-
mode and transmission line theory [92, 96, 97]. The goal was to further understand the origin of
the oscillations in the group delay and obtain insight into the best starting design to achieve a
certain group delay characteristic. It was found that the oscillations in the group delay could be
modeled as an impedance matching problem with coupled mode theory. A Bragg mirror
composed of high and low index pairs can be described by:
A = -iO(m)A(m) 
- iK(m)B(m)
dm
(2.52)
dB
- = +iK(m)A(m) + iS(m)B(m)
dm
In these equations, A and B are the amplitudes of the forward and backward propagating waves
(leftward and rightward in figure 2-14), respectively. The detuning coefficient o and the
coupling coefficient x are functions of the normalized distance m, which is the thickness of a
single layer pair and may vary within the mirror structure. Exact expressions for the coupling
and detuning coefficients can be obtained [96]. When the reflectivity, r, at an index
discontinuity is much less than 1, these equations can be approximated by
S(m) = h(in) + 1 (m) and K(m)= -2r sin[#h(m)], with #h and #1 the phase shifts in the high and
low index layers, respectively. This shows that the coupling coefficient is uniquely determined
by the thickness of the high index layer and therefore the detuning coefficient is determined by
the thickness of the low index layer.
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Figure 2-15. Reflectivity and group delay of chirped mirrors. The upper portion is the enlarged
top part of the reflectivity. The dotted curves display the reflectivity and group delay of a
chirped mirror. The dashed curve shows the result for a double chirped mirror with a linear chirp
of the thickness of the high index layers. The solid curve shows the result for a double chirped
mirror with a quadratic chirp of the high index layer thickness (reprinted from ref. [92, 97]).
The coupled-mode equations (2.52) can be shown to be equivalent to transmission line
equations [96]. From transmission line theory, it is known that unwanted reflections can be
minimized by slowly varying the impedance. This is accomplished in the mirror structures by
smoothly varying the thickness of the high index layer as well as the Bragg wavelength of the
mirror as a function of the penetration depth, resulting in a "double-chirped" mirror. The
thickness of the high index layer goes from nearly zero to a standard quarter wave layer. An
anti-reflection coating on the front surface of the mirror is also added to impedance match the
incident and transmitted waves at the air-mirror interface (Figure 2-14 (c)), after which the whole
structure is further optimized [92, 96-98]. The combination of the impedance chirp, Bragg
wavelength chirp, and anti-reflection coating enables dispersion compensation over a wide
wavelength range with minimal oscillations and high reflectivity [92, 97]. A comparison of the
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group delay dispersion and reflectivity for a linearly chirped mirror (the starting point for the
chirped mirror design) and a double chirped mirror is shown in figure 2-15.
Limitations in the use of double chirped mirrors for ultrashort pulse generation usually
arise from the ion beam sputtering process used to fabricate the mirrors, since extremely high
control over the thickness of the dielectric layers is required to minimize dispersion oscillations
over a broad bandwidth. The group delay and group delay dispersion of double chirped mirrors,
as well as other dispersive optical elements, can be measured with white light interferometry.
This is a standard technique for measuring group delay dispersion from different optical
elements and is described in reference [99].
The oscillations in a double chirped mirror structure are more difficult to suppress for
broader bandwidths around one octave. Therefore, recent experiments have used pairs of mirrors
designed to have oscillations out of phase with each other, such that when the dispersion
oscillations are added over all the cavity elements, they cancel out and produce a smooth spectral
dispersion variation [100]. This technique has enabled the shortest pulses generated directly
from a laser oscillator, with durations of 5 fs [17]. Other groups have used DCMs, chirped
mirrors, and/or prisms external to the laser cavity in combination with spectral broadening
techniques based on SPM in fibers or hollow gas-filled waveguides to compress pulses to
durations of 4 fs [101, 30].
2.11.4 Optimization of laser cavities for Kerr lens mode-locking
Many research groups have studied the optimization of laser cavities for Kerr lens mode-
locking [66, 80, 102-107]. KLM is very sensitive to several cavity parameters, particularly the
separation between the two curved mirrors (in a four mirror cavity) and the crystal position
between the two mirrors. The dispersion operating point must also be carefully chosen for a
given crystal thickness, and the astigmatism compensation angle of the curved mirrors must be
set correctly. Careful cavity alignment is essential for stable, reproducible KLM, particularly in
low gain, thermally sensitive lasers like Cr:forsterite and Cr:LiSAF.
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The general procedure for designing a KLM laser is to calculate the value of a parameter
sensitive to Kerr lensing as a function of cavity settings to determine the operating point at which
KLM is optimized. The most common choice is to calculate the change of the beam waist
between the high and low intensity laser modes at a certain point in the cavity [67, 68, 103, 108].
This parameter, called the Kerr-lens sensitivity, is given by the derivative of the beam waist with
respect to power [67, 68, 103]:
(= ( 1 djJ(2.53)
w dP
Other definitions have been suggested for a parameter sensitive to Kerr lensing, based on the
transmission of the laser mode through an intracavity slit, the change in gain between the high
and low intensity laser modes, or the change in power between the high and low intensity laser
modes [80, 109].
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Figure 2-16. Contour lines of the Kerr-lens sensitivity (parameter of the curves) in (a) the
tangential plane and (b) the sagittal plane as functions of b, the distance between the curved
mirrors, and a, the distance from MI to the crystal as defined in figure 2-10, for a symmetric
cavity with d1=d 2=85 cm (reprinted from ref [103]). The Kerr-lens sensitivity is calculated at the
HR shown in figure 2-10. The squares are the points where KLM was initiated by tapping an
end mirror, while the filled triangles are the points at which KLM was self-starting. A hard
aperture was used to cut the beam in the tangential plane.
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In hard aperture KLM, 5 is typically calculated near one of the cavity end mirrors, at
which a physical aperture can be placed. The Kerr lens sensitivity is calculated within the crystal
in soft aperture KLM. Contour plots of S as functions of the crystal position and curved mirror
separation can be made for both symmetric and asymmetric cavities [103]. The Kerr lens
sensitivity is calculated for a hard-aperture KLM symmetric cavity in the tangential (xz,
horizontal plane, or the plane of the laser cavity) and sagittal (yz, vertical plane, orthogonal to the
plane of the laser cavity) planes, and the resulting contour plots are depicted in figure 2-16.
From these plots it is clear that the Kerr-lens sensitivity is maximized near the middle of
the stability region in a symmetric cavity, with the crystal also near the center of the two curved
mirrors. Self-starting was obtained at the points of largest sensitivity, and non-self-starting KLM
was obtained over a wide range of crystal positions and mirror separations. Astigmatism causes
the Kerr-lens sensitivity to increase in the tangential plane and decrease in the sagittal plane;
therefore, in hard-aperture KLM the aperture should cut the beam in the tangential plane with a
vertical slit [66, 103]. The symmetric configuration results in strong changes of the beam waist
with pump intensity and was shown to enable self-starting KLM operation [103, 67]. Self-
starting pulse durations were limited to 50 fs in this cavity. The large Kerr lens sensitivity values
for a symmetric resonator occur very near the stability boundary and therefore these cavities are
sensitive to environmental perturbations.
Figure 2-17 plots the Kerr-lens sensitivity for an asymmetric cavity. In an asymmetric
cavity the Kerr-lens sensitivity is maximized near the outer edge of the inner stability region and
the inner edge of the outer stability region. The crystal position should be set closer to M2 for
optimized operation in the inner stability region and closer to MI for operation in the outer
stability region, when d1>d 2. As in the symmetric case, KLM action is stronger in the tangential
plane, demonstrating that proper astigmatism compensation is important in generating ultrashort
pulses. It has been shown that operation near the inner edge of the outer stability region is most
favorable for stable KLM [68, 106], although KLM can be achieved in the inner stability region
as well. This is because the laser cavity is more sensitive to misalignment in the inner stability
region, making stable KLM more difficult. This was experimentally observed in figure 2-17, as
KLM was obtained over a larger range in the outer stability region. The outer stability region is
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referred to as the "LMS" (low misalignment sensitivity) region and the inner stability region is
called the "HMvS" (high misalignment sensitivity) region in some of the literature [68].
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Figure 2-17. Same as in figure 2-16,
(reprinted from ref [103]).
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for an asymmetric cavity with d1=50 cm and
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d2=110 cm
The ratio of arm lengths d, and d2 has also been shown to influence KLM performance.
In an asymmetric cavity the optimal arm length ratio is generally thought to be -1.5-2 [56, 80].
This provides stability against environmental perturbations while keeping a high Kerr lens
sensitivity. The length of the long arm is often set by the prism separation (typically 50-100 cm)
in cavities that use prisms for dispersion compensation. It has also been shown that hard
aperture KLM is most effective when the aperture is placed in the short cavity arm (usually near
the output coupler) [66, 68].
The simulations and experiments shown in figures 2-16 and 2-17 were derived for hard
aperture KLM. Soft aperture KLM generally follows the same trends; the KLM strength in an
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asymmetric cavity is maximized near the inner edge of the outer stability region, with the crystal
closer to Ml [80, 106]. In soft aperture KLM, the cavity and pump mode focusing are designed
to make the pump mode smaller than the cw laser mode within the crystal for operation near the
inner edge of the outer stability region. This optimizes the overlap between the pump mode and
the mode-locked laser mode due to the self-focusing induced smaller mode size of the latter.
This often results in powers nearly a factor of 2 higher for mode-locked operation as compared to
cw operation.
A detailed model of soft aperture KLM must consider the overlap of the laser and pump
modes throughout the crystal, not just at a single plane. One method of doing this integrates 1
along the propagation direction within the crystal [108]. Another technique considers the crystal
as a succession of thin Kerr lenses and determines the laser intensity after each lens using ABCD
matrices, inputting the result into the next lens matrix; this is called the split-step method [107,
109]. In practice, it is usually sufficient to calculate the beam waist sizes of the pump and cw
laser modes within the crystal and set the pump mode to be smaller than the cw laser mode near
the inner edge of the outer stability region. A laser mode that gives optimized overlap typically
has a confocal parameter that is approximately equal to the length of the laser crystal [80, 105].
In summary, optimized cavity design is critical for generation of ultrashort pulses using
KLM. The curved mirror separation and crystal position are the most important parameters for
generating short pulses. Operation near the middle of the stability region for a symmetric cavity
and near the inner boundary of the outer stability region for an asymmetric cavity has been
shown to provide the strongest change of the intracavity laser mode with intensity, optimizing
KLM operation. Careful choice of the aperture position and size in hard aperture KLM or the
pump and laser mode sizes in soft aperture KLM is essential for optimizing KLM action. It
should be noted that the above guidelines have been derived for the standard z or x four mirror
resonators. However, other cavity designs have been used in KLM lasers, including extremely
compact cavities [104, 110], ring lasers [111], curved mirrors with different radii of curvature
[112], and cavities with additional folds [17]. Thermal lensing modifies the modes within the
crystal and often must also be taken into account, particularly in Cr:forsterite and Cr:YAG lasers
[89, 113-115].
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2.12 Pulse measurement
Femtosecond laser pulses are too short to be measured by conventional methods, since the
detectors used to measure longer pulses have a time response of -ps at best. Ultrashort pulses
can be measured if a shorter reference pulse is available by measuring the intensity cross-
correlation,
Ac(r)= fI,(t)I,(t -r)dt , (2.54)
where Is(t) is the signal to be measured and the reference pulse is given by Ir(t). An ideal
reference pulse is a delta function in time. By taking the Fourier transform of the cross-
correlation, dividing by the known Fourier transform of the reference pulse, and taking the
inverse Fourier transform of the result, the intensity profile of the signal pulse can be obtained.
However, this technique does not give any information on the phase content of the signal pulse
[54].
In many cases, a shorter reference pulse is not available, and therefore the signal itself is
used as a reference. This technique, called autocorrelation, is perhaps the most common method
of measuring femtosecond pulses [54]. In an autocorrelation measurement, the pulse is split into
two identical replicas, which are delayed in time with respect to each other. A nonlinear process
with a quasi-instantaneous response is used to generate a signal proportional to the temporal
overlap of the two replicas. By precisely varying the delay between the two pulses and
measuring the nonlinear signal at each point, the overlap between the two intensity envelopes is
scanned as a function of delay. Autocorrelations can be performed in either a non-collinear or
collinear geometry, depending on the application. The nonlinear process is usually a second
order effect, since the nanojoule pulse energies from femtosecond oscillators limit the use of
higher order processes. The most commonly used techniques for generating a nonlinear signal
are second harmonic generation (SHG) in a nonlinear crystal or two photon absorption (TPA) in
a semiconductor photodiode [116, 117].
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A schematic of an interferometric autocorrelator is shown in figure 2-18. It consists of a
Michelson interferometer with a variable delay in one arm. The input pulse is split at the beam
splitter (BS 1), and the two replicas travel down the respective arms of the interferometer and are
retroreflected by two 45 degree angled mirrors. The pulses are recombined at the second beam
splitter (BS2) and propagate collinearly to the second harmonic generating crystal (CR). The
generated second harmonic signal (due to sum frequency mixing between the two beams) is
measured as a function of time delay and focused onto a detector D after passing through a filter
to eliminate the fundamental. The detector is usually a photomultiplier tube or photodiode. Two
beam splitters are used in order for the two beams to pass through the same amount of material.
The use of identical beam splitters and mirrors in each arm ensures dispersion balance between
the two arms.
PM CR
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Figure 2-18. Schematic of an interferometric autocorrelator.
The pulse duration can be obtained by considering the signal measured by the detector:
G2 (r) = {[E(t -O)+E2(t)]22dt (2.55)
Here E1 and E2 are the electric fields of each pulse, and ris the time delay between the pulses.
This expression can be rewritten as
G2(r)=1 + 2A(r) + 4Re[B(r)e-wc] + Re[C(r)e-2i.cr] (2.56)
where
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A(r)= fI(t)I(t -r)dt (2.57)
B(r)= {I(t)+ I(t - r)} E(t)E*(t - r)dt (2.58)
C(r) = E2(r)E2*(t - z)dt. (2.59)
For these expressions the normalization f JI(t)12 dt =1 is used. At zero delay (z-=O) the sum of
the terms is at its maximum of G2(0)=8. When the delay is one-half an optical cycle the fields
destructively interfere and the signal is zero. For large delays, the fields do not interfere any
more and the signal is a superposition of two frequency doubled pulses, G2(oo) =1. Therefore,
an interferometric autocorrelation (IAC) trace has a peak to background ratio of 8:1. A typical
IAC is shown in figure 6-5 (a). It is important to use a scan speed slower than the detector
response time to resolve the interference fringes in this trace.
The pulse duration can be extracted from the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
autocorrelation by assuming a pulse shape and relating the measured FWHM of the
autocorrelation and the FWHM of the pulse intensity profile through a known scaling factor for
the pulse shape. These scaling ratios are given by r,c /r, = 2In 2 for a Gaussian pulse
and /ac r, =1.7627 for a sech2 pulse, where -ra and r are the FWHM of the autocorrelation and
pulse intensities. More accurate determinations of the pulse duration are obtained by various
pulse reconstruction algorithms that fit the IAC by taking the measured power spectrum and
searching for the spectral phase that gives the best agreement with the measured autocorrelation.
The pulse duration and shape can be determined by Fourier transforming the best fitting phase
profile. An interferometric autocorrelation can qualitatively show the presence of chirp on the
pulse; this is discussed in more detail in reference [54].
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Figure 2-19. Schematic of a non-collinear, background-free intensity autocorrelator.
An intensity autocorrelation can be obtained by averaging over the interference terms
B(r) and C(r). This can be done with time averaging (by choosing a detector that is too slow to
resolve these terms) or spatially averaging (using non-collinear beams that average between
different phases of the interference terms). This reduces equation (2.56) to
D(r) =1+2A(r). (2.60)
where D(r) is the intensity autocorrelation. This is most commonly done using a non-collinear
geometry (figure 2-19). The beams are made to propagate parallel to one another without
overlapping after reflecting from the second beam splitter. The lens or mirror focuses the two
beams to overlap on the same spot in the nonlinear crystal. The phase-matched second harmonic
signal due to sum frequency generation (SFG) from the two beams propagates to the detector in a
direction between the SHG from each of the two original beams. The peak to background ratio
of this signal is 3:1 from equation (2.60). Spatial filtering can be used in the intensity
autocorrelation to eliminate the background signal due to the SHG from each beam, as shown in
figure 2-20. This is called the background-free intensity autocorrelation (D(r) = 2A(r)) and is
often used to make measurements with a high dynamic range [54, 118]. The pulse duration can
be calculated from the intensity autocorrelation in a similar manner as the interferometric
autocorrelation, by assuming a pulse shape and relating the measured FWHM of the
autocorrelation and the FWHM of the pulse intensity profile. The scaling factors for the
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intensity autocorrelation are r,,, /rz =1.414 for a Gaussian pulse and r' /T, = 1.543 for a sech 2
pulse.
Several important issues must be considered when performing autocorrelation
measurements. If a nonlinear crystal is used for second harmonic generation, the thickness must
be chosen such that phase matching occurs over a bandwidth larger than the pulse spectrum to
avoid errors due to spectral filtering; the crystal also must not introduce significant dispersion.
For sub-10 fs pulses, the crystal thickness is usually less than 100 pm to satisfy these conditions.
In addition, when measuring pulses with bandwidths exceeding an octave, the second harmonic
signal will overlap with the fundamental spectrum; the SHG signal can still be distinguished by
its orthogonal polarization, but care must be taken to suppress the fundamental since the SHG
signal is very small due to the thin crystal that must be used. When using two-photon absorption
in a photodiode for pulse measurement, the bandgap of the photodiode must be chosen to
measure only the second harmonic wavelength and not the fundamental wavelength (for a non-
octave spanning spectrum). Finally, the interferometric autocorrelation is preferred over the
simpler intensity autocorrelation for measuring extremely short pulses due to errors introduced
by the non-collinear overlap of the beams within the nonlinear element [56, 89] that limit the
time resolution of the system.
Recently, other pulse characterization techniques have been developed to extract the
complete amplitude and phase profile of the ultrashort pulses. The most widely used are
frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [119-123] and spectral phase interferometry for direct
electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) [124-126]. FROG is essentially an autocorrelator
followed by a spectrometer, with which the signal spectrum as a function of time delay can be
plotted. From this data, an iterative deconvolution algorithm is used to find the electric field that
best reproduces the data. Several configurations have been demonstrated with different
geometries and methods for obtaining a nonlinear signal [121]; the version based on second-
harmonic generation has proven the most useful for measuring ultrashort pulses, as it has been
used to measure pulse durations down to 4.5 fs [123]. This technique has the advantage of a
simple experimental setup, since the signal from an autocorrelator must simply be sent into a
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spectrometer. However, the data set is large and the algorithms required to reconstruct the
electric field are complex.
SPIDER, in contrast to FROG, enables direct reconstruction of the electric field from the
measured data. In this measurement, the input pulse is split into two replicas, with a fixed time
delay between them. Each replica is upconverted using sum-frequency generation (SFG) with a
chirped, stretched pulse (usually derived from the original pulse) in a nonlinear crystal. The time
delay between the replicas causes each replica to be frequency mixed with a different temporal
slice of the stretched pulse, and therefore a different frequency since the pulse is chirped. An
interferogram is then recorded with a spectrometer. No moving parts are used in the
experimental setup and only one interferogram is measured. A fast, non-iterative algorithm can
be used to directly extract the electric field. This technique has been used to measure sub-6-fs
pulses [126]. Compared to FROG, the extraction of the amplitude and phase of the electric field
is much simpler; however, the experimental setup is much more complex. Both FROG and
SPIDER can be used for single shot pulse measurements from amplified systems as well as pulse
trains from oscillators, and are important tools in ultrashort pulse characterization.
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Chapter 3
Previous Work on Semiconductor Saturable
Absorbers and Diode-Pumped Solid-State Lasers
3.1 Introduction
The passive mode-locking techniques discussed in the previous chapter all rely on an
intensity-dependent loss or gain to favor pulsed laser operation. This can be implemented using
semiconductor saturable absorbers. These are devices that introduce saturable loss into the laser
cavity, favoring high intensity pulsed operation over cw operation at low intensities. These
devices offer many advantages in comparison to other passive mode-locking techniques,
including increased laser stability and robustness as well as operation that is often self-starting.
When compared to KLM, they have the additional advantages of decoupling the gain and mode-
locking mechanisms as well as relaxing the critical cavity alignment required for KLM.
Until recently, the majority of semiconductor saturable absorbers were grown with
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). These devices, called semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors
(SESAM) [36, 38, 127] or saturable Bragg reflectors (SBR) [37, 128] have been very successful
in mode-locking solid state lasers, either by starting and stabilizing KLM, generating two-cycle
pulses [40, 129], or by independently mode-locking a laser, enabling simpler cavity designs and
more compact lasers. In combination with diode pumping, epitaxially grown saturable absorbers
have enabled the development of extremely compact, robust, and inexpensive lasers,
demonstrating the potential of these systems for replacing Ti:sapphire lasers in some applications
[130, 131]. Recently, non-epitaxially grown saturable absorbers based on semiconductor
nanocrystallites doped into silica films and deposited on sapphire substrates have also been
developed and applied to self-starting mode-locking in a Ti:sapphire laser [45, 46]. These
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devices offer several advantages, including increased versatility and reduced cost, over
epitaxially grown saturable absorbers.
In this chapter, the development of both epitaxially and non-epitaxially grown saturable
absorbers will be described in detail, along with previous research on the diode-pumped
colquirite-based lasers that were used in part of this work. Section 3.2 will describe epitaxially
grown semiconductor saturable absorbers, describing several different designs to demonstrate the
concept of scaling these devices for different applications by changing design parameters. The
development of non-epitaxially grown saturable absorbers will be discussed in section 3.3.
Finally, cw and mode-locked operation of colquirite-based lasers pumped by ion lasers, broad
stripe diodes, and single mode diodes will be discussed in section 3.4.
3.2 Epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers
3.2.1 General principles of epitaxially grown saturable absorber design
In the past, bulk semiconductors were used to mode-lock color-center [132] and diode
lasers [133]. They were also considered for solid-state laser mode-locking, but their undesirable
properties including high insertion loss, low saturation intensity, long carrier lifetimes, and low
damage threshold made them unsuitable for this application. This problem was solved with the
invention of the semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [36, 127] and saturable
Bragg reflector (SBR) [37]. These are the most common saturable absorber devices used in
solid-state laser mode-locking, based on semiconductor quantum wells grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) in a mirror structure.
In general, these devices consist of two mirror structures, forming a Fabry-Perot
resonator, with the saturable absorber layer in between. The bottom mirror is typically a high
reflectivity mirror, often a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) grown by MBE and consisting of
alternating high and low index semiconductor layers. Dispersion and bandwidth properties of
DBRs are usually poor compared to standard dielectric mirrors due to the small index contrast
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between the high and low index materials; choice of these materials is limited by the lattice
matching requirements imposed by the epitaxial growth process. A saturable absorber consisting
of one or more quantum wells, sometimes with transparent spacer layers, is grown on top of the
DBR, and then a top reflector is added with reflectance properties tailored for the specific
application. The reflectivity of the top mirror controls most aspects of device operation since it
determines the intensity entering the device, which establishes the fluence incident upon the
saturable absorber layer and also either accentuates or de-emphasizes the properties of the
bottom mirror. Absorption saturation is provided by band filling in the semiconductor. These
devices can be regarded as nonlinear mirrors that replace a high reflector within the laser cavity.
A schematic of a typical solid-state laser cavity with a saturable absorber is shown in figure 3-1.
In the following sub-sections different device designs will be discussed in more detail.
oC
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of a typical Z cavity incorporating a saturable absorber (SA) with a
focusing mirror (CM2) with curved mirrors CM1 to focus the light into the crystal and an output
coupler OC.
3.2.2 High finesse A-FPSA
The first demonstration of solid-state laser mode-locking using semiconductor saturable
absorbers was achieved using an antiresonant Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA) [36,
127]. This device overcame the problems encountered when using bulk semiconductors by
placing a thin semiconductor layer in a Fabry-Perot cavity set to operate at antiresonance.
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Operation at antiresonance makes the intensity within the device lower than the incident
intensity, which effectively increases the saturation intensity and fluence of the device and also
the damage threshold. This mode of operation also results in a device with broad bandwidth and
low GDD; the bandwidth is only limited by the reflectivity bandwidth of the top and bottom
mirrors.
The condition for antiresonance is given by
op, = 2nkd +(b + p, =(2m-1)ir, (2.61)
where (o, is the total round trip phase change after passing through the device, d is the thickness
of the Fabry-Perot cavity formed by the top and bottom mirrors, and Ao and (, are the phase
changes due to the bottom and top mirrors, respectively. When (0r is an odd multiple of 1 after
one round trip, the field interferes destructively within the Fabry-Perot, reducing the intensity
seen by the saturable absorber layer. The intensity within the device is decreased by a factor of
e )] J '(2.62)
[1 + RRbexp(-2ada,
where Rt and Rb are the reflectivity of the top and bottom mirrors, respectively, and da and a are
the thickness and field absorption coefficient of the saturable absorber. It is clear from this
equation that changing the reflectivity of the top and bottom mirrors, the thickness of the Fabry-
Perot cavity, and the absorption coefficient can modify the intensity on the absorber and
therefore the effective saturation fluence of the device [134, 74]. The effective saturation
fluence of the absorber is increased by a factor of 1/ compared to a free standing absorber:
-sa,eff = -1 t (2.63)
The saturation intensity is also increased by the same amount, and the damage threshold of the
device is similarly increased since the absorber sees a lower intensity. The top mirror reflectivity
of the A-FPSA is adjusted in the different device designs to change the effective saturation
fluence of the absorber. By scaling the laser mode area on the saturable absorber, the ratio of the
incident fluence to the effective saturation fluence can be modified.
Another important parameter in mode-locking with a semiconductor saturable absorber is
the carrier lifetime. In general, carrier lifetimes in bulk semiconductor materials are relatively
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long, on the order of nanoseconds, which is comparable to the pulse repetition rate. In order for
the absorber to completely recover between pulses, the carrier recombination time must be
shortened. This is often done by low temperature growth [135], which can easily be
incorporated with standard epitaxial fabrication techniques. Low temperature growth is thought
to reduce carrier lifetimes by increasing the concentration of group-V elements that form point
defects that act as trap sites for carriers [136]. The photogenerated carriers rapidly fall into the
mid-gap trap states and then recombine. This technique typically increases the nonsaturable loss
while reducing the carrier lifetime from tens of nanoseconds to picoseconds [134]. Adjusting the
growth temperature enables control of the carrier recombination dynamics for particular
applications [137]. In the first high-finesse A-FPSA, described in the next paragraph, growth at
low temperatures reduced the carrier lifetimes in the saturable absorber to 69 ps, significantly
shorter than the pulse repetition rate of 4.5 ns.
high-finesse Thin absorber low-finesse
A-FPSA AR-coated A-FPSA(*SBR)
R=95%=
Sat. Abs. R3O%
Sat. Abs. Sa.Abs.
R>95% R>99.5% R>99.5%
April 92 Feb. 95 'June/July 95
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-2. Different SESAM designs in historical order. (a) High-finesse A-FPSA. (b) AR-
coated SESAM. (c) Low-finesse A-FPSA, or SBR. (from ref. [36])
The first application of these principles was realized with a device known as the high-
finesse A-FPSA [127]. In this design, the reflectivity of the top mirror is very high, increasing
the effective saturation fluence and de-emphasizing the narrow bandwidth and poor dispersion
properties of the bottom mirror. The structure of the high-finesse A-FPSA is shown in figure 3-
2(a). The bottom mirror is a DBR consisting of 16 pairs of alternating GaAs and AlAs layers
grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The reflectivity of the bottom mirror was -96%. The
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saturable absorber layer was a low temperature grown InGaAs/GaAs multiple quantum well
structure deposited in the same MBE run. The top mirror was a 98% reflectivity TiO2/SiO 2
dielectric structure evaporated onto the saturable absorber.
This device was used to mode-lock an Nd:YLF laser, generating self-starting 3.3 ps
pulses at 1047 nm [127]. Similar designs have been used to mode-lock other laser systems [138-
140]. The saturation fluence of the high finesse A-FPSA used in the initial demonstration was
high, -3.5 mJ/cm2 for the top and bottom mirror reflectivities given above. One drawback of
this device is that the reduced intensity on the absorber leads to a modulation depth of -1%,
limiting the minimum achievable pulse duration. However, using a high-finesse A-FPSA design,
19 fs KLM-assisted pulses and 40 fs soliton mode-locked pulses were generated from a
Ti:sapphire laser [141].
3.2.3 AR-coated SESAM
The opposite limit of the high-finesse A-FPSA design is to make the reflectivity of the
top mirror zero by anti-reflection (AR) coating the device (figure 3-2(b)). This increases the
modulation depth and lowers the saturation fluence and intensity by increasing the field seen by
the absorber, improving the self-starting performance. This device was also fabricated using
MBE, with the DBR identical to that of the high-finesse A-FPSA. A single thin GaAs quantum
well was used as the saturable absorber layer to reduce the insertion loss, and transparent spacer
layers were used to set the Fabry-Perot cavity for operation at antiresonance. The saturation
fluence of the AR-coated SESAM was 18 pJ/cm2 and the modulation depth was 4.9%. This
device was used to self-start 34 fs soliton mode-locked pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser, with
mode-locking build up times as low as 2.6 [is [141]. Stable mode-locking could be obtained
throughout the cavity stability region. The main drawback of the AR-coated SESAM is that
although its high modulation depth can support very short pulses, the AR coating emphasizes the
poor bandwidth and dispersion properties of the bottom DBR, which act as a strong limitation to
pulse shortening in this regime.
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3.2.4 Low-finesse A-FPSA (SBR)
The low-finesse A-FPSA, also known as the saturable Bragg reflector, is an intermediate
design between the high-finesse A-FPSA and the AR-coated SESAM [36, 37, 128]. In this
device, shown in figure 3-2(c), the top mirror is formed by the -30% Fresnel reflection of the
semiconductor-air interface, and a single quantum well with a thickness of -10 nm is used as the
saturable absorber. The bottom mirror is a DBR structure consisting of -30 high and low index
semiconductor layer pairs.
The thin quantum well used as the saturable absorber layer here, as well as in the AR-
coated SESAM, opens up the possibility of controlling the saturation fluence and wavelength
dependence of the saturable absorber device by positioning the quantum well at a specific point
in the electric field pattern [37]. For any electromagnetic wave reflected from a mirror, a
standing wave pattern is formed by the incident and reflected light. When the quantum well
thickness of a few nm is much smaller than the wavelength, then the absorber can be placed at a
certain point in the standing wave pattern to control the electric field on the absorber and
therefore the effective saturation fluence. Since the standing wave pattern is wavelength
dependent, several absorber layers can be placed at different positions in the wave pattern to
partially compensate for the wavelength dependence of the absorption in the semiconductor
itself, resulting in a device with broader bandwidth [141].
In the low-finesse A-FPSA, the quantum well can be placed at any point in the standing
wave pattern of the DBR to control the incident field on it. Placing the absorber closer to the
surface of the DBR increases its effective saturation fluence, while positioning the absorber
deeper in the structure increases the saturation fluence. This device can be thought of as a DBR
with a weakly perturbing saturable absorber layer [37, 128]. An advantage of this design is that
it can be fabricated in one MBE run and does not require any post-processing such as AR or HR
coatings; however, the bandwidth of the DBR still limits ultrashort pulse generation. Pulses as
short as 70 fs were obtained from a Cr:LiSAF laser using only the SBR for mode-locking, and in
a Ti:sapphire laser with KLM 25 fs self-starting pulses were obtained with this device [37].
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3.2.5 Broadband SESAMs
To support the generation of ultrashort sub-15 fs pulses, the bottom DBR must be
replaced by another mirror with broader reflectivity bandwidth. Several different methods of
doing this have been realized recently. Initially, the bottom DBR was replaced by a silver mirror
[75]. The silver mirror has a reflectivity of over 98% from 500 nm to the mid-infrared and
therefore does not limit the laser bandwidth. This device required extensive post processing due
to the lattice matching requirements of MBE growth, which prevented the semiconductor from
being grown directly on the silver mirror. Therefore, the absorber was grown on a
semiconductor substrate that was subsequently etched off, and the back surface was coated with
silver and bonded to a Si substrate for heat sinking. Transparent spacer layers were also used to
position the saturable absorber at a desired point in the standing wave pattern and minimize the
wavelength dependence of the absorption.
A silver mirror was incorporated into both low-finesse A-FPSA and AR-coated SESAM
designs [75]. Self-starting KLM assisted 10 fs pulses were obtained from a Ti:sapphire laser
with the low-finesse A-FPSA on a silver mirror. The modulation depth of this device was only
1%, not large enough to stabilize soliton mode-locking [38]. This limitation was overcome using
the AR-coated SESAM on a silver mirror. The modulation depth was increased to -6% by
adding an AR coating and additional GaAs quantum well layers, generating 13 fs soliton mode-
locked pulses over the full cavity stability range without KLM [39]. The disadvantage of this
device is that the AR coating is only correct for one wavelength, increasing the wavelength
dependence of the reflectivity.
With improved dispersion compensation based on DCMs, self-starting KLM assisted 6.5
fs pulses were obtained using the low-finesse A-FPSA on a silver mirror [129]. The SESAM
design was further modified by introducing three distinct absorber layers: 11 nm GaAs, 20 nm
Ino.22Gao.78As, and 4 nm GaAs, positioned at different points in the standing wave pattern to
increase the device bandwidth. This resulted in a modulation depth of 4% over a 400 nm
bandwidth and a saturation fluence of 180 j/cm2. This device supported self-starting sub-two-
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cycle pulses when used with an output coupler designed to improve spectral shaping and DCMs
with minimized dispersion oscillations [40].
Other SESAM designs were also explored to avoid the extensive post-processing
required for silver mirror based devices. Bragg reflectors based on AlGaAs/CaF2 high and low
index pairs were investigated due to the large index difference between the materials, which
would allow for an MBE-grown DBR exhibiting broad bandwidth with fewer layer pairs [142].
Devices using four pairs were grown using MBE, with a GaAs quantum well used as the
saturable absorber. These devices also supported generation of sub-6 fs pulses, but they required
a very complicated growth process to avoid cracking and defects in the mirror structures.
The combination of dispersion compensation and saturable absorption in a single device
is an important goal in ultrashort pulse generation due to the desire for compact resonators with a
limited number of components. This was accomplished using a structure known as the
dispersion compensating saturable absorber mirror (D-SAM) [143]. In this device, the Fabry-
Perot is operated at resonance in a Gires-Toumois-like cavity formed by the semiconductor-air
interface and the bottom DBR. It introduces negative dispersion of -400 fs2 at the laser
wavelength of 840 nm and was used to generate 160 fs pulses from a Cr:LiSAF laser without any
additional dispersion compensation. Another interesting design demonstrated an output-coupling
SESAM that had 10% transmission. This device was used to passively Q-switch a Nd:YVO 4
microchip laser, yielding 143 ps pulses [144].
3.2.6 Semiconductor saturable absorbers for Cr:forsterite and Cr:LiSAF
Most of the previously described semiconductor saturable absorbers were used to mode-
lock Ti:sapphire lasers. However, similar designs have been extensively applied to mode-
locking of Cr:forsterite and Cr:LiSAF lasers. A low-finesse A-FPSA design based on a 16
AlAs/GaAs pair DBR and a single InGaAs quantum well was used to obtain self-starting 36 fs
pulses from a Cr:forsterite laser [145, 146]. The SESAM design was improved by replacing the
DBR with a gold mirror. The gold mirror was coated with a semiconductor-SiO 2 double layer
stack to enhance its reflectivity, and a single InGaAs quantum well was used as the saturable
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absorber. The mirror structure was carefully designed to maximize the reflectivity by using a
semiconductor-SiO 2 double layer stack to enhance the reflectivity of the gold film. The
bandwidth of this SESAM was extremely broad, with reflectivity >97% over 400 nm centered at
1.3 pm. When used in a Cr:forsterite laser, self-starting 20 fs pulses with 90 nm bandwidth were
generated [43].
Semiconductor saturable absorbers have also been applied in several designs to mode-
lock Cr:LiSAF lasers. Initial work used a high-finesse A-FPSA to generate 98 fs pulses with
average powers of 50 mW from a diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser [147]. This laser was then used
with a broader bandwidth low-finesse A-FPSA and improved pump beam shaping to generate 45
fs pulses with 105 mW output power [148]. Soliton mode-locking was started and stabilized by
the SESAM and wavelength tunability over a range of 50 nm was obtained. As previously
described in section 3.2.4, an SBR was also used to mode-lock a Cr:LiSAF laser, resulting in 70
fs pulses at 866 nm with up to 88 mW output power [37]. A low-finesse A-FPSA was used to
generate 50 fs pulses from a diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser with average powers of 340 mW [36,
149]. This laser generated 1.4 W cw output power [149, 150]. Further results obtained using
semiconductor saturable absorbers to mode-lock colquirite-based lasers will be described in
section 3.4.
3.2.7 Summary of previous work on epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers
In summary, epitaxially grown saturable absorbers have been applied in a variety of
designs to mode-lock solid-state lasers. The reflectivity of the top mirror is the main factor in
determining device performance in most designs. The high-finesse A-FPSA has a high
reflectivity top mirror, giving it a high saturation fluence as compared to bulk semiconductors.
This mirror also de-emphasizes the poor properties of the bottom DBR mirror; however, the low
intensity on the saturable absorber limits the modulation depth and therefore the minimum pulse
duration. The AR-coated SESAM is the opposite design limit, with a low saturation fluence and
high modulation depth. The poor dispersion and bandwidth properties of this device limit
ultrashort pulse generation. The SBR or low-finesse A-FPSA is an intermediate choice between
the two extreme designs. These designs can also be modified by replacing the bottom DBR with
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a broader bandwidth metal or fluoride-based mirror to support ultrashort pulses. In general,
soliton mode-locking is best supported by AR-coated SESAMs since the saturable absorber
provides significant pulse shaping. In KLM-assisted lasers, a high-finesse A-FPSA works well
since it starts mode-locking with only minor bandwidth limitations, after which KLM can
provide the majority of the pulse shaping. The low-finesse A-FPSA and SBR designs have been
shown to support both regimes of pulsed operation. Therefore, the choice of saturable absorber
design must be tailored to the particular application.
3.3 Non-epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers
Although epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers have been very successful
in mode-locking solid state lasers, they possess some disadvantages that motivate the desire to
explore non-epitaxial growth techniques. Molecular beam epitaxy systems are expensive and
require a well trained operator. The lattice matching constraints imposed by the epitaxial growth
process limit the choice of absorber and substrate materials. Finally, the bottom mirror imposes
additional constraints on the device. In low finesse or AR-coated A-FPSA designs, the poor
reflection bandwidth and dispersion properties of the bottom DBR limit the minimum achievable
pulse duration. High-finesse A-FPSA designs avoid the poor properties of the bottom DBR at
the expense of the modulation depth of the saturable absorber, which also limits the pulse
duration. Other designs based on broader bandwidth bottom mirrors require extensive post-
processing, making the device costly and complex. Therefore, alternatives to epitaxial growth
were explored in previous research.
3.3.1 Semiconductor-doped glass structures
The non-epitaxial device designs demonstrated so far are generally based on
semiconductor nanocrystallites doped into glass structures that utilize the quantum confinement
effect to create devices for a particular wavelength. Colored glass filters are usually composed
of semiconductor nanocrystallites grown from a glass melt; changing the size of the
nanocrystallites changes the optical absorption edge of the glass filters through the quantum size
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effect (see section 5.2 for details). Initial research used a HOYA IR76 colored glass filter to
mode-lock a Ti:sapphire laser [151]. The filter was polished down to a thickness of 90 gm for
appropriate absorption. Pulses with durations of 2.7 ps were obtained and the laser could be
tuned from 785-855 nm. Similar results were obtained using a PbS-doped glass grown from a
melt and polished down to a 150 pm thickness to mode-lock a Cr:forsterite laser, generating 4.6
ps pulses tunable from 1207-1307 nm [152].
Shorter pulses were obtained using standard Schott RG-780, RG-830, and RG-850
(labeled by the wavelength below which the filter is strongly absorbing) colored glass filters
polished down to thin wedges and glued to sapphire substrates to self-start mode-locking with
and without KLM in a Ti:sapphire laser [153]. The colored glass filters were polished down to a
thin wedge to introduce a continuously variable thickness down to 20 pm into the laser cavity.
This enabled the absorption introduced by the device to be tuned by varying its insertion into the
laser beam.
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Figure 3-3. Schematic of the Ti:sapphire laser cavity used in demonstration of self-starting
mode-locking with non-epitaxially grown saturable absorbers.
When the semiconductor-doped glass saturable absorbers were introduced into the
Ti:sapphire cavity in a transmissive geometry (figure 3-3), self-starting KLM was obtained, with
pulse durations of 52 fs and bandwidths of 15 nm. The bandwidth was limited on the short
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wavelength side by the increasing absorption of the saturable absorber and on the long
wavelength side by the reflectivity of the mirrors in the laser cavity.
When the cavity was not set for KLM, self-starting 2 ps pulses were obtained with
average powers of 200 mW. Mode-locked operation was sustained over a tuning range of 780-
860 nm. Pump-probe experiments were also performed to measure the absorption saturation
dynamics of these devices. The saturation fluence was measured to be 1 mJ/cm 2. A
photodarkening effect was observed, where the carrier recovery times decreased with increasing
exposure to the laser intensity. This is expected to limit mode-locked operation in some cavity
designs. For example, a 3% output coupler was also tested, since the intracavity power would be
higher and the mode-locking build-up time would be faster; however, it was found that mode-
locking was not stable with this output coupler and the performance deteriorated with time, most
likely due to the photodarkening effect.
3.3.2 Semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers
The use of semiconductor-doped glass structures to mode-lock Ti:sapphire lasers
motivated the search for a more versatile non-epitaxially grown saturable absorber device design.
Non-epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers based on semiconductor-doped silica
films were developed [45, 46, 154], possessing several advantages when compared to epitaxially
grown absorbers. Semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers are grown using RF
sputtering and are based on semiconductor nanocrystallites doped into a silica film and deposited
on a substrate. RF sputtering is a much simpler, faster, and cheaper technique than MBE, and
has been used by several research groups to deposit semiconductor-doped silica films on
different substrates [155-157]. This technique has no lattice matching constraints, making the
choice of film and substrate materials almost unlimited. The optical absorption edge can be
controlled by varying the semiconductor material or size of the nanocrystallites, while the
amount of absorption is determined by the thickness of the film. The large distribution of
nanocrystallite sizes leads to a smooth optical absorption edge, which is advantageous in
supporting ultrashort laser pulses and also enables a broad laser tuning range. Finally,
semiconductor-doped silica films can be deposited on mirror structures, raising the possibility of
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depositing a semiconductor-doped silica film on a double-chirped mirror to provide saturable
absorption and dispersion compensation in a single structure.
InAs-doped silica films were deposited on sapphire substrates using a non-magnetron RF
sputtering system (described in section 5.3.1). The sputtering target had a 10% InAs/ 90% SiO 2
ratio. These films were deposited on sapphire substrates due to the high thermal conductivity of
sapphire. A rapid thermal annealing treatment (RTA) in a nitrogen atmosphere for 60 seconds at
temperatures ranging from 500-750 C was performed. It will be shown later in this section that
this modified the absorption saturation dynamics of the saturable absorbers.
A comprehensive set of film characterization measurements was performed, including
measurements of linear absorption, femtosecond absorption saturation dynamics, nanocrystallite
size, film composition, element distribution within the film, and the crystalline structure of the
nanocrystallites [46, 154]. The optical absorption edge of the films was measured by linear
transmission to be 1200 nm. Unlike epitaxially grown saturable absorbers based on quantum
wells, the transmission curve of the semiconductor-doped silica films was smooth as a function
of wavelength due to the broad size distribution of the nanocrystallites, which was expected to
result in a broad tuning range when used in laser mode-locking. Figure 3-4 depicts a linear
absorption measurement of these films.
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3-4. Linear absorption measurement of the InAs-doped silica films.
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed to determine the
chemical composition of the semiconductor-doped silica films. It was found that both In and As
are present in the film, and they existed in the form of InAs. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) measurements were also taken to determine the structural composition of the InAs-doped
silica films. From these measurements it was found that the films consisted of nanocrystallites in
a background matrix, with maximum particle sizes of -8 nm.
Figure 3-5. Compositional maps of an InAs-doped silica film taken with STEM. The image
sizes are 80 by 80 nm. BF: bright field image; O:oxygen; As:arsenic; In:indium.
The distribution of elements within the film was investigated by using scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in conjunction with energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDX). The results of these measurements are shown in figure 3-5. Examination
of these images reveals that In and As are distributed in the same positions as the nanocrystallites
seen in the bright field (BF) image. The distribution of oxygen and silicon (not shown) was
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uniform, as expected. Therefore, these measurements verify that the films consist of InAs
nanocrystallites in a silica matrix.
Electron diffraction measurements were also performed to determine the crystalline
structure of the nanocrystallites. The material was found to be polycrystalline, retaining the
zincblende structure of bulk InAs. The lattice constant was calculated to be 0.582 nm,
comparable to that of 0.605 nm for bulk InAs.
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Figure 3-6. Absorption saturation dynamics of InAs-doped silica films for different annealing
temperatures. The traces are vertically displaced for clarity.
The nonlinear optical properties of the semiconductor-doped silica films were measured
using femtosecond pump-probe experiments (figure 3-6). It was found that rapid thermal
annealing had a significant effect on the dynamics of the semiconductor-doped silica films. The
magnitude of the pump probe signal, which is inversely proportional to the absorption saturation
fluence, increased by a factor of two for the annealed films, indicating a decrease in the
saturation fluence by the same amount. The saturation fluence was extracted from this data and
found to be 25 mJ/cm 2, significantly higher than the -100 pJ/cm 2 saturation fluence of typical
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epitaxially grown absorbers. The modulation depth of these devices was measured to be 0.5%.
The carrier recovery times also decreased with increasing annealing temperature.
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Figure 3-7. Autocorrelation (a) and spectrum (b) of self-starting pulses from a KLM Ti:sapphire
laser incorporating an InAs-doped silica film saturable absorber.
Semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers were applied to mode-locking of a
Ti:sapphire laser. The laser cavity was identical to that in figure 3-3, with the semiconductor-
doped silica film saturable absorber deposited on a sapphire substrate and placed at the focus of
the second cavity fold (in the position labeled "SA"). With this configuration, self-starting KLM
was obtained, with 25 fs pulses and a bandwidth of 53 nm (figure 3-7) [45, 154]. The pulses
were not transform limited due to excess self-phase modulation in the sapphire substrates. The
wavelength could be tuned from 800 to 880 nm while maintaining self-starting operation.
This was the first demonstration of laser mode-locking using non-epitaxially grown
semiconductor-doped silica films. Subsequently, research was performed to incorporate these
devices into a reflective structure [158], with the goal of replacing a cavity mirror with a
saturable absorber device, as in the earlier research on SESAMs and SBRs. The device structure
consisted of an InAs-doped film placed between two sapphire spacer layers, all deposited on a
gold mirror. This design positioned the InAs-doped silica film at the peak of the electric field
by using the spacer layers to set the thickness of the spacer layer/saturable absorber film
combination for a half wave layer at 800 nm. The whole structure, including the gold mirror,
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was deposited by RF sputtering on a sapphire substrate. However, self-starting operation could
not be obtained. This could be due to several effects, such as spurious reflections introduced by
the saturable absorber mirror that prevented self-starting or by variations in the thickness of the
InAs-doped film and spacer layers that positioned the saturable absorber film away from the
electric field peak. The reflectivity of these devices was relatively low (85-90%), supporting the
second hypothesis. Kerr lens mode-locking was significantly easier to start and extremely stable
once started by lightly tapping the table; the stability region over which KLM could be obtained
also increased as compared to operation without a saturable absorber. In this work,
semiconductor-doped silica films were also deposited on dielectric mirrors, but mode-locking
performance was not improved with these devices. Finally, GaSb was tested as the
semiconductor dopant. GaSb-doped films were fabricated; however, upon annealing their
optical quality significantly decreased, making them unsuitable for laser mode-locking
applications.
Semiconductor-doped silica films are a very promising technology for mode-locking
solid-state lasers. However, the high absorption saturation fluence limits self-starting mode-
locking without KLM and the low modulation depth limits the minimum pulse duration.
Therefore, one focus of the research presented in this thesis was to comprehensively characterize
the linear and nonlinear optical properties of these devices, with the goal of reducing the
saturation fluence and developing guidelines for the design of semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorbers for any laser system.
3.4 Diode-pumped solid state lasers
Diode-pumped solid-state laser systems are the focus of much current research in
ultrashort pulse generation. These systems are very desirable when compared to ion-laser-
pumped laser systems since they require significantly less electrical power, can be air-cooled,
and are much more compact, reliable, and inexpensive. Ultrashort pulse generation with diode-
pumped solid state lasers is focused on crystals of the colquirite family, including Cr:LiSAF,
Cr:LiSGAF, and Cr:LiCAF, due to their broad gain bandwidths in the near infrared comparable
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to that of Ti:sapphire. These crystals also have absorption bands peaking around 670 nm, where
red AlGaInP laser diodes are readily available. The combination of broad gain bandwidth and
diode pumpability means these laser systems have the potential to replace Ti:sapphire in some
low power applications including optical coherence tomography, frequency metrology, and
terahertz generation. Initial studies used krypton laser pumping at 647 nm in order not to be
limited by the poor beam quality of broad stripe laser diodes. The emission characteristics and
thermal properties of these crystals were measured (given in table 4-1) and cw lasing was
successfully demonstrated [159-161]. The main disadvantage of colquirite-based lasers when
compared to Ti:sapphire lasers is their lower thermal conductivity, which limits the maximum
pump power that can be used. In general, thermal problems in Cr:LiSAF make pumping with
more than 1.5-2 W of power from an ion laser difficult, restricting this material to relatively low
power applications; to date these problems have not been encountered in Cr:LiSGAF based
lasers due to their higher thermal conductivity and lower, more isotropic thermal expansion
coefficients [42]. However, a high power cw Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by a diode laser array has
been demonstrated [150]. This laser used an elliptical 2 mm x 150 ptm pump spot to efficiently
distribute the heat within the laser crystal, enabling the crystal to be kept at 10 *C. The laser
mode was matched to the pump spot within the crystal using a cylindrical mirror within the laser
cavity. This laser produced 1.1 W cw power for 5.5 W absorbed pump power.
Mode-locking of Cr:LiSAF, Cr:LiSGAF, and Cr:LiCAF has been demonstrated with
several different pump sources and with dispersion compensation provided either by prisms or
by dispersion-compensating mirrors. Initial mode-locking efforts focused on Cr:LiSAF and
Cr:LiCAF pumped by krypton or argon lasers and lasing near 840-860 nm. Cr:LiSAF absorbs
light from a krypton laser at 647 nm much more efficiently than the argon laser at 476-488 nm,
and therefore Cr:LiSAF lasers pumped by krypton lasers usually exhibit better performance.
Active mode-locking using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) was used to mode-lock
Cr:LiSAF for the first time [162]. Using SF-10 prisms for dispersion compensation, pulse
durations of 150 fs were obtained with 50 mW average power for 1 W pump power from a
krypton laser.
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The first demonstration of KLM in Cr:LiSAF generated 50 fs pulses using SF-14 prisms
for dispersion compensation [163]. Mode-locking was initiated in a standard x cavity by an
AOM; after mode-locking was initiated, the modulator could be turned off without interrupting
pulsed operation. This laser generated average powers of 150 mW for 2 W pump power at 476
nm from an argon laser. At nearly the same time, 170 fs pulses were generated from Cr:LiCAF
using the same cavity configuration as in ref. [162]. This laser was purely Kerr lens mode-
locked and did not require an AOM to initiate mode-locking [164]. Self-starting 50 fs pulses
were generated using a saturable absorber dye to initiate KLM in a Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by an
argon laser at 488 nm [165]; subsequently, improved dispersion compensation enabled the
generation of self-starting 33 fs pulses from the same laser [166]. In Cr:LiSGAF, mode-locking
was demonstrated with 64 fs pulses and 200 mW output power pumped by 2 W from a krypton
laser [167]. These powers are comparable to those from Ti:sapphire based systems.
The laser systems described in the previous paragraph all incorporated prisms for
dispersion compensation; however, the shortest pulses have been obtained with the aid of chirped
mirrors for dispersion compensation. The shortest pulses obtained in both Cr:LiSAF and
Cr:LiSGAF using ion laser pumping were 14 fs, with average powers of 100 mW in Cr:LiSGAF
and 70 mW in Cr:LiSAF for 2 W absorbed power from a krypton laser [168, 169]. This laser
used only two low-loss chirped mirrors for dispersion compensation in a simple x cavity design.
Finally, a Cr:LiCAF laser pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser at 693 nm has recently generated pulses
as short as 9 fs [88]. In this laser, 10 fs pulses could be generated using only DCMs for
dispersion compensation. With the addition of a fused silica prism pair to fine tune the
dispersion, 9 fs pulses were generated with 220 mW average power for 2.1 W pump power.
Broad stripe laser diode pumping has been extensively investigated in colquirite-based
laser systems. These diodes are much less expensive ($1000-3000) and offer significant
advantages in compactness and reliability when compared to ion lasers (typical prices of $50,000
for a 5 W laser). Broad stripe laser diodes emit an asymmetric output beam from an aperture
with typical dimensions of 1 gm x 100 pm. The beam is nearly diffraction limited in the
direction perpendicular to the diode junction, but is many times diffraction limited in the other
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direction. Cylindrical lenses can be used to make the pump spot more circular, although the
focused spot within the laser is usually highly elliptical.
The first diode-pumped, mode-locked Cr:LiSAF laser was both actively mode-locked
with an acousto-optic modulator and passively mode-locked using a multiple quantum well
saturable absorber in an external cavity, each case resulting in picosecond pulses [170]. The first
KLM diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser generated 97 fs pulses, with average powers of 3 mW using
a 250 mW pump diode laser [171]. In this laser, hard-aperture KLM was initiated with an AOM
and fused silica prisms were used for dispersion compensation. Two 400 mW diodes were used
to pump the same laser, resulting in 34 fs pulses with 42 mW output power [172]. A hard-
aperture KLM Cr:LiSAF laser generated 70 fs pulses with 50 mW output power when pumped
by two 400 mW red diodes; this laser was unique in that it was self-starting when the 1% output
coupler was replaced by the high reflector, generating 55 fs pulses with 10 mW output power
[173].
An optimized prism dispersion compensation scheme was used to generate 12 fs pulses from a
Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by 350 and 500 mW diode lasers [112]. The dispersion compensation
and pump and laser mode matching in this laser were further improved to generate 9.9 fs pulses
[174]. Several different prism materials, including fused silica, BK7, LaKL21, K5, and N-ZK7
were tested. Dispersion compensation with the fused silica prisms produced the longest pulses
of 28 fs, while use of the N-ZK7 prisms generated the shortest 9.9 fs pulses. The output powers
from this laser were low (a few mW) since a high reflector was used as an output coupler when
generating the shortest pulses. However, a 99.3% output coupler was tested with the BK-7
prisms, producing 14 fs pulses with 23 mW output power.
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Figure 3-8. Schematic of the diode-pumped KLM Cr:LiSGAF laser (from [175]).
In Cr:LiSGAF, the first demonstration of KLM with diode pumping used a hard aperture
in an x cavity to generate 100 fs pulses with 35 mW average power for 680 mW pump power
[175]. Figure 3-8 depicts the laser cavity used in this research. Subsequently, 50 fs pulses were
generated from the same laser with soft-aperture KLM [42]. Stable KLM was achieved over a
wavelength range of 810-860 nm.
The previously cited studies all used prisms for dispersion compensation. A diode-
pumped Cr:LiSGAF laser pumped by two 500 mW diode lasers was completely dispersion
compensated by chirped mirrors, producing 65 fs pulses with 70 mW output power [176]. The
first diode-pumped, mode-locked Cr:LiCAF laser was also demonstrated using low-loss chirped
mirrors for dispersion compensation [177]. This laser produced 52 fs pulses with 75 mW output
power from a 1.95% output coupler for 630 mW pump power. Using a low percentage 0.1%
output coupler, pulses as short as 20 fs were generated with 13 mW output power. Recently, a
combination of chirped mirrors and prisms was used to generate 10 fs pulses in both Cr:LiSAF
and Cr:LiSGAF lasers [178]. A diode-pumped Cr:LiCAF laser based on the Ti:sapphire pumped
resonator described earlier has also recently been demonstrated to generate 12 fs pulses, with 25
mW output power when pumped with two 500 mW diodes [179]. These results demonstrate the
feasibility of generating 10 fs pulses from all three of the colquirite-based materials. The
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primary limitation on generating shorter pulses is most likely the low nonlinearity in these
crystals, which is nearly a factor of four smaller than Ti:sapphire, limiting SPM and Kerr lensing.
Although mode-locking with broad stripe diodes has generated the shortest pulses from
Cr3+-based laser systems, their poor mode quality and relatively high price has motivated the
search for alternatives, with the goal of developing more efficient, inexpensive laser systems.
Single mode diodes have recently become available at wavelengths around 670 nm with powers
of 50-60 mW. These diodes have significantly better mode quality than broad stripe diodes,
enabling more efficient matching of the pump and laser modes within the crystal. This is
expected to improve KLM performance as well. Another major advantage of these diodes is
their extremely low cost of -$20 per diode, much cheaper than that of broad stripe diodes.
The first demonstration of this concept used one single mode diode at 680 nm with 33
mW output power to pump a novel three mirror cavity Cr:LiSAF laser [180]. A high reflector
was used as the output coupler and a regenerative prism mode locker was used to initiate KLM.
Initially, the laser was directly pumped with the elliptical mode from the laser diode, without
shaping the beam, and 75 fs pulses with 0.73 mW output power (in two beams) were obtained
for an incident pump power of 36 mW. Only 9.5 mW pump power was required to reach the cw
threshold, and 22 mW for the mode-locking threshold. With two pump diodes, 60 fs pulses with
3.14 mW total output power were obtained for 76 mW pump power. The regenerative mode-
locker could be turned off once the mode-locking became stable in this configuration. The laser
diode power supply could also be replaced with three AA batteries, allowing 18 hours of stable
pump operation.
Subsequently, two single mode diodes were used to pump a Cr:LiSAF laser mode-locked
with a SESAM and two fused silica prisms for dispersion compensation [181]. Use of a SESAM
allowed improvement of the output power by an order of magnitude with a 1.5% output coupler.
Pulse durations as short as 57 fs were achieved with output powers up to 9 mW for a maximum
incident pump power of 80 mW. Using six AA batteries, the pump diodes were stable for 14
hours. As in the previous research, no beam shaping optics were used to shape the output of the
pump diodes. More recently, several different cavity designs were explored, with the goal of
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developing compact, efficient mode-locked lasers pumped by single mode diodes. The
previously described cavity was modified to generate 136 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 470
MHz with an output power of 20 mW for 95 mW incident pump power [131]. The two single
mode diodes were shaped by a microlens, combined using a dichroic mirror, and focused into the
Cr:LiSAF crystal; these improvements provided more efficient pump coupling and mode
matching, resulting in an electrical to optical efficiency of 4% for the full system. The high
reflector coatings on the laser mirrors provided negative dispersion near the lasing wavelength of
859 nm; it is important to note that these were not chirped or double chirped mirrors designed to
compensate dispersion. The laser was battery powered and extremely compact, fitting on a 22 x
28 cm2 breadboard, about the size of an 8.5" x 11" piece of paper. A schematic of the laser
cavity and pump diodes is shown in figure 3-9. A similar laser was developed using only a
single prism for dispersion compensation, generating 113 fs pulses with 20 mW output power in
a compact design. The dispersion compensation and pump source design were carefully
analyzed [130].
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Figure 3-9. Schematic of the compact, single mode diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser (from [131]).
By pumping with two pairs of diodes, the laser was then adapted to generate 1.2 kW peak
powers with 0.14 nJ pulse energy or 146 fs pulses with 3 mW output power at 1 GHz [131]. The
laser was also modified to produce 200 fs pulses with 0.14 nJ pulse energy when pumping with
four diodes; the output was frequency doubled to produce a compact, low cost source of 540 fs
blue pulses [182]. One disadvantage of these compact, low cost single mode diode pumped
Cr:LiSAF lasers is that the pulse energies and pulse durations from these lasers are not
comparable to those achieved with standard Ti:sapphire laser systems, which typically generate
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sub-100 fs pulses with 1 nJ or greater pulse energy. Therefore, a primary goal of the work
performed in this thesis was to develop techniques for increasing pulse energies and reducing
pulse durations from single mode diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF lasers. Investigations into this will
be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
An extended cavity femtosecond Cr:LiSAF laser
mode-locked with an epitaxially grown saturable
absorber
4.1 Introduction
Femtosecond lasers are essential in many applications including ultrafast spectroscopy,
high-speed measurement, laser micromachining and biomedical imaging. In order to make
femtosecond technology more accessible outside of the laboratory, methods of reducing cost
while maintaining high performance must be developed. Current commercial systems producing
pulses with durations less than 100 fs are based on the Ti:sapphire laser, which is the workhorse
of the ultrashort pulse laser industry due to its high gain and broad bandwidth. However,
Ti:sapphire is typically pumped with argon-ion lasers at wavelengths of 488-514 nm or diode-
pumped, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers operating at 532 nm. These pump sources are very
expensive, with typical prices of -$50-100K depending on the required power.
Diode-pumped solid-state lasers are an attractive alternative to conventional pumping
with expensive gas or solid state lasers. Cr:LiSAF is a widely studied material with a broad
emission bandwidth around 850 nm that can be pumped at 670 nm with red laser diodes [161].
As discussed in chapter 3, previous efforts in diode pumping Cr:LiSAF used broad-stripe diodes
with powers of hundreds of mW [42, 170, 172, 174, 176]. Pulses as short as 9.9 fs have been
generated from a diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser [174], and pulse energies of 0.5-1 nJ,
comparable to those in standard Ti:sapphire systems, can be achieved with pump powers of
several hundred mW [42, 170, 172, 174, 176]. However, these broad-stripe pump diodes are still
relatively expensive and have poor mode quality, making efficient mode matching difficult. An
attractive alternative is to pump with single spatial mode diodes, which significantly improves
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mode matching and laser efficiency [130, 131]. Single mode diodes with powers of 50-60 mW
at wavelengths ranging from 660-690 nm are available for only -$20 each, making this pump
source extremely inexpensive. Researchers have demonstrated compact mode-locked Cr:LiSAF
lasers pumped by low cost, single spatial mode diodes in several configurations [130, 131].
These lasers typically generated 20 mW output power and 120 fs pulses at 430 MiHz,
corresponding to a pulse energy of 0.05 nJ. The maximum pulse energy achieved was 0.14 nJ
[131], which may be too low for some applications.
The goal of the work described in this chapter was to develop an inexpensive single mode
diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser generating pulses with durations and energies comparable to those
produced from standard Ti:sapphire based systems. A saturable Bragg reflector (SBR) was used
for laser mode-locking, and pulse energies were increased by extending the laser cavity with a
multi-pass cavity (MPC). Dispersion compensation was accomplished with either double-
chirped mirrors (DCMs) or prisms. The pulse energies and durations from this low cost
femtosecond source approach those obtained with standard 100 MHz Ti:sapphire lasers, making
it a possible substitute for Ti:sapphire in some applications. Section 4.2 briefly describes the
properties of the Cr:LiSAF crystal used in this research. In section 4.3, the design of the diode
pump source will be discussed. Section 4.4 will describe operation of this laser in a standard
four mirror cavity. In section 4.5, the design of a multi-pass cavity (MPC) for increasing pulse
energies will be described in detail. The design of the saturable Bragg reflector (SBR) used in
this work will be described in section 4.6. Finally, section 4.7 will describe operation of the
extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser with and without prisms.
4.2 Laser properties of Cr:LiSAF
The most common materials used in short pulse diode-pumped solid-state laser systems
are crystals of the colquirite family, including Cr:LiSAF, Cr:LiSGAF, and Cr:LiCAF. As
discussed in chapter 3, these materials have absorption bands around 670 nm, which is a
wavelength range where laser diodes are readily available, and broad gain bandwidths in the near
infrared comparable to that of Ti:sapphire. Some important physical and optical properties of
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these crystals, along with Ti:sapphire and Cr:forsterite crystals that were also used in this work,
are presented in table 4-1. Cr:LiSAF is perhaps the most widely used of the colquirite crystals
and was chosen for the work presented in this chapter.
Material Ti:sapphire Cr:forsterite Cr:LiSAF Cr:LiSGAF Cr:LiCAF
Gain bandwidth (nm) 700-950 1160-1400 725-945 710-930 710-840
Absorption bandwidth (nm) 450-575 850-1200 600-700 600-700 600-700
Emission cross-section (cm2 ) 3x10~" 1.1x10"' 4.8x10- 3.3x102 1.3x10
Upper state lifetime (ps) 3.2 3.9 67 88 170
Refractive index 1.76 1.65 1.4 1.4 1.4
Nonlinear index (cm 2/W) 3x10-'6  -2-6x10-16  8x10' 7  8x10 1- 8x10-
Thermal conductivity (W/m*C) 42 5 3.3 3.6 5.14
Shortest pulses generated (fs) 5 14 9 10 9
Table 4-1. Physical and optical properties of some common solid-state laser crystals (from [28,
89, 113, 114, 159-161, 168, 183]).
The attractiveness of Cr:LiSAF for ultrashort pulse generation lies in its broad gain
bandwidth and ability to be diode-pumped. The gain bandwidth is approximately 220 nm [168]
which enables the generation of pulses with durations comparable to those from Ti:sapphire
lasers [174, 178]. The efficiencies that can be obtained from these lasers are relatively high as
well [161]. However, Cr:LiSAF has some disadvantages, making it harder to work with than
certain other gain media. The thermal conductivity is much lower than Ti:sapphire, making the
laser very sensitive to thermal effects (a property of most Cr:doped crystals, such as Cr:forsterite
and Cr:YAG). Pumping with more than 1.5 W risks crystal damage without novel pump
focusing designs [150], limiting Cr:LiSAF to relatively low power applications. Cr:LiSGAF has
been shown to possess improved thermal conductivity and expansion coefficients, making this
material more suitable for higher power lasers [42]. In addition, the relatively low gain cross
sections of the colquirite-doped crystals makes them more sensitive to intracavity loss, a problem
which is exacerbated when pumping with laser diodes due to their low power and poor mode
quality [37]. Upper-state lifetime quenching is also a problem limiting the gain in these crystals
at higher temperatures [148, 184]. Finally, the nonlinearity is nearly a factor of four lower than
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that of Ti:sapphire, making Kerr lensing difficult in these materials, particularly with the low
pump powers available from laser diodes [168, 184]. However, the large bandwidth and diode-
pumpability of Cr:LiSAF make it well worth pursuing to satisfy the demand for low cost,
efficient, inexpensive femtosecond sources, and indeed a Cr:LiSAF laser running on only six
batteries in a compact design has been demonstrated [181], although the pulse energies from this
laser are too low for some applications.
4.3 Diode pump source design
Careful design of the pump source for the Cr:LiSAF laser was critical in order to fully
utilize all the available pump power. The design of the pump source was similar to that in refs
[130] and [131]. The basic concept was to use dichroic mirrors to combine diodes at different
wavelengths and polarization multiplexing to combine diodes with different polarization. The
diode pump source consisted of two 50 mW single mode diodes at 663 nm (Hitachi HL6503MG)
and one 50 mW single mode diode at 685 nm (Mitsubishi ML1013R). Both the HL6503MG and
ML1013R are high power AlGaInP laser diodes based on a multiple quantum well (MQW)
structure. The threshold currents of these diodes are 30-35 mA, with a maximum operating
current of 135-140 mA. The diodes come in a small package with 5.6 mm diameter. The beam
divergence of these diodes is approximately 9 degrees parallel to the junction and 20.5 degrees
perpendicular to the junction. This necessitated a method of making the tangential and sagittal
beam divergences equal. Anamorphic prisms can be used to expand or compress the beam in the
tangential plane. In this work, anamorphic prisms were initially used to make the beam
divergence the same in the tangential and sagittal planes. However, a simpler technique is to
mount a small lens on the diodes that transforms the elliptical laser output into a circular beam.
This technology was developed by Blue Sky Research and is a significant improvement upon
beam shaping with anamorphic prisms, since the pump source is more compact and the power
loss is much lower from the microlenses than the prisms. The diodes used in the presented
research were microlensed by Blue Sky Research to provide a circular output beam. The light
was collimated with short focal length lenses and each collimated beam was measured with a
beam profiler (ThorLabs) in the tangential and sagittal planes to minimize the beam divergence.
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It was found that the distance between the diode and the collimating lens was an extremely
sensitive parameter, making it difficult to get a well collimated beam. This also made it difficult
to set the beam size of each diode in the sagittal and tangential planes to be equal to one another.
The collimated sizes of the three diode beams are given in Table 4-2.
Diode Tangential beam size (mm) Sagittal beam size (mm)
D1 (Hitachi 663 nm) 1 1.15
D2 (Mitsubishi 685 nm) 1.06 1.09
D3 (Hitachi 663 nm, polarization rotated) 1.1 1.15
Total combined beam 1.02 1.14
Table 4-2. Diode beam sizes measured in the tangential and sagittal planes using a ThorLabs
beam profiler. Each beam was individually measured with the other two beams blocked, and the
combined beam was measured with all three diodes at a current of 117 mA. The beams were
each attenuated to powers of less than 1 mW before the beam profiler with a 3.0 ND filter. DI,
D2, and D3 are also described in Figure 4-1 and in the text.
A schematic of the pump source is shown in Figure 4-1. One 663 nm diode (D1) was
combined with the 685 nm diode (D2) using a dichroic mirror (DM). Several mirrors were
tested for use as dichroic mirrors, with the requirement of high transmission of the 663 nm beam
and high reflectivity of the 685 nm beam for a certain angle. It was found that a broadband high
reflector for the Cr:LiSAF wavelength range, made by Alpine Research Optics (ARO), was
optimal for this application when tilted at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the 663 nm
beam. Diodes D1 and D2 were polarized in the tangential plane, such that the electric field was
parallel to the crystal axis. The polarization of the other 663 nm diode (D3) was rotated using a
half-wave plate (WP) to be perpendicular to the polarization of the other two beams. A
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) was then used to combine the three beams. After the PBS, the
three beams had a total power of 139 mW, with 47 mW from D1, 51.5 mW from D2, and 40.5
mW from D3 for each diode driven by a current of 117 mA. For a given current, the Mitsubishi
diode (D2) typically offered more output power than the two Hitachi diodes. The lower power
from D3 is due to losses in the PBS. Measurements of the laser output power versus pump
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power for various combinations of the pump diodes will be described in section 4.8 and are
plotted in figure 4-18.
D3 D2
CLW 4 CL
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P2 P1 CL
PBS D M
Figure 4-1. Schematic of the diode pump source. D1 and D3 are 50 mW Hitachi 6503MG
diodes at 663 nm. D2 is a 50 mW Mitsubishi ML1013R diode at 685 nm. P1 is an f=-100 mm
diverging lens and P2 is an f=76.3 mm anti-reflection coated achromatic lens. CL are collimating
lenses, DM is the dichroic mirror, WP is a half wave plate, and PBS is the polarizing beam
splitter.
Diode Tangential beam radius (pm) Sagittal beam radius (gm)
D1 (Hitachi 663 nm) 12.5 11.5
D2 (Mitsubishi 685 nm) 10.5 12
D3 (Hitachi 663 nm, polarization rotated) 11.5 11.5
Total combined beam 15 18
Table 4-3. Measured beam radius for each diode in the tangential and sagittal planes at a
distance of 5.4 cm from M1.
Several combinations of lenses were tested to focus the pump beam to a small spot within
the crystal. The combination producing the smallest spot was found to be an R=-100 mm
diverging lens (P1) and an R=76.3 mm antireflection coated achromatic lens (P2), separated by
35 cm. The focused spot size for each beam was measured using the beam profiler after passing
through the curved mirror MI (see figure 4-3). The measurement was performed at a distance of
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5.4 cm from MI, corresponding to the typical crystal position in this laser cavity. The results are
depicted in Table 4-3.
This lens combination resulted in a minimum radius of 15 x 18 jpm for the combined
pump beam. This is larger than the individual focused spot size of each beam due to the
difficulty in perfectly overlapping all three focused spots. The total power incident upon the
crystal was 137 mW after passing through the two lenses and curved mirror.
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Figure 4-2. Absorption and emission cross sections for Cr:LiSAF for the electric field polarized
both parallel (top plot) and perpendicular (lower plot) to the crystal axis at a temperature of 295
K (courtesy of Y. Hirakawa, originally from ref [161]). The wavelengths of a Kr laser and the
AlGaInP laser diodes used in this thesis are also shown.
The addition of a fourth pump diode with a wavelength of 685 nm was also considered
when designing the pump source. However, the polarization of this diode would have to be
rotated in order to multiplex it with the other three diodes. The absorption of the Cr:LiSAF
crystal is nearly a factor of two lower for the electric field polarized perpendicular to the crystal
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axis, and is also somewhat lower at 685 nm as compared to 663 nm (figure 4-2). Therefore, the
improvement in Cr:LiSAF output power that could be expected from adding an additional pump
diode was incremental, and three diodes were used for the pump source as previously described.
Another possibility for increasing the laser output power could be to pump with another diode
pump source based on three diodes from the other side of the laser crystal.
4.4 Operation of the Cr:LiSAF laser in a four mirror cavity
The laser was initially set up to operate in a four mirror x cavity (Figure 4-3) to test the
cw laser performance in a standard configuration and attempt to obtain KLM. The pump source
was shown in figure 4-1. The 5 mm long Brewster cut, 1.5 % doped Cr:LiSAF laser crystal (CR)
was obtained from VLOC Corporation. Two curved mirrors (M1 and M2, R=10 cm) identical to
the dichroic mirror made by Alpine Research Optics (ARO) used earlier were used to tightly
focus the laser mode to a beam waist of 20 gm radius within the crystal. The transmission of the
ARO mirrors was measured using a Cary spectrophotometer and is shown in figure 4-4. The
measured transmission is less than 0.1% from 785-935 nm, making the mirror reflectivity
extremely high, which is necessary for use with the low gain Cr:LiSAF crystal. A table of all
optics used in the different iterations of this laser cavity is given in appendix B.
D3 D2
M1 C M2 P2 P1 DCA D1
0C PBS DM
PR1 's
PR2 4HR
HR
Figure 4-3. Schematic of the x cavity Cr:LiSAF laser.
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The transmission of the 3 mm thick output coupler (OC) was
as a function of wavelength in figure 4-5. The transmission is less
895 nm, making the output coupler suitable for use with a Cr:LiSAF
also measured and is plotted
than 1.5% between 818 and
laser operating at 860 nm.
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Figure 4-5. Measured transmission of the output coupler used in the Cr:LiSAF laser cavity. The
transmission is <1.5% from 818-895 nm.
The high reflecting end mirror (HR) was also an ARO mirror. The arm lengths were
initially set to 47 cm (MI-OC) and 74 cm (M2-HR). In this configuration, the laser produced 34
mW cw output power as measured using a Coherent Fieldmaster GS power meter with a silicon
detector; this power meter was used for all the measurements reported in this chapter. The
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Cr:LiSAF laser lased with each diode operating as a single pump beam and the other two diodes
blocked. The threshold for lasing with D1 was 22.7 mW (measured at the position of the
crystal), 23.3 mW for D2, and 35 mW for D3. This dependence was expected since the
absorption of the crystal is highest for DI due to its electric field polarized parallel to the crystal
axis and wavelength of 663 nm, and lowest for D3 with its electric field polarized perpendicular
to the crystal axis.
The next step was to attempt mode-locking with KLM. Two fused silica prisms,
separated by a distance of 50 cm, were added in the long arm for dispersion compensation as
described in section 2.11.3. This choice of prism material and separation has been shown to
optimize the second and third order dispersion for Cr:LiSAF [87]. The GDD of the Cr:LiSAF
crystal has been measured to be -225 fs2 for a round trip through a 5 mm crystal [87]; this value
conflicts with that calculated from the Sellmeier equations and reported in ref [185], but agrees
approximately with the value reported in ref. [168] and was used in this work. The mirrors in the
cavity introduce a negligible amount of dispersion. Therefore, the separation and insertion of the
prism pair was set to compensate the crystal dispersion and provide dispersion tunability over a
broad range. The cw power obtained after the prisms were inserted was 32 mW.
The end mirror was mounted on a movable stage to initiate KLM. The curved mirror M2
was systematically translated in increments of 250 gm through the outer stability region,
optimizing the power by changing the crystal position, pump lens position, and vertical and
horizontal angles of the OC and HR. At each M2 position, the end mirror stage was shaken in an
attempt to initiate mode-locking while varying the dispersion by changing the prism insertion.
At several positions in the outer stability region, a mode-locked spectrum was observed on an
optical multichannel analyzer (Princeton Applied Research). The observed bandwidth was as
large as -20-30 nm. However, a cw peak always appeared on the short wavelength side of the
mode-locked spectrum. This instability always stopped mode-locking after a few seconds, and
stable KLM operation for longer than 30 seconds was never observed.
This can be explained by noting that as described in section 2.6, the saturable absorber
strength must be large enough to stabilize the pulse against multiple pulsing and cw
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breakthrough. CW breakthrough is most likely the dominant source of instabilities in this laser;
multiple pulsing typically occurs at high peak intensities and is not a factor here since the pulse
energies are relatively small and the nonlinearity of LiSAF is low. The nonlinear phase shift
given by equation (2.13) is a good measure of the amount of Kerr lensing within the laser crystal.
In this laser, the nonlinear phase shift is only -0.035 for the low pulse energy of 0.3 nJ out of the
laser when assuming a 50 fs pulse, while in Ti:sapphire lasers it is typically -0.5. Therefore, the
self-focusing and subsequently the Kerr lensing is too weak to produce efficient self-amplitude
modulation, and the pulse is not stable against cw breakthrough. This is supported by the fact
that the pulse was stable for the longest times (-30 seconds) for small bandwidths of 10-15 nm,
where the loss in pulse energy due to gain filtering is a weaker effect.
The primary limitation against obtaining pure KLM in this laser is the properties of the
pump diodes. Although single spatial mode diodes provide much better mode quality than broad
stripe diodes, they still do not offer the mode quality available from gas or solid state lasers. As
discussed earlier, these diodes can only be focused to minimum spot sizes of -15-20 pm, which
limits the peak pulse intensity and therefore the KLM strength. Higher power diodes would also
help in overcoming this limitation by increasing the Cr:LiSAF output power and therefore the
pulse intensity in the laser crystal. A KLM Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by single spatial mode
diodes would be an inexpensive, compact source of femtosecond pulses, which can hopefully be
attained once better quality pump diodes become available.
4.5 Design of a multi-pass cavity for increasing laser pulse energies
Multi-pass cavities (MPC) providing a unity q parameter transformation of the Gaussian
beam have been used to reduce repetition rates from laser oscillators and thereby increase pulse
energies without requiring external amplification [186, 187]. The best performance directly out
of the laser oscillator in a standard cavity design achieved 720 mW average power with 7.5 fs
pulses at 77 MHz repetition rate, resulting in a pulse energy of 9.4 nJ and peak power of 1.25
MW directly from the laser cavity [80]. Focused to a 10 Am radius spot, the peak intensity
would be 1.25 x 1012 W/cm 2. However, many interesting nonlinear effects take place at
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intensities beyond 1013 W/cm2, including multiphoton and tunneling ionization and the onset of
relativistic nonlinear optics. Therefore, amplified systems are necessary for reaching these high
intensities. Amplified systems tend to be quite complex and expensive, motivating the desire to
increase pulse energies directly from the laser oscillator; in addition to enabling some
applications not previously possible with non-amplified systems, the oscillator could also be
used to seed an amplified system and reduce its complexity. The reduced repetition rate of the
multi-pass cavity oscillator also minimizes thermal effects in studies, such as pump probe
spectroscopy.
The basic principle of the multi-pass cavity is to extend the cavity length while leaving
the q parameter of the beam within the laser resonator invariant. The average power of the laser
is determined by the pump power, resonator loss, and crystal gain and is therefore independent of
the cavity length. Increasing the cavity length increases the time between pulses when the laser
is mode-locked, and for a given average power this results in more energy per pulse. Extending
the arms in a standard four mirror cavity increases the distance between the two stability regions
while making each of them smaller, and also makes the mode size smaller in the crystal, leading
to instabilities in laser operation. Also, to reduce the repetition rate and increase the pulse energy
by a factor of 10, the cavity must be made 10 times longer, which becomes prohibitively large
when scaling a standard 100 MHz cavity with a roundtrip length of 3 m down to a 10 MHz
cavity with a roundtrip length of 30 m. Therefore, novel techniques of extending the laser cavity
in a compact configuration without introducing instabilities are necessary.
The multi-pass cavity developed to address this issue is based on work done in the 1960s
by Herriott et al [188, 189]. The cavity consists of two large mirrors between which the beam
passes many times, striking the mirror in a circular or elliptical pattern around the circumference
of each mirror. For a desired repetition rate, the radius of the curved mirrors, number of bounces
on each mirror, and distance between the two large mirrors can be optimized to give a unity q
parameter transformation using ABCD matrix analysis. When the MPC is set for unity q and
introduced into a laser cavity, the cavity stability region and beam parameters do not change. It
is also important to check the angular advance of the beam as it passes between the mirrors, since
it must be set such that the beam repeats itself upon a round trip through the cavity. This refers
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to the fact that as the beam propagates between the two mirrors in the cavity, it strikes each
mirror at a different point around the mirror circumference upon each pass. For example, a
cavity with four bounces on each mirror will exhibit a pattern with the bounces at the corners of
a diamond or square on each mirror. A schematic of a typical multi-pass cavity is shown in
figure 4-6.
Exit Beam
Input Beam
Figure 4-6. Schematic of a multi-pass cavity with four bounces on each mirror. The beam is
introduced and extracted through notches in the mirrors (figure reprinted from ref. [190]).
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Figure 4-7. Possible unit cells for the unity q transformation in an MPC. The cavity is
unfolded, representing the mirrors with lenses, and the reference planes are depicted with vertical
lines.
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Design of a generalized MPC was analyzed in ref. [191]. Initially, the reference planes
and unit cell for calculating the unity q transformation are chosen. Many choices of reference
planes are possible, as shown in figure 4-7.
Once this is chosen, the ABCD matrices are determined for the elements in the cavity
such as the curved mirrors and the distance between them. The matrix for one round trip, called
the ray transfer matrix, is calculated and can be represented in the most general case by
MT = J D). (4.1)
The determinant of this matrix is unity since a ray entering the MPC comes back to the same
region in the cavity after each round trip. The initial ray is represented by a ray vector, given by
r
Fi= ,o ,*) (4.2)
where ro and ro' give the initial distance from the optical axis and the initial inclination of the
ray, respectively. After n round trips, the ray vector becomes
F, = M"F i. (4.3)
Cavity stability requires that
A+ D
1, (4.4)2
ensuring that the ray will remain confined to the optical axis after n round trips. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of MT can be calculated, and then for n round trips the transfer matrix becomes
(A -D sin nO +Cos nO B sin nO
M = 2 sin 0 sin , (4.5)
sin n D - A sin nOC +cosnO
sin0 2 sinO 0
with
A+D
coso= . (4.6)
2
The angle Ois physically interpreted as the change in angular position of the spots on each mirror
after successive round trips, or the angular advance as previously described. In general, the spots
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will trace out an elliptical pattern with successive bounces on each mirror; with proper alignment
of the initial ray, a circular spot pattern is obtained.
The MPC will have a unity q parameter transformation when M" =+I, with I the
identity matrix. In general, M = (-1)' I must be satisfied, which from equation (4.5) occurs
when
nO = rnzz . (4.7)
This equation states that the angular advance after n round trips must be a multiple of ;Tin order
for the MPC to preserve a unity q transformation. Another way of stating this condition is that
the angle 0 between successive bounces must be )r times a rational number, the ratio of two
integers (rn/n), for a unity q transformation after n round trips. The parameter m gives the number
of semicircular arcs that the beam makes on each of the mirrors before the q parameter returns to
its initial value. When m is even, the beam goes around the whole circle an integer number of
times before returning to its initial position and exiting the MPC. Examples of a set of possible
solutions to (4.7) as well as a example of the application of these equations to the design of an
actual MPC are given in ref. [191].
Input
M2 M3
M5 M4
|-P-
Figure 4-8. Schematic of the MPC used in this work. M, is a 0.5" diameter plane mirror. M2 is
a 1.5" diameter plane mirror. M3 is a 1.5" diameter R=4 m mirror and M4 is a 0.25" diameter
R=4 m mirror. M5 is the output coupler. The two large mirrors are separated by L=2 m. The
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reference plane for the unity q transformation is designated by R1. All mirrors are DCMs, and
the beam passes 16 times between the two mirrors.
This approach was followed to design an MPC for the Cr:LiSAF laser described in
section 4-4. The initial purpose of the MPC was to increase pulse energies in the hope of
obtaining KLM. The MPC used in this work consists of one large plane mirror and one large
curved mirror separated by a certain distance, with two smaller mirrors, one plane and one
curved, used to introduce and extract the laser beam from the MPC. The smaller plane mirrors
are necessary to introduce and extract the beam from the cavity. A schematic of the MPC is
shown in figure 4-8.
The ray transfer matrix MT for this cavity is calculated by multiplying the ABCD
matrices for a distance-lens-distance (DLD) unit cell, shown in figure 4-7, since starting at the
reference plane R1, the beam travels a distance L4, bounces off a mirror with radius of curvature
R, and returns through the distance L4 to the reference plane in one round trip. MT is given by
( -2 2 LO 1 4
MT = R (4.8)
2 24
R R
with
cos9=1 2 . (4.9)
R
For a given R, varying L4 will give the values of 0 that provide a unity q transformation as
calculated from equation (4.7). Once I 0 is known, the repetition rate can be calculated since the
round trip optical path length introduced by the MPC is 4nL. The repetition rate is given by
frep = C (4.10)
2nR I -Cos
n
It can be shown that for given values of m and R, there is an optimal value of n that produces the
lowest repetition rate [191]. The parameter n gives the number of bounces on each mirror in
each single pass through the MPC, and therefore there are 2n bounces on each mirror in each
roundtrip through the full MPC, or 4n total bounces when including both mirrors.
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When designing an MPC for the Cr:LiSAF laser, it was important to keep the number of
bounces on each mirror low, since the Cr:LiSAF laser is very sensitive to loss due to the low
pump powers. To achieve the lowest repetition rate and therefore the highest pulse energy, there
is a tradeoff between the number of bounces on each MPC mirror (introducing loss into the
cavity which lowers the pulse energy) and the distance between the two mirrors (limited by table
space and the desire for a compact design). Equations (4.7) and (4.9) were solved to obtain an
expression for the separation L between the two mirrors as a function of n for different values of
m in q-preserving configurations. The result of this calculation is depicted in figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9. Calculation of the mirror separation for the flat-curved mirror cavity as a function of
n, for different values of m. The radius of curvature for the curved mirror is 4 meters.
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Figure 4-10. Calculation of the repetition rate for the flat-curved mirror cavity as a function of n,
for different values of m. The radius of curvature for the curved mirror is 4 meters.
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The repetition rate was also calculated using equation (4.10) as a function of n for different m
values. In the actual laser, the repetition rate will be lower due to the additional cavity length
external to the MPC. The results of this calculation are shown in figure 4-10.
These figures can be used to design an MPC for the Cr:LiSAF laser. One design
constraint in this work was the available table space, which limited the maximum possible mirror
separation to 2 meters. Another design constraint, as previously mentioned, is the number of
bounces on each mirror, limited to a maximum of four to minimize the loss introduced into the
cavity. From figure 4-9, it can be seen that for a maximum separation of 2 meters, the m=2 curve
gives n=4 bounces, the maximum allowed. The m=3 and m=4 choices have too many bounces
for use in a Cr:LiSAF laser with a 2 meter mirror separation. The repetition rate is near the
minimum as seen in figure 4-10 for the m=2 curve. Therefore, the choice of m=2 and n=4 seems
appropriate for design of a low repetition rate laser. The angular advance is 0=d2, meaning that
successive spots are rotated by d2 radians on each mirror, forming a diamond or square pattern.
In this MPC, the beam passes 16 times through the cavity in one round trip, for a total
added cavity length of 32 m. It is important to account for the dispersion introduced by the many
passes through air in the MPC design. If prisms and non-DCM MPC mirrors are used, the prism
separation must be set to compensate the additional air dispersion. Low loss double chirped
mirrors (DCM) [92] that provide negative dispersion (described in section 2.10.4) can also be
used in the MPC to approximately cancel the large amount of air dispersion due to the many
passes through the cavity. Therefore, with careful design the MPC can be introduced into the
laser cavity without significantly affecting the beam parameters, cavity stability region, or cavity
dispersion.
The DCMs used in this work were designed by Dr. Uwe Morgner and Professor Franz
Kaertner. These DCMs provided -42 fs2 group delay dispersion (GDD) per bounce around 860
nm and had a reflectivity bandwidth of 695-895 nm. The reflectivity and dispersion of these
mirrors are plotted in figure 4-11. The dispersion of air is approximately 20 fs2/m at 860 nm
[56]. Therefore, for 32 m of air and 16 bounces on the MPC mirrors the total dispersion of the
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MPC is approximately -32 fs2 . This design is convenient since each bounce in the MPC
approximately compensates the dispersion introduced from one pass through 2 m of air, and
therefore the MPC introduces a minimal amount of dispersion into the laser cavity and the prism
separation can remain the same.
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Figure 4-11. (a) Reflectivity of the DCMs used in the Cr:LiSAF laser. The step in the data at
800 nm is due to a detector change. This figure shows the high reflectivity bandwidth of these
DCMs. (b) Calculated and measured dispersion of the DCMs (obtained from V. Scheuer).
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As described in the previous section, the laser was initially optimized in a standard X
cavity with no MPC, obtaining a cw power of 32 mW with prisms. The non-prism arm was
extended to 90 cm by folding it with two ARO high reflectors for insertion of the MPC. The
MPC must usually be inserted in the long arm of the cavity since the beam is roughly collimated
out of this arm in the outer stability region; if the MPC is inserted in the short arm of the cavity,
the beam divergence is too large for the beam to fit on the 0.25" R=4 m mirror.
In general, the output beam of the laser is used to roughly align the MPC, after which it is
removed and the MPC is adjusted for lasing. However, if the laser output coupler is wedged,
then the alignment of the MPC is changed due to the displacement of the output beam through
the OC. A special non-wedged, low loss output coupler was used to align the MPC; it was
removed once the MPC was aligned and the output was taken out of the MPC arm.
A schematic of this cavity is shown in figure 4-12. The end mirror for the short cavity is
labeled "short cavity HR" in the figure. The short cavity was set to a point for optimum KLM,
near the inner edge of the stability region where a broad spectrum was observed (although it was
not stable as previously described). After the MPC was inserted and aligned, lasing was
obtained quickly without changing the laser cavity outside of the MPC. Outputs of 15 mW cw
power were obtained. The unity q performance of the MPC was tested by varying M2 and
comparing the extent over which lasing could be obtained with the same measurement in the
short cavity; the two measurements were found to be virtually identical, indicating that the MPC
did not affect the beam parameters in the laser cavity.
Kerr lens mode-locking was attempted by shaking the end mirror while varying M2 as
before. However, KLM was significantly harder to start in this cavity, and although broad
spectra of 30-40 nm were observed, they were not stable for more than a few seconds. This can
be explained using equation (2.31). The condition for starting is directly proportional to the
cavity round-trip time; if the cavity round-trip time is very long, as in this cavity (117 ns), then a
larger perturbation is required to start mode-locking. Shaking the end mirror stage did not
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produce a large enough perturbation to start KLM in this cavity. Therefore, the use of a
saturable absorber to start and stabilize mode-locking was necessary.
D3 D2
M, CR M2 P2 P1 D1
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M4 PR1
M6 M7PR2
H R
Figure 4-12. Schematic of the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser. All mirrors except for Ms-M 9
are ARO high reflectors. Other than the MPC, the cavity is identical to that of figure 4-3.
4.6 Saturable Bragg reflector design
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Figure 4-13. Device structure (a) and reflectivity
(b)
bandwidth (b) of the SBR [128].
The saturable absorber used in this work was identical to that described in ref [128]. It is
a saturable Bragg reflector (SBR) device designed for use with Cr:LiSAF and Cr:LiSGAF lasers.
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The device design and reflectivity bandwidth is shown in figure 4-13. The device is based on an
AlAs/AlO. 85Gao. 15As quarter wave layer stack grown by molecular beam epitaxy with minimized
scattering losses. A single quantum well (QW) is inserted in the structure to provide saturable
absorption, and the saturation intensity of the device can be varied by changing the QW position
within the device structure as described in chapter 3. In the device used in this research, the 10
nm GaAs QW is inserted in the top layer of the structure, which consists of 30 high/low index
pairs with a reflectivity of 99.5% from 825-900 nm. The dispersion of the SBR is low. The SBR
has -1% saturable absorption, with a low saturation intensity. This SBR has previously been
used to self-start 90 fs pulses from a Cr:LiSAF laser [37, 128].
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Figure 4-14. Schematic of the x cavity Cr:LiSAF laser with an SBR. M3 is a plane ARO mirror
and M4 is an R=15 cm Layertec high reflector. All other elements are as described in figure 4-3.
The SBR was tested in the short cavity to determine its suitability for mode-locking the
Cr:LiSAF laser. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 4-14. The output
coupler was moved to the prism arm for this experiment. The SBR was mounted on a translation
stage and inserted in the non-prism arm, using an R=15 cm mirror (M4 ) to generate a small spot
size on the device. The separation between M3 and M4, and between M4 and the SBR was
adjusted to be equal to the focal length of M4; this sets the extra fold for a unity q transformation.
This can be seen using the same analysis as used in section 4.5 for the multi-pass cavity; the fold
after M3 is a distance-lens-distance unit cell, and this has a unity q transformation when the
distance is equal to the focal length. This can also be derived through ABCD matrix analysis.
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Therefore, the extra fold with the SBR does not change the cavity stability region or affect the
beam parameters within the cavity once the distances are correctly set.
Lasing was first obtained with a standard high reflector in the SBR position. After this
mirror was replaced by the SBR and the distances in the extra fold were optimized, a maximum
output power of 15 mW was obtained. Mode-locking was self-starting for powers above 7-8
mW and bandwidths up to 20 nm were obtained. Mode-locking did not strongly depend on the
curved mirror or crystal positions, suggesting that this was not KLM, but soliton mode-locking.
4.7 Mode-locked operation of the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser with and
without prisms
M 1 M2 P2 P1 
V D
Short PBS D
cavity HRe 's rM
M M4 R0 C
M6 M7
M9 M1 M8 0
SBR
Figure 4-15. Experimental setup of the extended cavity femntosecond Cr:LSAF laser.
The MPC was introduced into the cavity to generate higher energy pulses [192, 193]. A
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 4-15. Initial experiments were performed
using prisms for dispersion compensation. The output coupler arm was 70 cm and the MPC arm
was 90 cm. The output cw power was 15 mW without the extra fold for focusing onto the SBR.
The SBR was subsequently placed in an extra fold after the MPC. An R=20 cm mirror (MIO)
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was used to focus the laser mode to a -75 tm radius spot on the SBR. The reference planes for a
unity q transformation in the MPC are the same as before, at M6 and M9 . The extra fold in the
MPC arm was set for unity q by making the distances from M9 (the MPC reference plane) to M10
and from M10 to the SBR equal to the focal length of M10 as described above.
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Figure 4-16. Autocorrelation (a) and spectrum (b) of the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser using
prisms for dispersion compensation. The output power in this configuration was 5.5 mW at an
8.4 MHz repetition rate, resulting in pulse energies of 0.66 nJ.
In this configuration, the laser generated 43 fs pulses with 18.5 nm bandwidth at an 8.4
MHz repetition rate (figure 4-16). The pulse duration was measured by intensity autocorrelation
in a 500 pm KDP crystal. The average output power was 5.5 mW, corresponding to a pulse
energy of 0.66 nJ. Mode-locking was initiated by shaking the SBR stage and was occasionally
self-starting. The SBR and M2 positions could be varied over nearly the full cavity stability
range without significantly affecting the output spectrum and pulse duration, although the output
power decreased when the mirrors were not at their optimum positions. The dispersion was
varied by inserting one of the prisms into the beam, and mode-locking was obtained in both
negative and positive dispersion regimes over the full range of prism insertion.
Subsequently, the cavity was reconfigured to operate without prisms. A total of eight
bounces on DCMs outside the MPC, providing -336 fs2 GDD, were used to compensate the
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dispersion of the crystal and excess dispersion from air in the cavity. The DCMs were identical
to those used in the MPC and described in section 4-5. This set the dispersion operating point
for the whole cavity at approximately -83 fs2 . Mirror M1 was replaced by a R=10 cm DCM and
M3 , M4, and M9 by flat DCMs. The prisms were removed and M10 was replaced by an R=30 cm
non-DCM curved mirror. The output coupler arm was 40 cm and the MPC arm was 80 cm. In
this prismless cavity, the laser generated 39 fs pulses with 20 nm bandwidth at an 8.6 MHz
repetition rate (figure 4-17). The improved power in this configuration is most likely due to loss
variations in different positions of the spot on the SBR, since the SBR is inhomogeneous and
different positions on the sample have different reflectivities.
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Figure 4-17. Autocorrelation (a) and spectrum (b) of the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser using
only DCMs for dispersion compensation. The output power in this configuration is 6.5 mW at
an 8.6 MHz repetition rate, resulting in pulse energies of 0.75 nJ.
The laser threshold and slope efficiency were also measured in the prismless cavity with
different combinations of pump diodes (figure 4-18). The lowest threshold of 69 mW was
measured for a combination of 21.8 mW from D2 and 47 mW from D1, with D3 off. The slope
efficiency was also measured while varying the power of each diode and keeping the other two at
full power. The largest mode-locked slope efficiency was 12.8%, measured for DI while
keeping D2 and D3 at a total power of 90 mW. The mode-locked slope efficiency was 11.6% for
D2 and 8.3% for D3. D1 is expected to have the largest slope efficiency since the absorption of
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the Cr:LiSAF crystal is maximum for this
discussed.
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Figure 4-18. Mode-locked and cw output power of the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser as a
function of (a) D1 pump power, with D2 and D3 held constant at a total power of 90 mW, (b)
D2 pump power, with DI and D3 held constant at a total power of 90 mW, and (c) D3 pump
power, with D1 and D2 held constant at a total power of 90 mW. The mode-locked slope
efficiency is 12.8% for D1, 11.6% for D2, and 8.3% for D3.
The pulse duration is primarily limited by the SBR bandwidth in both configurations,
with and without prisms. This can be seen by noting that a bandwidth of 20 nm was generated
when using the SBR to mode-lock the short cavity as described in the previous section. Only
ARO mirrors and prisms were used in that cavity. The transmission curve of the ARO mirnors
(figure 4-4) shows a broad reflectivity bandwidth from 785-935 nm that would not limit the
observed spectra. The dispersion of the ARO mirrors was also measured and found to be
negligible over the reflectivity bandwidth. No other elements in the cavity would limit the
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bandwidth; therefore, the bandwidth of the SBR must be limiting the minimum pulse duration.
Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show that the wings of the spectrum extend almost to the limit set by the
SBR bandwidth (830-900 nm). Using broader bandwidth and lower loss SBRs should result in
improvements in both pulse duration and output power.
In conclusion, low cost single spatial mode diodes were used to pump an extended cavity
femtosecond Cr:LiSAF laser mode-locked with a saturable Bragg reflector. These inexpensive
diodes provided efficient matching of the pump and laser modes as compared to broad stripe
pump diodes. A multi-pass cavity was demonstrated to lower the repetition rate and improve the
pulse energy. Using prisms for dispersion compensation, 43 fs pulses with 18.5 nm bandwidth
were produced at an 8.4 MHz repetition rate. The pulse energy was 0.66 nJ in this configuration.
In a prismless cavity, the laser generated 39 fs pulses with 20 nm bandwidth. The repetition rate
was 8.6 MHz and the pulse energy was 0.75 nJ. Slope efficiencies up to 12.8% were measured,
indicating that laser output powers can be scaled to higher output powers and pulse energies as
higher power pump diodes become available. This is a low cost source of femtosecond pulses
with pulse energies and durations that make this a cost-effective alternative to standard
Ti:sapphire lasers in many applications.
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Chapter 5
Fabrication and characterization of semiconductor-
doped silica film saturable absorbers
5.1 Introduction
Semiconductor saturable absorbers are an important technology for generating stable,
reliable ultrashort pulses from solid-state lasers. As discussed in chapter 3, most of these devices
are grown using molecular beam epitaxy. Various solid-state laser systems have been mode-
locked with epitaxially grown saturable absorbers [36, 37, 44, 86, 127, 194], generating self-
starting pulses in compact laser systems, and sub-two-cycle pulses with the aid of KLM [40].
However, as discussed in chapter 3, epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers have
some limitations, such as limited bandwidth without extensive post-processing and lattice
matching constraints that limit the choice of materials and device design. An example of these
limitations was seen in the experiments performed in the previous chapter, where an epitaxially
grown saturable Bragg reflector was applied to mode-lock an extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser
pumped by single mode diodes. Although pulses with energies of 0.75 nJ and durations of 39 fs
were achieved, the SBR reflectivity bandwidth limited the generation of even shorter pulses, and
its relatively low reflectivity limited the maximum pulse energy. A saturable absorber similar to
that in ref. [40] could be applied to improve the laser performance, but this requires extensive
post-processing.
Non-epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers based on semiconductor-doaped silica
films deposited by RF sputtering were recently developed as an alternative to epitaxially grown
absorbers [45, 46, 154]. These devices offer increased versatility and lower cost when compared
to epitaxially grown absorbers. For example, they have several advantages that overcome the
limitations of the SBR used to start mode-locking in the Cr:LiSAF laser described in chapter 4.
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Semiconductor-doped silica films have no bandwidth limitations when used in a transmissive
geometry on a transparent sapphire substrate. Their absorption can easily be scaled by changing
the film thickness, introducing a controlled amount of loss into the laser cavity. However, their
high saturation fluence limits their use in some laser mode-locking applications, including the
Cr:LiSAF laser described in chapter 4. The Cr:LiSAF is very sensitive to cavity loss due to the
low pump powers used, which limits the ability to pump many times over threshold. Due to its
high saturation fluence, the modulation provided by the saturable absorber is insufficient to self-
start mode-locking for a semiconductor-doped silica film thickness small enough to introduce a
minimal amount of loss into the cavity. Therefore, in the initial demonstration these absorbers
could only be used in conjunction with KLM to start mode-locking in a Ti:sapphire laser [45].
This chapter focuses on the fabrication and characterization of semiconductor-doped
films for saturable absorber applications. The goal of this work is to comprehensively
characterize the linear and nonlinear optical properties of these devices in order to develop
guidelines for designing semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers with optimized
saturation fluence for a given solid state laser system. Section 5.2 will briefly describe the
optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots, including their nonlinear response to intense
laser fields. Section 5.3 will discuss the experimental techniques for fabricating semiconductor-
doped silica films, including RF sputtering, photolithography, and rapid thermal annealing. In
section 5.4, the pump-probe technique used in characterizing the saturable absorbers is
presented. The concepts of pump-probe spectroscopy will be described in detail, and a novel
pump-probe system with independent pump and probe wavelength tunability around 800 nm will
be presented along with conventional pump-probe systems in the 1300 and 1500 nm wavelength
ranges. Experimental results obtained by measuring the effect of varying parameters such as the
choice of semiconductor and glass materials, pump/probe wavelengths relative to the absorption
edge, annealing time and temperature, and ratio of semiconductor to glass on the film optical
properties will be discussed in section 5.5. X-ray diffraction measurements to examine the
structural properties of the saturable absorber films will be discussed in section 5.6. A possible
explanation for the high saturation fluence of semiconductor-doped silica films, based on the fast
dephasing time in RF sputtered semiconductor nanocrystallites, will be given in section 5.7, and
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section 5.8 will conclude by discussing guidelines extracted from these experiments for the
design of semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers for a given laser system.
5.2 Optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots
Semiconductor quantum dots are a model system for creating "artificial atoms" and
studying their properties [195, 196, 197]. Three dimensional quantum confinement effects occur
when reducing the particle size until it approaches the exciton Bohr radius for the bulk
semiconductor. It will be shown in this section that this gives rise to an energy spectrum
consisting of a series of discrete states, much like that of an isolated atom. However, a real
quantum dot is composed of many atoms and the wave function can extend over many lattice
sites, giving the system unique properties. One advantage in studying quantum dots is that their
properties can be controlled and customized for many interesting applications including cavity
quantum electrodynamics [195], coherent control [196], quantum dot lasers [198, 199], and
quantum computing [200, 201] as well as the saturable absorber applications presented in this
thesis. Control of the quantum dot size, shape, composition, and surrounding matrix tailors the
dot for a certain application. In this section, basic properties of quantum dots will be briefly
reviewed, since the semiconductor nanocrystallite-doped silica films described in this chapter
can be theoretically modeled as quantum dots. More comprehensive reviews can be found in
refs. [202-204].
5.2.1 Energy states in bulk semiconductors
In a bulk semiconductor, the solution of the Schrddinger equation is in principle a many-
electron problem, since the Hamiltonian must contain the interaction between the electrons and
the nuclei as well as the interactions between electrons. However, the nearly free electron
approximation can be used to obtain a solution of the Schr6dinger equation for a single electron
in a spatially periodic potential (as in a crystal lattice) [203, 205, 206]. This solution is useful in
describing many physical systems. The Schr6dinger equation for the bulk semiconductor is
given by
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[ V2 +V(r) I(r) = Ef(r), (5.1)
2mI
with V(r)=V(r+R)for all lattice vectors R in a crystal. In a periodic potential, the wave
functions can be described by Bloch's theorem:
Y'nk (r) = u,, (r)ei'. (5.2)
The wave function consists of an envelope function Unk (r) = Uk (r + R) with the periodicity of the
lattice that modulates a plane wave eikr. In the parabolic band approximation, the energy
eigenvalues for electrons and holes are then given by
h2k2
E(k)= h , (5.3)
2m
with m* the effective mass of the electron or hole. In this approximation the electrons are
regarded as free electrons that are perturbed by the periodic potential of the crystal lattice, with
the strength of the perturbation expressed through the effective mass.
Optical absorption in semiconductors occurs when a light source excites a semiconductor
with energy greater than the band gap, forming electrons in the conduction band and holes in the
valence band. The Coulomb attraction between the electrons and holes can form an exciton,
characterized by a wave function that is a product of terms due to the center-of-mass motion and
the relative motion of the electrons and holes. The presence of excitons modifies the optical
absorption spectrum from the free electron-hole-pair absorption spectrum, resulting in peaks in
the absorption near the band edge [207]. The spatial extent of the exciton is given by the exciton
Bohr radius, which is 1-20 nm in most semiconductors.
Quantum confinement effects occur when the spatial extent of the electron wave function
is confined in one or more dimensions to be smaller than the Bohr radius. Quantum wells
(confinement in one dimension), wires (2D confinement), and dots (3D confinement) can be
fabricated with high precision using epitaxial and chemical techniques [196, 208] to explore the
novel effects arising in this regime. Different regimes of quantum confinement can be identified
depending on the ratio of the confined dimension to the Bohr radius. In the next section the
energy states and quantum confinement regimes of quantum dots will be discussed.
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5.2.2 Energy levels and linear absorption of quantum dots
In the simplest approach, a quantum dot can be viewed as a semiconductor sphere with
radius R surrounded by an infinitely high potential barrier representing the dielectric matrix. The
envelope function approximation can be used here, where it is assumed that the new wave
functions can be described by a modified envelope function given by the product of a new
envelope function for electrons and holes 4o'r) with the periodic Bloch envelope function u(r):
0((r)= ((r)u(r) (5.4)
The new envelope function gi(r) is specific to the particle in a spherical potential problem. Then
the Hamiltonian for this envelope function is given by
h 2 h2 +2H - Ve __ +h (,+ r) , (5.5)2me 2 mh I rh 
where the Coulomb interaction is now taken into account in the last term and the confinement
potential is
0 r< R
V (r) = 00 r>R (5.6)
Temporarily disregarding the Coulomb interaction enables analytical solution of this problem.
For non-interacting electron-hole pairs, the envelope function can be separated into independent
contributions from the electrons and holes and is written as a product O(r, rh) = ;e (; ) h ().
This solution is well known and can be found in standard quantum mechanics textbooks [209,
210]. The wave functions for electrons and holes are given by
2 k
i,'jh (r)= Y (0,#), (5.7)
with -l 5m <1 , 1=0, 1, 2,..., n=1, 2, 3..., J are the Bessel functions and Ym are the spherical
harmonics. The stipulation that the wave function must vanish at the surface of the quantum dot
(r=R) can be used as a boundary condition to obtain the energy eigenvalues:
J, k r= =0 (5.8)
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Ehj - 2  (5.10)
S2mn R2
The nth root of the Bessel function of order 1 is given by knj and me,h are the effective masses of
the electron and hole. Equations (5.9) and (5.10) show the discrete, atom-like energy spectrum
of the quantum dot states. The energy of the lowest confined one-electron-hole-pair state has its
energy increased compared to the bulk semiconductor band gap by an amount
h2 (".r2
AE = - (5.11)
2m, R
where mr is the reduced effective mass, given by
1 1 1 (5.12)
mr me mh
The energy difference can be represented in terms of the exciton Bohr radius aB and exciton
Rydberg energy ER (the binding energy for the lowest energy exciton state [207]) for a more
intuitive representation [202]:
aB 2 (5.13)
mre
ER 2 (5.14)
2maB2
AE = ER (tB (5.15)
R
Here e is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor. This equation clearly shows that the
confinement-induced energy shift scales with the ratio of the dot radius R to the exciton Bohr
radius aB. It is important to note that this equation has been derived by approximating that the
Bloch part of the envelope function, u(r), with the parabolic, isotropic bands of a simple two
band semiconductor with a direct band gap. This equation is also derived assuming one electron-
hole pair per quantum dot, which is a good approximation for low excitation densities [211].
Figure 5-1 depicts the density of states (derived directly from the energy) for quantum dots as
compared to a bulk semiconductor. The density of states represents the number of states
available in the semiconductor in a certain energy interval [207]. This gives the number of states
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available at a certain energy for optical absorption of a photon with that energy and therefore is
important in calculating the optical response of a semiconductor. For a more accurate
description of the energy levels of a quantum dot, the Hamiltonian can be modified by taking
into account the Coulomb interaction, realistic conduction and valence bands including non-
parabolicity and valence band mixing, state splitting, and indirect gap semiconductors.
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Figure 5-1. Density of states g d(F-) for a quantum dot compared to the bulk density of states
g 3 (E~) (reprinted from ref [207]).
At this point, it is appropriate to consider the different regimes of quantum confinement
[202, 212, 213]. From equation (5.15) it is clear that strongly confined quantum dots (R<<aB)
experience a large energy shift due to quantum confinement. This shift is much larger than the
exciton binding energy (proportional to 1/R), and therefore as a first approximation the Coulomb
interaction can be ignored for small dots; this is a useful approximation since the energy states
can be obtained analytically. The energy levels for strongly confined quantum dots can therefore
be described by the energies given in equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.15). In this regime, the
individual motions of the electron and hole are quantized. When the Coulomb interaction is
included, the problem cannot be solved analytically; however, this interaction can be regarded as
a small perturbation to the kinetic energy contribution for small quantum dots, and therefore the
energy levels are only weakly red shifted due to Coulomb effects [211]. CdSe and CdS quantum
dots have large Bohr radii (-3 nm) and therefore can be strongly confined with current
fabrication techniques.
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The regime of intermediate confinement applies when the Bohr radius for the hole
(obtained by modifying equation (5.13) to include the hole effective mass instead of the reduced
mass) is smaller than R while the electron Bohr radius is larger than R. This can arise if the
effective mass of the holes is much bigger than the electron effective mass. It can be shown that
the energy shift due to quantum confinement in this regime can be described by replacing the
reduced effective mass by the electron effective mass in equation (5.11) [213]. In the first
approximation, the energy shift is determined by the size quantization of the electron.
In the regime of weak confinement (R>>aB), the quantum dot is significantly larger than
both the electron and hole exciton Bohr radii. The treatment here is similar to that in a bulk
semiconductor, where relative and center-of-mass coordinates for the electron-hole pair are used.
It can be assumed that the relative motion of the exciton is unaffected by quantum confinement
and therefore only the center-of-mass motion is quantized. In this regime, the energy levels are
given by
h 2 7,)2AE - , (5.16)
2M R
where M=me+mh is the exciton mass [213]. Weakly confined dots are characterized by a small
separation between energy levels. Since these transitions are homogenously broadened, the
energy levels may overlap and the spectrum may appear continuous [202]. Some researchers
have suggested that higher nonlinearities can be obtained in the weak confinement regime, such
that the dots are larger than the Bohr radius but small enough such that discrete optical
transitions still exist and the spectrum is not continuous [212]. A good example of a weakly
confined system is CuCl since the Bohr radius is only 0.7 nm, and nanocrystallites smaller than
this are difficult to fabricate.
The absorption of low intensity light by a semiconductor is determined by the linear
absorption coefficient, which can be calculated as a function of frequency using density matrix
theory. For a single strongly confined quantum dot, it is given by [202, 207]
a( h)= d +1 2 , (5.17)hce i +( ), -2
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where dg is the transition dipole matrix element (this is the same as for the bulk material and is
size-independent) for the transition from state o (the ground state) to state i, y is the
homogeneous linewidth of the transition, and E, = ho, are the one-electron-hole pair energies as
given by equations (5.9) and (5.10), which depend on the size R of the quantum dots. Equation
(5.17) shows that the absorption spectrum of a single quantum dot is a series of Lorentzian peaks
centered at the one-electron-hole pair energies. The transitions are also inhomogeneously
broadened due to the size distribution of the dots that occurs in any real system. To calculate the
absorption spectrum for the ensemble, one can assume that the dots have a size distribution f(R)
centered around a mean dot radius R. The average absorption coefficient is then given by
a(o))ag = Jf (R)a(w)RdR, (5.18)
0
where a(w)IR is the absorption coefficient for a single dot given in equation (5.17).
Linear absorption in quantum dots is analogous to the absorption of excitons in bulk
semiconductors [203, 214]. In the bulk, the oscillator strength (to which the absorption
coefficient is proportional) is inversely proportional to the volume in k-space required to form
the exciton, which is defined by the cube of the exciton Bohr radius aB. The expression for the
absorption in the bulk, including excitonic effects as well as free carrier absorption, is given by
2oId 12 . ' 2(d, 12 2m 2 gez
ablk (0)= 3 n (ho- E9 + ERn n y -h2 (ho- Eg) . (5.19)
nbcaB n=1 bC'c h sih Z
where the unit-step function 6(hto - Eg) is zero for hw < Eg and 1 for hw > Eg, and the variable
Z is given by Z =; rER (hw- Eg) [207]. The material index is given by nb, and the other
quantities (exciton Rydberg energy ER, reduced mass mr, dipole matrix elements dv) are as
previously defined. The first term of this expression gives the discrete excitonic absorption that
is significant near the band edge, and the second term describes the absorption for continuum
states, which dominates when the photon energy is greater than the band gap. It is clear from
this expression that the first term is inversely proportional to the cube of the Bohr radius.
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In quantum dots, the oscillator strength is inversely proportional to the spatial restriction
of carrier motion in the quantum dot due to quantum confinement. Therefore, the ratio of the
bulk and quantum dot oscillator strengths near the band gap is roughly proportional to aB3IR
[203, 211]. The oscillator strength and therefore the absorption clearly increase for quantum dots
smaller than the Bohr radius. This can also be regarded as the shifting of the absorption strength
into the lowest bound state as the dot size decreases [214]. This should lead to an increased
optical nonlinearity and, along with the potentially narrow linewidth, is one reason for the
intense interest in quantum dots for optical switching applications. The change in absorption
upon excitation would be much larger before the transition saturates than in bulk
semiconductors, enabling effective discrimination between "on" and "off" states [211].
However, inhomogeneous broadening due to the large size distributions present in most quantum
dot samples has made the experimental observation of large nonlinearities difficult.
The surrounding dielectric matrix also affects the linear optical absorption properties of
the quantum dot. A simple approximation for the absorption of the composite material gives
acomposite = Pasemic, (5.20)
where p is the volume fraction of the semiconductor and 0 semic is the absorption coefficient.
However, a more precise treatment includes the local field effects for a composite with a material
having a dielectric constant e, = E + ie"' embedded in a non-absorbing matrix with dielectric
constant e2. Maxwell-Garnett theory [202, 215] can be used to describe the optical properties of
quantum dot composites [202, 203]. In this theory, a composite material is described as a
homogeneous background medium with spherical inclusions of dopant with small diameters
compared to the wavelength of light. The spheres are replaced with electric dipole equivalents
and the effective dielectric constant of the composite is calculated. This theory is applicable if
the dots are small compared to the wavelength of the light and the volume fraction of the dots is
small. The first condition is valid for the materials described in this thesis, since the dot size is
typically tens to one hundred nanometers compared to the approximately one micron wavelength
of light; however, for some of the higher doped films described in this chapter the second
condition may not apply. Under these approximations, however, an expression for the
absorption coefficient of the composite material can be derived [203],
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acomposte = P __ 22 2 a (5.21)
n a - ) 2 e l + ' F 2 + C i f
I - P
where n, and ne are the refractive indices of the semiconductor and composite, respectively, and
a, is the absorption coefficient of the bulk semiconductor. This expression can be used to
calculate the absorption of the composite semiconductor-matrix.
5.2.3 Nonlinear optical properties of quantum dots
The nonlinear optical properties of semiconductors after excitation with an intense light
pulse are the subject of much current research. After pulsed excitation, the excited carriers in the
conduction and valence bands modify the linear absorption properties of the semiconductor,
leading to carrier density dependent optical nonlinearities when the photon energy is greater than
the band gap and transient nonlinearities when the incident light is absorbed. When real carriers
are generated, the non-equilibrium electrons and holes undergo several relaxation processes that
occur on different time scales to return to the ground state.
In general, there are four overlapping regimes of carrier relaxation in a bulk
semiconductor [78, 204, 207, 216]. Immediately after the semiconductor is illuminated by an
ultrashort laser pulse, the generated excitation has a well-defined phase relationship with the
laser field. The laser pulse creates a macroscopic polarization that must be included in
Maxwell's equations as a source term, changing both the linear and nonlinear response of the
system. The light field couples the valence and conduction band states and induces the electrons
to oscillate between them, similar to Rabi flopping in two-level atoms. Many interesting
phenomena are observed in this regime, including non-Markovian memory effects, quantum
beats of excitons, and carrier-wave Rabi flopping [78, 217, 218]. For excitation below the band
gap, virtual carriers are generated, resulting in the optical Stark effect. This shifts the absorption
spectrum to higher energies as long as the virtual carriers exist (only during the interaction of the
exciting pulse with the semiconductor). The theory of quantum kinetics [218] must be used to
understand the coherent regime. The coherent regime usually only lasts for tens to a few
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hundred femtoseconds before processes such as carrier-carrier scattering induce dephasing,
destroying the coherence.
Many optical nonlinearities resulting from the generation of real carriers can be observed
after coherence is destroyed, including band filling, spectral hole burning, plasma screening and
band gap renormalization, and exciton ionization [207]. Band filling occurs when all the
available states in a band are filled, causing the absorption to bleach and the material to become
transparent. Spectral hole burning is observed around the center frequency of the exciting laser
pulse, since the excited electrons and holes are just beginning to relax to lower states, and
consequently inhibit the absorption at the center frequency by band filling. Figure 5-2 depicts an
experimental observation of spectral hole-burning (from [207]).
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Figure 5-2. Schematic depiction of spectral hole burning: (a) The absorption of the
semiconductor before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the pump pulse. (b) The absorption
change calculated from (a) (figure reprinted from ref. [207])).
Plasma screening occurs when a carrier excited into an energy band that already contains
many equally charged carriers feels repulsion due to the Coulomb force. The Pauli exclusion
principle also mandates that carriers with equal spin cannot occupy the same state, and therefore
the probability that these carriers are near each other decreases. These two effects cause the
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other carriers in the band to redistribute themselves in space by undergoing low energy intraband
transitions [211], forming a vacant area around the excited carrier that in effect has the opposite
charge. This reduces the effective potential of the carrier, renormalizing the band gap. A
calculated absorption spectrum shown in figure 5-3 demonstrates the effects of band gap
renormalization.
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Figure 5-3. Calculated effect of band-gap renormalization. The curve labeled "1" shows the
absorption of the semiconductor before high intensity optical excitation; the peaks are due to
exciton absorption. The curve labeled "2" depicts the absorption after pulsed excitation and
clearly shows the shift of the band gap to lower energies due to band gap renormalization, along
with the disappearance of the excitonic peaks (figure reprinted from ref. [207]).
Exciton ionization occurs when an exciton breaks up into a free electron and hole. This is
due to screening, which decreases the strength of the Coulomb potential between the electron-
hole pair as the carrier density increases. For a large number of carriers, the potential can be
lowered enough to ionize the exciton. This manifests itself by a reduction in magnitude of the
excitonic peaks near the band gap in the absorption spectrum of the semiconductor, called
exciton bleaching. All the nonlinearities due to the excitation of real carriers are strongly
dependent on the excited carrier density and consequently the laser pulse intensity.
For real excitations, after coherence is destroyed through dephasing, the distribution of
the excited free electron-hole pairs or excitons is typically non-thermal (meaning they cannot be
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characterized by a temperature). The non-thermal regime usually lasts for hundreds of
femtoseconds to -2 ps. Carrier-carrier (or exciton-exciton) scattering is the primary means of
thermalizing the carrier distributions [78, 216]. The dominant nonlinearities in this regime are
exciton bleaching and spectral hole burning through band filling.
The next stage is the hot-carrier regime, characterized by the thermalization of the
different carrier distributions with each other and also with the lattice. After the non-thermal
regime, the temperatures of different subsystems including holes, electrons, and excitons may
differ from each other and are usually elevated from the lattice temperature. In the hot-carrier
regime, the electrons and holes reach a common temperature within a few picoseconds through
scattering, and through phonon interactions they lose energy and reach the lattice temperature
within -100 ps [78, 216]. The spectral hole disappears and the exciton bleaching is also reduced,
although band filling is still significant since the excited electrons and holes have relaxed to the
lowest energies in their respective bands.
The final stage is the isothermal regime. After thermalization of the carrier distributions
with the lattice and each other in the hot carrier regime, the excitons, carriers, and phonons are
all at the lattice temperature. However, there still exists a non-equilibrium distribution of
carriers. The excess electron-hole pairs recombine by both radiative and non-radiative processes,
returning the semiconductor to equilibrium on a time scale of nanoseconds.
In quantum dots, the relaxation of excited carriers occurs on similar time scales as in bulk
semiconductors. The coherent and non-thermal regimes have not been extensively explored in
quantum dots and very few experimental or theoretical studies have been reported [78, 204].
However, several techniques have been used to measure dephasing times in quantum dot
systems, which will be discussed in detail in section 5.7.
In small quantum dots, band filling is expected to be the dominant optical nonlinearity.
The large separation between energy levels makes the small intraband transitions required for the
carriers to rearrange themselves in real space very difficult, inhibiting screening. Similarly, the
Coulomb interaction is suppressed since the electrons and holes are localized within the quantum
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dot and therefore have zero net charge density, making it hard to create an exciton. This also
explains why inclusion of the Coulomb interaction has a weak effect on the energy levels in
strongly confined dots, as described in section 5.2.2. Therefore, for a small quantum dot, the
saturation of the lowest energy level can be treated like a two-level system, and it saturates with
a dependence very similar to that given by equation (2.33). Due to the Pauli exclusion principle,
the absorption saturates when there is one electron-hole pair per quantum dot in a given energy
level [207, 211]. This shows that the most significant mechanism governing quantum dot
nonlinearities is band filling, particularly in small quantum dots.
However, when very large carrier densities are generated, two electron-hole pairs per
quantum dot can be excited. The Coulomb interaction between the pairs becomes significant,
changing the observed nonlinear absorption spectrum [203, 219]. The one pair states are
bleached (saturated) and new transitions are allowed. This has been suggested to result in effects
such as induced absorption, where the creation of the first pair saturates the absorption, and the
Coulomb interaction between the first and second pairs creates more states available for
absorption. Induced absorption has been observed in several experiments [219-221].
Relaxation processes in quantum dots are expected to be very different than in the bulk
semiconductor due to the large separation between energy levels. This question of how carriers
relax in a system of discrete energy levels has generated much experimental and theoretical
interest. In higher dimensional semiconductors, relaxation due to phonon absorption and
emission is an important process in thermalizing the hot carrier distributions. However, this
relaxation only occurs if the difference between the energy levels is near one phonon energy. In
small quantum dots, this condition is usually not satisfied due to the large energy difference
between initial and final states that is much greater than phonon energies. Therefore, the idea of
a "phonon bottleneck" leading to very long relaxation times has been proposed [222]. However,
many experiments observed fast relaxation times in quantum dots, contradicting the theoretical
expectations [223-225]. One explanation was based on the surface states of quantum dots, which
play an important role in carrier relaxation; their quasi-continuous energy distribution could
serve as the final state in phonon scattering. Other mechanisms such as Auger processes and
electron-hole scattering were also proposed to explain the fast relaxation times [78, 226].
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Recently, the observation of a phonon bottleneck was reported in an experiment on epitaxially
grown InGaAs quantum dots [227]. This elegant experiment was designed to remove the
relaxation processes described above that limited the observation of the bottleneck. The
relaxation dynamics of quantum dots are still a subject of much current investigation.
5.3 Experimental setup-fabrication
In this section the experimental techniques and systems used to fabricate the
semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers will be described. RF sputtering is used to
grow the films, and rapid thermal annealing is used to modify their properties. Photolithography
will also briefly be described since this technique is used to measure film thickness and calibrate
deposition rates.
5.3.1 RF sputtering system
RF sputtering is a well known technique used to deposit thin films for optical coatings
[228, 229]. Several authors have shown that sputtering can be used to deposit semiconductor-
doped silica films by using a composite sputtering target. Silica films doped with materials
including CdSe, CdTe, GaAs, and CuCl have been fabricated and deposited on different
substrates [155-157]. The term "sputtering" refers to the ejection of atoms from a solid target
due to the impact of high energy particles. Sputtering can be performed with both DC and RF
power sources. Figure 5-4 depicts a typical RF sputtering system.
In this system, a high voltage is applied between the cathode and anode. The target
(material to be deposited) is attached to the cathode and the substrates (material on which the
thin film is deposited) are placed on the anode. An inert gas (typically argon) at a pressure of
~10-_10-1 Torr is introduced into the chamber, which is initially in high vacuum (~10-6-108
Torr). The high voltage ionizes the gas, forming a plasma. The plasma ions bombard the
negatively biased cathode, ejecting atoms or molecules from the target in a momentum transfer
process, and the ejected material condenses on the substrates, forming a thin film. Magnets
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placed around the cathode can be used to confine the plasma to the target vicinity, increasing
deposition rates by up to an order of magnitude. The substrates are also relatively isolated from
the plasma discharge. DC sputtering is often used for depositing conducting materials; however,
to deposit insulating materials RF sputtering must be used [228].
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Figure 5-4. RF sputtering system. The target is attached to the negatively charged cathode and
the substrates are placed on the positively charged anode. A momentum transfer process
between the argon plasma and the target materials enables thin film deposition.
The sputtering system used to deposit the films examined in this thesis was a Denton
Discovery 18 magnetron sputtering system located at Boston University that operated at an RF
frequency of 13.56 MHz, which is standard in most RF sputtering systems. All sample
fabrication (including sputtering, photolithography, and rapid thermal annealing) described in
this thesis was performed in collaboration with Paul Mak and Professor Michael Ruane at Boston
University. Leo Misaggia and Dr. James Walpole at Lincoln Laboratories collaborated on the
device fabrication done in previous research [46, 154, 158] and offered helpful guidance with the
research described in this thesis. The system had 3 sputtering targets, allowing sequential
deposition of different materials in thin films upon the substrates. Each target was equipped with
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a shutter that could shield the target surface from plasma exposure when closed. Samples were
loaded and unloaded using a load lock, which is a smaller chamber kept at a pressure of only
~10-4 Torr that is connected to the main chamber. A gate valve opens and closes to enable
substrates to be inserted and removed from the main chamber. The load lock pumped down in a
matter of minutes, enabling several runs to be performed in a single day since the main chamber
did not have to be vented after each run to remove the samples. The substrate platform could be
set by the user to rotate at a certain speed to ensure uniform deposition of the films on all
substrates. Substrate heating up to temperatures of 300 *C was also possible using a radiative
heater installed in the system. Control of the RF power and sputtering time enabled films of a
desired thickness to be deposited. The argon flow was -60 sccm to set the argon pressure at 5
mTorr.
Figure 5-5. Schematic of the sputtering target used to deposit InAs-doped silica films.
The sputtering targets used in these experiments were 3" diameter glass disks, with
semiconductor chips glued on top using vacuum-safe epoxy (KL-320K from Kurt J. Lesker Co.).
The semiconductor and glass materials as well as the ratio of semiconductor to glass were varied
in different experiments, to be described later in this chapter. A schematic of a sputtering target
is shown in figure 5-5. A 3" diameter sapphire target was also used in some experiments to
deposit a transparent film on top of the semiconductor-doped silica film. The targets were water-
cooled and positioned approximately 25 cm from the substrate platform. All films used in
optical experiments were deposited on sapphire substrates; the substrates used in laser mode-
locking experiments were oriented at zero degrees to minimize birefringence, while those used in
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film characterization did not have a particular orientation. All sapphire substrates were 3 mm
thick and either 0.5" or 1" in diameter. Both targets and substrates were cleaned with acetone,
methanol, and water to minimize contamination when introduced into the sputtering chamber.
The sputtering procedure is described in appendix A. It should be mentioned that care was taken
to avoid contamination of the films by impurities (particularly carbon contamination from the
epoxy) by pre-sputtering the target with the shutter closed, which removed a thin layer from the
surface of the target, including contaminants. This has been shown to remove oxygen and
carbon impurities from these films [154].
5.3.2 Photolithography
After the films were deposited, photolithography in conjunction with profilometry was
performed on some samples to determine the film thickness and calibrate the deposition rate.
Silicon substrates were used for this process since they are not etched by hydrofluoric acid (HF).
The silicon substrates were placed on top of sapphire substrates during a sputtering run to
measure the thickness of the films used in optical experiments as accurately as possible. The
deposited films were spin coated with HMDS (hexamethyldisilazene) wetting fluid for - 5
seconds and then with photoresist (1813 photoresist) for 30 seconds. They were then placed in
an oven at -80 'C for 20-25 minutes to dry the photoresist. The samples were removed from the
oven and placed on the sample stage of a Zeiss mask aligner. A mask with a pattern of lines
separated by equal distances from each other was put into contact with the sample and the
sample was exposed to UV light for 10 seconds. This created a pattern of exposed and
unexposed lines on the film. A photographic developer (Shipley Microdeposit, in a 1:1 ratio
with deionized water) was then used to remove the exposed photoresist from the film by
immersing the sample in the developer until a clear pattern of bright and dark lines was seen on
the film with a microscope. The sample was typically exposed to the developer for -30 seconds.
The sample was subsequently immersed in buffered oxide etch (BOE) fluid (composed primarily
of hydrofluoric acid) until the exposed areas of the film were etched down to the substrate. This
was done by repeatedly immersing the sample in BOE fluid for -10 seconds, cleaning it in water,
and viewing it under a microscope until the substrate could be seen. At this point, the sample
had a pattern of alternating bright and dark lines consisting of the substrate (bright lines) and the
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film covered by the photoresist (dark lines). Finally, the sample was cleaned in acetone
(followed by deionized water) to remove the photoresist, leaving a series of lines with vertical
height equal to the film thickness on the surface of the Si substrate. A profilometer could be
used to determine the film thickness by measuring the height of the lines. Typical film
thicknesses used in pump-probe experiments were -100-200 nm, and the deposition rate for a
10% InAs/90% SiO 2 target was measured to be 5 nm/minute for 100 W RF power.
5.3.3. Rapid thermal annealing
Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) has been shown to be an important technique to control
the absorption saturation dynamics of semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers [46,
154]. Heating the glass for long periods of time has long been used in the process of making
bulk semiconductor-doped glasses [203, 220, 230, 231]. The annealing process enables
semiconductor nanocrystallites to grow around nucleation centers in the glass matrix. The final
nanocrystallite size is directly proportional to the annealing temperature and duration. In
semiconductor-doped silica films, post annealing at temperatures of 500-700 'C for several hours
has been shown to increase the nanocrystallite size as well [154, 203, 232]. This red-shifts the
optical absorption edge in the films.
Rapid thermal annealing is typically performed at temperatures of 500-800 'C for a few
seconds to a few minutes to anneal out structural defects in thin films. This has been shown to
modify the chemistry of surface and interface traps [233, 234]. In subsequent sections of this
chapter, the effect of RTA times and temperatures on the absorption saturation dynamics of the
semiconductor-doped silica films will be described.
5.4 Pump-probe spectroscopy
5.4.1 General principles
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Several techniques, including pump-probe spectroscopy, four wave mixing, and time-
resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy can be used to measure the semiconductor optical
nonlinearities described in the previous section [78, 204, 207, 216, 235]. These techniques
generally consist of the excitation of the sample by one or more high intensity "pump" pulses
that bring the sample to a non-equilibrium state and the subsequent use of optical methods to
monitor the relaxation back to the equilibrium state. Information about the carrier relaxation
dynamics, dephasing times, magnitude of absorption saturation, and nonlinear index changes can
be obtained with these experiments.
Perhaps the simplest of these techniques is pump-probe spectroscopy, which was used for
the nonlinear absorption saturation measurements described in this thesis. The experimental
setup is essentially a collinear or non-collinear Michelson interferometer, similar to those used in
the autocorrelation measurements of chapter 2 (figure 2-18 depicts a collinear Michelson
interferometer and figure 2-19 depicts a non-collinear interferometer). In fact, the only
difference between an autocorrelation setup and a standard pump-probe setup is in the beam
splitter; an autocorrelator uses a 50/50 beam splitter, while the beam splitter in a pump-probe
setup usually sets the pump beam to be at least 10 times more intense than the probe beam. The
intensity of the probe pulse is set low enough such that it does not induce changes in the
absorption by itself. The time interval between the pump and probe pulses is adjusted using a
computer-controlled delay stage, and the pump and probe beams are made to spatially overlap on
the sample.
In a standard pump-probe experiment, the high intensity pump pulse excites the sample,
inducing a change in its optical properties. The weaker probe pulse is delayed from the pump
pulse and its transmission is measured as a function of time delay between the two pulses by
varying the delay stage. By comparing the transmission of the probe before the pump pulse to
the transmission after the pump pulse as a function of delay, the time evolution of the nonlinear
changes in the optical properties of the sample can be measured. The measurement is usually
presented in the form of the normalized differential transmission, given by
AT T -(T2
= E 0 ,(5.22)
TO T
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where TE is the probe transmission in the presence of the pump pulse and To is the probe
transmission without the pump pulse. Without pump excitation, the probe measures the linear
transmission of the sample. Pump-induced changes in reflectivity can also be detected by
modifying the experimental setup to detect the reflected probe beam.
Many different variations on this basic concept have been used to measure ultrafast
carrier dynamics in semiconductors. Both low (<1 kHz) and high (>10 kHz) repetition rate
lasers can be used to generate the pump and probe beams. The experiments with low repetition
rate lasers are essentially single-shot measurements, where the energy of the individual probe
pulses is detected. High energy pump pulses are used to generate large AT/To signals that can be
measured directly, with typical sensitivities of 10-2-10-3. The use of high repetition rate lasers
with relatively low pulse energies allows high signal-to-noise measurements by chopping the
pump beam at a certain frequency (typically -1 kHz) and measuring the probe power using a
photodiode and lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier only detects signals modulated at the
chopper frequency, and therefore only the pump-induced changes in probe transmission are
measured, with sensitivities as high as 10-5. Even higher sensitivities of 10~6 have been reported
by acousto-optically chopping the pump beam at high frequencies (-1 MHz) [235].
Similarly, degenerate (pump and probe at the same wavelength) and non-degenerate
(pump and probe at different wavelengths) measurements can be performed. Often, the
differential transmission spectrum (DTS) of the sample is measured by detecting the probe
spectrum as a function of time delay. This enables time and spectrally resolved measurements of
carrier dynamics. A spectrally broad probe pulse is often generated through super-continuum
generation by focusing intense laser pulses into a material such as ethylene glycol, water, or
glass; this is usually done with amplified, low-repetition rate laser systems due to the high pulse
energies required to generate continuum. Part of the laser beam is split off to serve as the pump
pulse, and the other part is used to generate the continuum from which the probe is chosen. This
allows selection of the excited states being probed. One or more tunable lasers can also be used
to generate the pump and/or probe pulses. This enables wavelength-dependent degenerate or
non-degenerate (if separate lasers are used for the pump and probe) measurements. If separate
lasers are used for the pump and probe, care must be taken to synchronize their repetition rates.
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Several experimental details must be carefully considered in pump-probe measurements.
The focused pump spot on the sample should ideally be much larger than the probe beam spot
size, such that the probe only measures a uniformly excited section of the sample. The pump and
probe are often cross-polarized as well. This avoids coherent artifacts [236, 237] and also can be
used to eliminate artificial signals due to the pump scattering from the sample into the detector.
In a non-collinear pump-probe measurement, apertures can also be used to eliminate scattering of
the pump beam into the detector, increasing the sensitivity. The temporal resolution of the
pump-probe system is determined by the cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulses at the
sample position, making careful dispersion compensation necessary.
In the measurements done in this thesis, the saturation fluence was obtained from the
experimentally measured differential transmission. It can be shown [207] that the normalized
change in transmission, AT/ITo, is proportional to the sample thickness d multiplied by the change
in absorption coefficient Aa, i.e.
A T
-- =-Aad (5.23)
TO
assuming the pump-induced changes in transmission are small. Assuming that the change in
transmission results only from a change in absorption (the reflectivity is unchanged by the pump
pulse), the normalized change in the absorption coefficient can be obtained for the intensity I and
the absorption A:
T ead =1-A, (5.24)
10
-AT = AA = A(1 - e-d) - e-"d(1 - e-Aad) A ade-"od = Aad(1- A) (5.25)
for e ad1-aod. (5.26)
ao A(1- A)
Then, from the definition of the saturation fluence,
a=ao +Aa=aoe~ r' =a 0 (1-F/F,) (5.27)
the saturation fluence can be obtained:
F -Aa AA
Fsat ao A(1-A)
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Therefore, pump-probe experiments can be used to obtain the saturation fluence if F' the fluence
of the pump pulse, is known. The saturation fluence is inversely proportional to the magnitude
of the measured pump-probe signal. The saturation fluence was calculated using this method in
ref. [154] and compared favorably to the value obtained from single beam absorption saturation
measurements (where the linear transmission of the sample is measured as a function of incident
fluence to obtain a curve similar to that shown in figure 2-9).
It is important to note that determining the saturation fluence from pump-probe
measurements is not as accurate as determining it from single beam absorption saturation
measurements, since difficulty in precisely measuring the spot size (and variations in the spot
size due to changes in the laser system), a non-optimized detector alignment, variations in the
system alignment (such as variations in the overlap of the focused pump and probe spots), and
position of the focused spots on the sample (which is typically inhomeogeneous) can contribute
to experimental error. Therefore, some variation in measurement of the Acz/a signal when
measuring the same sample at different times is often observed. In the work presented in this
chapter, the same 10% InAs/90% SiO2 film was measured at the beginning of each experiment to
calibrate the system parameters. However, care should be taken in comparing saturation
fluences measured in different experiments, even on the same sample.
5.4.2 Novel pump-probe system with independent pump and probe wavelength tunability
from 700 to 1000 nm
One goal of the presented work was to vary the sputtering and RTA fabrication
parameters and determine their effect on the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the
semiconductor-doped silica films through linear transmission and pump-probe measurements.
Linear optical measurements were performed using a Cary spectrophotometer. To fully
understand the absorption saturation dynamics in these saturable absorbers, a novel pump-probe
system providing independent wavelength tunability from 700 to 1000 nm was developed based
on a 5.5 fs Ti:sapphire laser [90]. As discussed in the previous sub-section, wavelength-
dependent pump-probe measurements typically require high pulse energy, low repetition rate
lasers, limiting the signal-to-noise ratio. Tunable lasers can also be used for high signal-to-noise
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ratios, but the pump and probe wavelengths cannot be independently tuned if the same laser is
used for both pump and probe beams. If different tunable lasers are used, the system becomes
quite complex due to the tight synchronization required between the two pulse trains.
Recent advances in ultrashort pulse generation have resulted in the development of lasers
producing sub-two-cycle pulses directly from the laser oscillator [17, 40, 90]. These relatively
simple systems (as compared to systems that use extracavity pulse compression to produce
ultrashort pulses) produce bandwidths in excess of 300 nm, with pulse durations down to 5 fs.
The laser used in this thesis was described in ref. [90] and is shown in figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6. Schematic of the 5.4 fs Ti:sapphire laser described in ref. [90].
The Ti:sapphire laser resonator is a standard z cavity design using a combination of
DCMs and CaF2 prisms separated by 65 cm for dispersion compensation. The laser mode is
focused into the 2.05 mm thick Brewster-cut Ti:sapphire crystal by two R=10 cm curved DCMs
(M2 and M3). The output coupler had 1.5% transmission. Two bounces on M1, a flat DCM,
provide a total of 6 bounces on DCMs within the laser cavity. Mo is a silver mirror. The pump
light from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Millenia) was focused by a 10
cm focal length lens through M3 into the crystal; the pump power was 5 W. This laser produced
5.4 fs pulses at 90 MHz repetition rate with spectrum extending over 700-1000 nm on a linear
scale (figure 5-7). Typical output power used in the experiments described in this chapter was
100-120 mW. In some experiments, the output coupler was replaced by a 2.5% output coupler
for 120 mW power; the laser spectrum was typically not as broad with this OC, and the peak in
the infrared was about half of its magnitude as compared to that generated with the 1.5% OC.
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Figure 5-7. (a) Spectrum and (b) autocorrelation of the 5.4 fs Ti:sapphire laser. In (b), the gray
line is the measured autocorrelation and the black line is a sinc2 fit to the data.
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Figure 5-8. Schematic of the pump-probe system with independent pump and probe wavelength
tunability from 700-1000 nm.
The broad spectrum of this laser source can be used as the basis for a pump-probe system
providing independent pump and probe wavelength tunability at high repetition rates with high
sensitivities using a simple design [238, 239]. This system was conceived and developed with
the assistance of Dr. Ingmar Hard. The system is much simpler than typical wavelength tunable
systems using two separate tunable lasers or based on continuum generation. It also operates at
high repetition rates (90MHz), enabling the use of lock-in detection to achieve high sensitivities.
The output from the ultrashort pulse Ti:sapphire laser is sent through an f=1 m lens before the
pump-probe system; without this lens, the divergence of the laser output causes the beam size to
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increase while traveling through the pump-probe system, eventually aperturing the beam on the
mirrors within the system. A schematic of the wavelength tunable pump-probe system is shown
in figure 5-8.
A broadband beam splitter splits the output of the laser into pump and probe beams. The
two beams are directed into individual prism compressors (similar to those in figure 2-13), each
consisting of two fused silica prisms separated by 135 cm (figure 5-9).
Incoming MO
beam 
2R
P1
Figure 5-9. Prism compressor used to select spectral components within the 700-1000 nm
bandwidth of the Ti:sapphire output spectrum. P1 and P2 are fused silica prisms, Mo is a silver
mirror, and RB are the razor blades used to select the desired wavelengths.
In each prism compressor, the pump (probe) beam is spectrally dispersed on a silver
mirror after the second prism. Razor blades are positioned near the silver mirror to select the
desired pump and probe wavelengths. This enables independent pump and probe wavelength
tunability over the laser output spectrum. In practice, the minimum bandwidth that could be
selected was -100 nm; for bandwidths much smaller than this, the pump and/or probe powers
were too low to measure a pump-probe signal with good signal-to-noise ratio. The pump (probe)
beam is retro-reflected through the prisms in each arm and sent to a standard non-collinear pump
probe setup. The pump and probe are cross polarized to avoid pump scattering by inserting a
broadband half-wave plate in the probe arm. The two beams are focused to a spot size of 25 pm
onto the sample with a 5 cm radius of curvature silver parabolic mirror to minimize additional
dispersion. In some experiments, the spot size was larger, up to 70 pm; this is taken into account
when calculating the saturation fluence from pump-probe measurements, and did not appear to
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affect the observed dynamics. The pump power incident on the sample is typically 80-90 mW
and the probe power is 0.3-0.4 mW; this varies with the laser output power. The delay stage had
a step size of 0.1 ptm, corresponding to 0.3 fs/step. An aperture and linear polarizer are used to
block the scattered pump light, and the probe signal is focused by a 5 cm focal length lens onto
the amplified silicon detector (ThorLabs PDA55). All mirrors in the system are silver mirrors,
with the exception of the last mirror used to send the pump beam to the parabolic mirror, which
was gold. The chopper frequency varied between 400 Hz and 2 kHz in these experiments. This
system had typical sensitivities of 1 0 -4 and when fully optimized could measure signals with a
sensitivity of 105 . A computer was used to synchronize the stage motion and data acquistion
from the lock-in amplifier; the program used for data acquisition also had the capability to
average an arbitrary number of scans together to increase the signal clarity.
The time resolution of this system was measured by intensity cross-correlation with a 100
gm BBO crystal. The BBO crystal was placed at the focus of the parabolic mirror and the
detector was aligned to detect the phase-matched second harmonic signal. The prism separation
and insertion in each arm were varied to optimize the experimental time resolution. The
minimum width of the cross-correlation was 17 fs for the full laser bandwidth in both pump and
probe arms, setting the experimental time resolution. The increased pulse duration was due to
broadening of the initial sub-10 fs pulses due to residual uncompensated higher order dispersion
in the prism compressors. No significant change in the time resolution was observed when the
laser bandwidth was spectrally filtered in the prism compressors, since the minimum laser
bandwidth used in these experiments was 100 nm in each arm, enough to support a 17 fs time
resolution. The time resolution used in these experiments varied from 17-60 fs; no changes in
the absorption saturation dynamics were observed when larger time resolutions of 60 fs were
used since the fastest processes in the semiconductor-doped silica films occurred on a time scale
of hundreds of fs. Figure 5-10 shows a measured cross-correlation with 17 fs time resolution.
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Figure 5-10. Cross-correlation of the independently wavelength tunable pump-probe system
based on a ultrashort pulse Ti:sapphire laser, measured by phase-matched second harmonic
generation in a 100 tm BBO crystal.
The utility of this system was demonstrated in experiments that used a two-dimensional
smart pixel array to measure wavelength and time-resolved carrier dynamics in bulk GaAs [239].
These experiments were performed in collaboration with Dr. Stephane Bourquin. This
experiment is similar to standard pump-probe systems based on amplified lasers that use a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to obtain wavelength-dependent pump-probe
measurements. However, high sensitivities are typically not obtained with this method, and
therefore amplified lasers must be used to obtain large signals, increasing system complexity.
The two-dimensional smart pixel array is essentially a CCD camera with a lock-in amplifier built
into each pixel, allowing high sensitivity measurements with wavelength resolution [240, 241].
In these experiments, the smart pixel array had wavelength resolution of 3 nm with typical
sensitivities of 10-3. The wavelength-dependent dynamics in GaAs were measured to
demonstrate this concept by pumping above the band gap of 870 nm and probing over the whole
spectral range of 700-950 nm. Dynamics similar to those seen in previous work [242, 243] were
observed, demonstrating the ability of this system to accurately characterize wavelength-
dependent time-resolved carrier dynamics. The smart pixel array was not designed for this
application, and therefore improvements in the array design tailored specifically for pump-probe
applications would significantly increase the sensitivity. The combination of a two-dimensional
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smart pixel array with a pump-probe system providing independent wavelength tunability at high
repetition rates could be a powerful tool in ultrafast spectroscopy.
5.4.3 Pump-probe systems operating at 1.26 and 1.5 microns
For further understanding of the absorption saturation dynamics in semiconductor-doped
silica film saturable absorbers, pump-probe systems based on a mode-locked Cr:forsterite laser
with a center wavelength of 1260 nm and a Ti:sapphire-pumped optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) tunable between 1400 and 1600 nm were used. The pump-probe system at 1260 nm was
based on a Cr:forsterite laser generating pulses as short as 14 fs at 80 MHz repetition rate with
250 nm bandwidth and 80 mW average power [91]. This laser is described in detail in section
6.4. For these experiments, extremely high time resolution was not necessary and more power
was desired. Therefore, the laser was configured to operate with average powers of 120 mW,
pulse durations of 35 fs, and 60 nm bandwidth for these experiments by increasing the output
coupling to 3%. The pump probe system was a standard non-collinear pump probe setup,
without any prism compressors for spectral filtering. The setup was essentially the same as
shown in figure 5.8 if the prism compressors are removed. A 70/30, broadband beam splitter
was used to split the incoming beam into pump and probe. A thin neutral density filter was used
to attenuate the probe beam, setting the probe power at 0.7 mW for a pump power of 70 mW.
The pump and probe were cross-polarized by inserting a broadband half-wave plate in the probe
arm. The beams were both focused to a 20 gm spot on the sample using an R=10 cm parabolic
mirror. An aperture and linear polarizer were used after the sample to eliminate pump scattering
and the signal was detected with an amplified InGaAs detector. The delay stage had a step size
of 1 gm, and the chopper frequency was 400 Hz.
The pump-probe system operating around 1.5 pm was based on a commercial optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) (Spectra-Physics Opal). This OPO generated 110-150 fs transform
limited pulses at an 82 MHz repetition rate, with signal tunable between 1.4 and 1.6 gm and idler
tunable from 1.7 to 2.0 gm. It is pumped by a argon-pumped Ti:sapphire laser producing 100 fs
pulses with 2 W power (Spectra-Physics Tsunami). This pump-probe system is described in
detail in ref. [244]. Briefly, the system is a collinear pump-probe setup (similar to the
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interferometric autocorrelation setup of figure 2-18), with cross-polarized pump and probe beams
having pump powers of 124 mW and probe powers of -8 mW, focused onto the sample with an
aspheric lens. The pump spot size on the sample was 20 pm and the time resolution of the
system was -300 fs (measured by the width of the cross-correlation). This system was used in
several previous experiments to measure the dynamics of saturable Bragg reflectors [245-248].
5.5 Linear and nonlinear optical characterization of semiconductor-doped
silica film saturable absorbers
5.5.1 Linear transmission measurements
Semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers were fabricated under different
conditions and their linear transmission was measured to understand the effect of fabrication
parameters on linear optical properties. Linear transmission measurements were taken using a
Cary 5E UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer located in the Center for Materials Science and
Engineering at MIT. Initial experiments investigated the effect of varying the nanocrystallite
size on the linear optical properties. It has been shown [155, 157, 249] that varying the ratio of
semiconductor to glass on the target can be used to control the nanocrystallite size in the
sputtered film. Larger semiconductor to glass ratios result in larger nanocrystallite sizes in the
deposited film, shifting the optical absorption edge to longer wavelengths. Therefore, the effect
of varying the ratio of InAs to SiO 2 on the size of the InAs nanocrystallites in the silica films
(inferred from the shift of the optical absorption edge) was tested.
It is worth mentioning here that the goal of the experiments described in this chapter was
primarily to characterize the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the semiconductor-doped
silica films as functions of fabrication parameters in order to optimize their application as
saturable absorber devices. In the previous research (described in chapter 3), a comprehensive
characterization of the structural properties of these films was performed, and in most of the
films fabricated and characterized in this chapter similar structural properties were assumed.
However, some variation in the structural properties of films fabricated under different
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conditions has been observed [155-157, 250], and therefore characterization of the film structure
as a function of fabrication parameters could also yield valuable data that may be useful in
further optimizing film properties. For example, detailed studies of the nanocrystallite growth
process could give data about the nanocrystallite size and shape as a function of film thickness,
which may influence saturable absorber properties.
Films with a 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 ratio were sputtered in the magnetron system for
comparison with the previous films fabricated in a non-magnetron sputtering system [46, 154].
The target was composed of two undoped, single crystal, (100) oriented InAs chips glued to a 3"
diameter SiO 2 disk with a 10% InAs/90% SiC 2 area ratio. The sputtering power was 100 W and
the deposition time was 30 minutes to deposit 150 nm thick 10% InAs/90% Si0 2 films on a
sapphire substrate; the substrate heater was turned off. A linear transmission measurement of a
10% InAs/90% SiC 2 film is shown in figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11. Linear transmission measurement before annealing of a 150 nm thick
10%InAs/90% SiC 2 film deposited on a sapphire substrate. The transmission at long
wavelengths is less than 100% due to reflection from the sapphire surface.
This transmission characteristic is very similar to that previously obtained [46]. The
absorption edge of this sample was approximately 1200 nm and the absorption was -50% at 800
nm. In the previous work, a nanocrystallite size of 9 nm was estimated from the transmission
curve (calculated using equation (5.15) with the absorption edge of 1200 nm and the associated
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shift from the 3.5 pm bulk band gap of InAs), which agreed reasonably well with the sizes
obtained from TEM measurements. Therefore, a similar nanocrystallite size can be assumed
here, which is small compared to the Bohr radius of 32 nm, putting these semiconductor-doped
silica films in the strong confinement regime for this InAs/SiO 2 ratio. This sample was
subsequently annealed at 600'C for 60 seconds in nitrogen.
Targets with ratios of 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 and 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 were fabricated to
deposit films for comparison with the 10%InAs/90% SiO 2 films. A 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 film was
deposited at a power of 100 W for 30 minutes on a sapphire substrate. Photolithography (using
the procedure described in section 5.3.2) measured the thickness of the sputtered film to be -160
nm, making the deposition rate 5.3 nm/min at 100 W RF power. Similarly, 40% InAs/60% SiO 2
films were deposited at varying sputtering powers and for different durations. The deposition
rate for the 40% InAs/60% SiC 2 films could not be determined by photolithography because the
acetone used in the last step of the process to wash off the photoresist also washed off the film
itself due to the high InAs concentration. A rough technique based on attaching a piece of tape
to the substrate, depositing the film, and removing the tape to expose the substrate, leaving an
edge that can be measured by profilometry, was used to estimate a deposition rate of 14 nm/min
at 100 W RF power. It was not critical to get a more precise measurement, since the absorption
of the film was the important parameter, and this was linearly proportional to the duration of the
sputtering run. The deposition rate was found in previous work to be linear with RF power, and
the film thickness was linear with both RF power and duration of the sputtering run [158].
Figure 5-12 shows a comparison of linear transmission measurements for a 3% InAs/97%
Si0 2 film grown at 200 W for 45 minutes, the 10% InAs/90% SiC 2 film shown in figure 5-9, and
a 40% InAs/60% SiC 2 film grown for 3 minutes at 100 W. All films were deposited on sapphire
substrates as previously described and annealed in nitrogen for 60 seconds at 600'C. The
sputtering powers and durations used with the different targets were chosen to make the film
absorption -40-60%, a good range for pump-probe measurements.
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of semiconductor-doped silica films with different InAs/SiO 2 ratios.
The absorption edge shifts to longer wavelengths with increasing InAs/SiO 2 ratio.
Examination of figure 5-12 reveals a shift of the absorption edge to longer wavelengths
for higher InAs/SiO 2 ratios, agreeing with the expected increase in nanocrystallite size. The
absorption edge is -950 nm for the 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 film and is roughly around 1700 nm for
the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film, although it is difficult to define an absorption edge since the
transmission decreases nearly continuously. The transmission curves become smoother with
increasing InAs concentration, which may imply an increase in the nanocrystallite size
distribution. Increasing the InAs concentration also makes the nanocrystallites larger, making
the quantum confinement weaker. As discussed in section 5.2.2, weak confinement leads to a
more continuous spectrum of energy levels. Therefore, the smoother curves are due to the
weaker quantum confinement and possibly also to a broadened size distribution. As discussed in
chapter 3, this is desirable in saturable absorber applications in order to support a large
bandwidth and tuning range. From these experiments, it can be concluded that varying the
semiconductor to glass ratio is a simple and effective way of controlling the nanocrystallite size
in the sputtered films, enabling fabrication of films for operation at different laser wavelengths
over a broad range with only a single semiconductor material.
Samples were also fabricated at different annealing temperatures to measure the variation
of the absorption edge as well as pump-probe dynamics with annealing temperature. 10%
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InAs/90% SiO 2 films were grown at with 100 W sputtering power for 30 minutes and annealed
in nitrogen at different temperatures for 60 seconds. Linear transmission measurements are
shown in figure 5-13.
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Figure 5-13. Linear transmission measurement of 150 nm thick 10% InAs/90% SiO2 films
annealed at different temperatures for 60 seconds in nitrogen. The discontinuity in the data at
800 nm is due to a detector change.
From these measurements, it is clear that the films annealed at higher temperatures have
different transmission characteristics than those annealed at lower temperatures. The films
annealed at low temperatures had transmission characteristics similar to the film measured in
figure 5-11; the peak near the absorption edge is due to interference effects and the ripples at
long wavelengths are due to birefringence in the sapphire substrate, which depended on the
sample orientation. The films annealed at 600'C and 700'C had lower transmission near the
absorption edge and a smaller interference peak. However, the position of the absorption edge
does not change as a function of RTA temperature.
5.5.2 Pump-probe measurements on films with different InAs/SiO2 ratios
Pump-probe experiments were performed to measure the nonlinear optical properties of
the InAs-doped silica films as a function of InAs/SiO 2 ratio. Initial experiments measured the
films shown in figure 5-12 at 800 nm using the Ti:sapphire-based pump-probe system operating
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with the full laser bandwidth of 250 nm and pump and probe powers of 90 mW and 0.4 mW,
respectively, focused to a 20 pm radius spot; all other parameters were as described in section
5.4.2. The results of these measurements are depicted in figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14. Degenerate pump-probe measurements at 800 nm on InAs-doped silica films with
different InAs/SiO 2 ratios. The black lines show the results of fitting the data with exponential
or double exponential functions, and the relaxation time constants are labeled for each curve.
The pump power was 90 mW and the probe power was 0.4 mW, both focused to a 20 im radius
spot on the sample. The measured saturation fluences are given in the text.
From this figure, it is clear that the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film has the largest magnitude
signal and therefore the lowest saturation fluence, although the mechanism by which this occurs
was not clear at this point. The saturation fluences of these films were calculated using equation
(5.28). The saturation fluence was 29.5 mJ/cm 2 for the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film, 72 mJ/cm 2 for
the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film, and 141 mJ/cm 2 for the 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 film. Another
interesting observation is that the carrier relaxation times, obtained from fitting the data with
exponential or double exponential functions, are generally faster with increasing InAs/SiO 2 ratio.
A simple explanation for this comes from the fact that the absorption edge shifts to longer
wavelengths as the InAs/SiO 2 ratio increases, and therefore states farther above the absorption
edge are probed. In the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films, the probed states around 800 nm are far
above the band minima (around 1700 nm from figure 5-12), and therefore only the fast scattering
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out of the initial excited state is observed. In contrast, only states near the band edge are probed
in the 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 films, and therefore a long decay is measured since electrons that are
scattered out of the initial excited state settle at the bottom of the band and wait to recombine.
Although this model serves to describe the carrier dynamics, it does not clearly explain the
changes in magnitude of the pump-probe signal between samples with different InAs/SiO2 ratios.
Therefore, further experiments needed to be performed to understand the dependence of the
saturation fluence on film parameters.
5.5.3 Wavelength dependence of the saturation fluence
The large pump-probe signal measured at 800 nm for the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film
motivated experiments to explore the wavelength dependence of the saturation fluence in this
film with the tunable Ti:sapphire-based pump-probe system. Degenerate wavelength-dependent
pump-probe measurements were performed on the previously measured 10% InAs/90% SiO 2
film (shown in figures 5-11, 5-12 and 5-14) at center wavelengths of 750, 800, and 925 nm. The
measurement at 800 nm used the full laser bandwidth of 250 nm, while the measurements at 750
and 925 nm each had a bandwidth of 100 nm centered around the laser wavelength. The pump
and probe powers were 40 mW and 0.2 mW, respectively, focused to a 20 pLm spot as before,
with all other system parameters as previously described. Figure 5-15 depicts the result of the
measurement.
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Figure 5-15. Degenerate pump probe measurement of a 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film as a function
of wavelength, showing a decrease in saturation fluence with excitation closer to the absorption
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edge. 40 mW pump power and 0.2 mW probe power were focused to a 20 jIm spot on the
sample, and a saturation fluence of 9.3 mJ/cm2 was measured at 925 nm.
From this measurement, it is clear that the -A a/a signal increases as the pump-probe
wavelength moves closer to the absorption edge. Since the saturation fluence is inversely
proportional to the -Aa/a signal, this implies that the saturation fluence decreases as the
wavelength increases. The saturation fluences were 9.3 mJ/cm 2 at 925 nm, 17.5 mJ/cm 2 at 800
nm, and 42.5 mJ/cm 2 at 750 nm. It should be mentioned that improvements in the detector
alignment were made between the measurements shown in figure 5-13 and 5-14, which led to the
difference in the measured saturation fluences at 800 nm on the same film; both values are
comparable to the 25 mJ/cm 2 saturation fluence of 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films measured at 800
nm in previous work [45, 46, 154]. Therefore, it can be concluded from this experiment that
operation close to the absorption edge is desirable to minimize the saturation fluence. This trend
has also been observed in previous work on semiconductor-doped glasses [251].
These results motivated examination of the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films near their
absorption edge to determine whether a similar wavelength dependence would be observed. The
OPO-based pump-probe system operating at 1.5 ptm was used to measure the dynamics of the
40% InAs/60% SiC 2 films near their absorption edge of -1.7 pm. The system parameters (pump
and probe powers, etc.) were as described in section 5.4.3, with pump powers of 124 mW and
probe powers of -8 mW, focused to a 20 [tm spot on the sample. All measurements with this
system were performed in collaboration with Juliet Gopinath and Professor Erich Ippen. The
10% InAs/90% Si0 2 and 3% InAs/97% SiC 2 films have no absorption at this wavelength and
therefore no measurement was attempted. The results of these measurements on a 40%
InAs/60% SiC 2 film sputtered at an RF power of 100 W for 15 minutes and annealed for 60
seconds at 600'C in nitrogen, with transmission curve similar to that shown in figure 5-12, are
depicted in figure 5-16.
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Figure 5-16. Tunable degenerate pump-probe measurements at wavelengths of 1.54 pm, 1.48
pm, and 1.43 jm on a 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film. A pump power of 124 mW and a probe power
of 8 mW were focused to a 20 pm spot on the sample, and a saturation fluence of 640 pJ/cm 2 at
1.54 pm was measured.
Several observations can be made from this measurement. As expected, the saturation
fluence decreased with wavelength over the measured range (1.43-1.54 gm), although the
decrease is not as drastic for this sample as for the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film shown in figure 5-
15. This is expected since the transmission curve of the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film is much
smoother than that of the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film (figure 5-12). It is worth mentioning that
measurements on 3% InAs/97% SiO 2 films at wavelengths of 750, 800, and 900 nm revealed a
decrease of the saturation fluence with wavelength as well. Therefore, the saturation fluence
consistently decreases as the pump/probe wavelength is tuned closer to the absorption edge.
Perhaps the most important observation from figure 5-16 is the magnitude of the signal,
as -Ac/a is more than two orders of magnitude larger for 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films at 1540 nm
(figure 5-16) than at 800 nm (figure 5-14). The saturation fluence for this film was calculated
from the pump pulse energy and spot size to be 640 pJ/cm 2 at 1.54 pim, significantly lower than
the 72 mJ/cm 2 saturation fluence measured at 800 nm. This can be understood by noting that the
1.54 pm pump-probe wavelength is much closer to the -1.7 pm absorption edge in this
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measurement, and therefore the wavelength dependence of the saturation fluence has a strong
effect. It is also important to note that the 640 pJ/cm 2 saturation fluence of the 40% InAs/60%
SiO 2 films at 1.54 pm is more than an order of magnitude lower than the lowest measured
saturation fluence of the 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films (9.3 mJ/cm2 at 925 nm from figure 5-15),
even though both films were measured near their respective absorption edges. This was
unexplained at this point, and will be discussed in section 5.5.4.
5.5.4 Fluence-dependent pump-probe measurements at 1.54 Rm
Fluence-dependent dynamics have been observed in several pump-probe measurements
on saturable absorber devices [245-248]. In these experiments, semiconductor saturable mirrors
consisting of InGaAs quantum wells grown in an InP half-wave layer on a DBR by MBE were
measured at 1.5 pm using the same pump-probe system described in section 5.4.3. These
measurements revealed significant changes in the carrier dynamics with pump fluence. For low
fluences, near the device saturation fluence, the pump-probe trace had a fast bleaching
component and a slower recombination component, as is normally observed in pump-probe
experiments on semiconductor quantum wells. However, at high fluences, free carrier
absorption (FCA) and two-photon absorption (TPA) increase and eventually dominate the carrier
dynamics, which could have important implications for laser dynamics when these devices are
applied to laser mode-locking.
These effects were investigated for the semiconductor-doped silica film saturable
absorbers. Pump-probe measurements were taken at 1.54 pm while varying the incident pump
and probe fluences. The ratio of pump and probe fluences was kept to 10:1 or greater in order to
avoid exciting carriers with the probe pulses. The pump and probe powers were 124 and 7.5
mW for the high fluence trace and 40 and 4 mW for the low fluence trace, with the spot focused
to 20 pm radius. The result of these measurements on the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film with the
linear transmission curve shown in figure 5-12 is displayed in figure 5-17. At low fluences, a
characteristic similar to those displayed in figure 5-16 was measured, although a small hump on
the trace is seen. The hump disappeared for still lower fluences (not shown) and the dynamics
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appeared identical to those in figure 5-16. The hump significantly increased for a higher fluence
of 118 pJ/cm 2.
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Figure 5-17. Fluence-dependent pump-probe measurement at 1.54 pm on the 40% InAs/60%
SiO 2 film with the transmission curve shown in figure 5-12. The experimental parameters are
given in the text.
These dynamics can be attributed to TPA and FCA effects occurring at high fluences.
The width of the first peak at high fluence is due to the TPA component and corresponds to the
pulse cross correlation [245], since TPA only occurs when the two pulses are overlapped in time
and space. The carriers generated at high energy states by TPA and FCA at early delay times
decay down to the states that are pumped and probed, saturating these states and resulting in the
second peak in the data. These dynamics may strongly affect mode-locked laser operation, since
typical intracavity fluences are on the order of a few mJ/cm 2 . The stabilization against Q-
switched mode-locking is expected to increase, while the threshold for multiple-pulsing may be
lowered [248].
It is important to note that these samples are composed of semiconductor nanocrystallites
doped into a silica film, while the previous work focused on quantum well samples; however, the
observed dynamics that are similar to the effects observed in the quantum well samples are most
likely due to the relatively weak confinement in these 40% InAs/60%SiO 2 films and broad size
distribution of the nanocrystallites. Also, the fluences used here are still well below the
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saturation fluence, while similar dynamics were observed in the quantum well samples for
incident fluences above the saturation fluence. The pump-probe signal increased with
wavelength at all fluence levels tested.
5.5.5 Pump-probe measurements at 1.26 pm
Pump-probe measurements at 1.26 pm were also performed on the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2
films to examine an intermediate wavelength between 800 and 1500 nm. The Cr:forsterite-based
pump-probe system parameters were as described in section 5.4.3, with 70 mW pump power and
0.7 mW probe power focused to a 20 pm spot on the sample. The film shown in figure 5-12 is
measured at 1.26 pm and the result is depicted in figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-18. Degenerate pump-probe measurement at 1.26 pm of the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film
with the transmission curve shown in figure 5-12. 70 mW pump power and 0.7 mW probe power
were focused to a 20 pm spot on the sample. The saturation fluence of this sample was 4.05
mJ/cm2.
A saturation fluence of 4.05 mJ/cm 2 is calculated from the trace shown in figure 5-18.
This is greater than the saturation fluence of 640 pJ/cm 2 at 1.54 pm; however, it is still
significantly lower than the 25 mJ/cm2 saturation fluence measured at 800 nm on the films used
to self-start KLM in Ti:sapphire [45, 46, 154]. Therefore, this implies that these 40% InAs/60%
SiO 2 films can be used to self-start mode-locking in a Cr:forsterite laser.
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Comparison of the pump-probe measurements for 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films measured at
800 nm (figures 5-14 and 5-15) with the measurements on 40% InAs/60% SiO2 films at 1.26 pLm
(figure 5-18) indicate that the nanocrystallite size is a significant factor in determining the
saturation fluence of the device. The saturation fluence decreases significantly when comparing
the 40% InAs films with larger nanocrystallites (JF,=4.05 mJ/cm2 at 1.26 pm) to the 10% InAs
films with smaller nanocrystallites (I"aF17 .5 mJ/cm 2 at 800 nm). The pump-probe wavelengths
are approximately the same distance from the absorption edge in both cases (-400 nm), since the
absorption edge is around 1200 nm for the 10% InAs film and 1700 nm for the 40% InAs film.
Therefore, the wavelength-dependent effects observed when tuning the pump-probe wavelength
for a certain sample (figures 5-15 and 5-16) should not appreciably influence the interpretation of
the data. This indicates that the differences in nanocrystallite size between the two films are the
most likely cause of the large difference in saturation fluence.
The combination of the nanocrystallite size dependence with the dependence of the
saturation fluence on wavelength could explain the dynamics in figure 5-14, where the 40% InAs
films were excited too far above the absorption edge to have appreciable saturable absorption,
and the nanocrystallites in the 3% InAs films were too small to saturate easily. The extremely
low saturation fluence of 640 pJ/cm2, measured on the 40% InAs films at 1.54 gm, can also be
explained since the nanocrystallites are large and the pump-probe wavelength is very close to the
absorption edge. Therefore, from this sub-section as well as section 5.5.2, it can be concluded
that nanocrystallite size and operating wavelength relative to the absorption edge are very
important parameters in determining the saturation fluence of a semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorber and may enable further optimization of the saturable absorber properties.
5.5.6 Effect of RTA temperature variance on absorption saturation dynamics
The annealing temperature of the 10%InAs/90% SiO 2 films was varied to determine the
effect of RTA on the nonlinear absorption saturation dynamics. Annealing is expected to modify
the surface properties of the nanocrystallites; nanocrystallites with better surface properties are
anticipated to have lower saturation fluence. The films with transmission characteristics shown
in figure 5-13 were measured in pump-probe experiments. Figure 5-19 depicts the changes in
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the measured pump-probe signal at 800 nm, obtained with the Ti:sapphire-based system with 90
mW pump power and 0.4 mW probe power focused to a 57 pLm spot, with the other parameters
as described in section 5.4.2, as a function of annealing temperature.
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Figure 5-19. Degenerate pump probe measurement of a 150 nm thick 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film
at 800 nm as a function of rapid thermal anneal temperature. Discrete changes in the dynamics
as a function of annealing temperature are observed. The pump power was 90 mW and the probe
power was 0.4 rmW, both focused to a 57 gm spot on the sample.
Distinctive changes in the absorption saturation dynamics were observed as the annealing
temperature was varied from 350-700'C. For an unannealed sample as well as a sample
annealed at 350*C, a negative pump-probe signal was measured, indicating induced absorption,
which has been observed by other authors and attributed to the formation of biexciton states, free
carrier absorption, photodarkening, and band gap renormalization [219, 221]. In our case, the
low pump fluences and nanocrystallites smaller than the Bohr radius rule out band gap
renormalization and biexciton state formation. No permanent changes were observed, making
photodarkening unlikely. Therefore, a mechanism similar to free carrier absorption in bulk
semiconductors is most likely the origin of the induced absorption. The absorption of light
photons by excited carriers and their subsequent transitions to higher energy states would explain
the induced absorption, particularly with the large size distribution of nanocrystallites and the
broad laser spectrum. Induced absorption was consistently observed with unannealed samples.
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In the range of 400-500'C, the absorption saturation was positive but small, and a
saturation fluence of -10 mJ/cm 2 was measured. At temperatures of 550'C and above, the
absorption saturation was large, resulting in a saturation fluence of 1.08 mJ/cm2 . It should be
noted that although the saturation fluence for this 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 film (1.08 mJ/cm 2)
appears to be lower than in previous measurements (17.5 mJ/cm2 from figure 5-15), the sample
measured in figures 5-14 and 5-15 was also measured at the same time and found to have a
similar signal magnitude as the films annealed at 550'C and above, suggesting that the
differences in the measured saturation fluence of 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films are primarily due to
system alignment and position of the spot on the sample. Samples annealed at 700'C had a
faster relaxation time than those annealed at 550-6000C, although the magnitude of the signal
and therefore the saturation fluence was nearly the same as that of the sample annealed at 550'C.
The latter trend agreed with that measured in previous work [46], although temperatures below
500'C were not tested in those experiments. Overall, as previously demonstrated higher
annealing temperatures seem to be effective in improving the surface quality of the
nanocrystallites and thereby reducing the saturation fluence. However, the discrete changes in
the pump-probe signal as a function of RTA temperature were unexplained and further
investigations would have to be performed.
It was hypothesized that the RTA temperature dependence shown in figure 5-17 was due
to the relation of the glass melting and transition temperatures [203, 228] of the silica matrix
surrounding the nanocrystallites to the RTA temperature. Therefore, films with InAs
nanocrystallites doped into a borosilicate glass matrix (Ohara Optics, S-FSL5) and deposited on
sapphire substrates were fabricated to test the dependence of the absorption saturation dynamics
on the glass matrix composition. The films were 10% InAs and 90% borosilicate glass; the
composition of the glass was -55-65% SiO 2, 15-25% K20, and 10-20% B20 3 . The films were
annealed in nitrogen for 60 seconds as in the other experiments. Pump-probe measurements on
these films using the same experimental conditions as the measurements depicted in figure 5-18
demonstrated that unlike the SiO 2-based films, the pump probe signal did not change discretely
with annealing temperature, instead increasing continuously as the RTA temperature increased
(figure 5-20). However, at high annealing temperatures the dynamics were very similar to those
measured with a SiO 2 matrix, and there was no significant improvement in the saturation fluence
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(1.03 mJ/cm 2 for the films annealed at 550 and 600'C). From these experiments, it was clear
that the choice of glass material affects the absorption saturation dynamics.
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Figure 5-20. Degenerate pump probe measurement of a 150 nm thick 10% InAs/90%
borosilicate glass film at 800 nm as a function of RTA temperature. The absorption saturation
dynamics change continuously as a function of RTA temperature. The experimental parameters
were identical to those in figure 5-19.
The difference in annealing temperature dependence between films fabricated with InAs
doped into a SiO 2 matrix and films fabricated with InAs doped into a borosilicate glass matrix
can possibly be explained by examining the different melting points of the composite films. The
melting point of InAs is 1215 K, that of SiO 2 is 1983 K, and that of the borosilicate glass is
-1000 K. The eutectic point of each film is the temperature for a phase transition from solid to
liquid for the composite film, which may be lower than the melting point of each film constituent
[252, 253]. Therefore, if the eutectic point for the composite InAs/glass film is within the range
of the annealing temperature, then the film will partially melt during the RTA process and its
properties will be different after cooling down. Different eutectic points for the SiO 2-based films
and the borosilicate glass-based films would cause the RTA process to affect the film properties
in different ways and could explain the dynamics observed in our experiments. For example, the
difference in glass matrices would change the variation of nanocrystallite surface properties with
RTA temperature for the SiO2-based films as compared to the borosilicate glass-based films,
which could modify the saturation fluence. However, it should be noted that the eutectic point is
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typically defined for a homogeneous sample; the InAs-doped glass films are not homogeneous
since the InAs nanocrystallites exist as discrete elements scattered throughout the film. An
alternative explanation could be based on the relation of the annealing temperature to the glass
melting and transition temperatures, which will be different for the silica-based film and the
borosilicate glass-based film. Overall, these experiments demonstrate that the choice of glass
and annealing temperature has an important effect on the absorption saturation dynamics that
must be considered when designing non-epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped silica films.
5.5.7 Effect of other fabrication parameters on absorption saturation dynamics
Fabrication parameters including the doping level of the InAs target, annealing time, and
substrate temperature during the sputtering run were also varied to gauge their effect on the
saturation fluence as measured in pump-probe experiments at 800 nm. It has been shown that
higher substrate temperatures during sputtering result in larger nanocrystallites [155, 250, 254].
The substrate temperature was varied between 0 and 300*C during sputtering runs with the 10%
InAs/90% SiO 2 target in an attempt to obtain larger nanocrystallites in the InAs-doped silica
films. The RF power was 100 W and the sputtering time was 30 minutes as before. The samples
were subsequently annealed at 600'C for 60 seconds in nitrogen. It was found that the dynamics
were very similar in all cases, with a slightly faster relaxation time for a substrate temperature of
300'C. The magnitude of the pump-probe signals, along with the carrier dynamics obtained
from the measurement, were nearly identical to the trace in figure 5-15 taken at 800 nm. Linear
transmission measurements also did not show a significant red shift of the absorption edge.
Other researchers have observed growth of InAs nanocrystallites on NaCl single crystal
substrates only at temperatures higher than 250'C [250]. This combined with the fact that the
substrate temperature may not be accurately known since it was measured far away from the
substrate platform may explain the lack of nanocrystallite growth with substrate temperature in
our samples.
The doping level of the InAs semiconductor chips was also varied to determine its effect
on the saturation fluence; it was possible that doping the semiconductor chips with electrons or
holes could saturate some of the conduction or valence band states and therefore make them
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unavailable for optical transitions, effectively lowering the saturation fluence. N-type InAs chips
with a carrier concentration of 3 x 1018 cm-3 were glued onto a borosilicate glass target in a 10%
InAs/90% glass ratio. Films were deposited on sapphire substrates at a sputtering power of 100
W for 30 min. Pump-probe experiments at 800 nm revealed no significant change in the
saturation fluence when compared to the samples made with undoped InAs, implying that the
density of states was not a strong factor in determining the saturation fluence. However, it
should be noted that the InAs-doping level in the semiconductor chips glued to the target could
be different than the doping level in the InAs nanocrystallites within the sputtered films, which
would affect these results.
10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films were fabricated and annealed in nitrogen at 600'C for varying
times. Pump-probe measurements at 800 nm revealed a roughly continuous increase of the
pump-probe signal up to annealing times of 30 seconds, after which the signal saturated and
decreased for long annealing times of 1 hour. The relaxation times also became faster as the
annealing time increased. This demonstrated that variation of the RTA time did not help lower
the saturation fluence. The annealing gas was also varied; RTA in air, oxygen, and forming gas
(95% N2/5% H2) was demonstrated, with no improvement in the saturation fluence.
A sapphire target was also installed, with the goal of putting a capping layer on the films
to prevent material from diffusing out during the RTA process as was observed in previous work
[154]; this could also decrease the saturation fluence. Sapphire layers were deposited and their
thickness was calibrated with photolithography to determine the deposition rate. The deposition
rate was measured to be -1.5 nm/min at 100 W RF power. A sapphire layer with -100 nm
thickness was deposited on a 10% InAs/90% SiO2 film grown at 100 W RF power for 30
minutes (-150 nm thickness) on a sapphire substrate, and the structure was annealed in nitrogen
for 60 seconds at 600'C. The saturation fluence decreased slightly with the addition of the
sapphire cap layer; this decrease was not significant in working towards the goal of developing
devices with lower saturation fluence.
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5.6 X-ray diffraction measurements on semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorbers
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on the semiconductor-doped
silica film saturable absorbers to determine their crystallinity and its variation with annealing
temperature. This is a standard technique used to determine crystallinity and crystallite size for
samples such as semiconductor-doped silica films [155, 255, 256]. The nanocrystallites in these
films are usually polycrystalline, with several crystalline domains oriented in different directions
within each nanocrystallite. The measurements were performed with a Rigaku 185 mm Bragg
Brettano diffractometer, with x-rays generated by a Rigaku 18kW rotating anode x-ray generator,
both located in the Center for Materials Science and Engineering at MIT. Measurements were
done under the guidance of Joseph Adario. The 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films with linear and
nonlinear optical properties previously investigated as functions of RTA temperature (figures 5-
13 and 5-19) were measured in x-ray diffraction. The results of these measurements are shown
in figure 5-21.
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Figure 5-21. X-ray diffraction measurement of 10% InAs/90% SiO 2 films annealed at different
temperatures for 60 seconds in nitrogen; the nonlinear optical properties of these films are shown
in figure 5-19. The traces are displaced vertically for clarity and the data was smoothed.
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From these measurements, several observations can be made. These InAs-doped silica
films have a polycrystalline structure as expected, although it is difficult to see more than one
peak for the samples annealed at lower temperatures. Although the sapphire substrates were not
oriented, two peaks that are most likely due to these substrates is observed in some of the traces.
These peaks seemed to be dependent upon the sample orientation in the diffractometer, but could
not completely be eliminated for all samples. The width of the InAs (1 1 1) peak narrows with
increasing RTA temperature; it is very broad (20=7.5' for an RTA temperature of 350'C) for
low RTA temperatures and becomes relatively narrow (20=1.7* for an RTA temperature of
700*C) at higher annealing temperatures. For the films annealed at 600*C and 700*C, the InAs
(2 2 0) and (3 1 1) peaks can faintly be observed. Earlier experiments on thicker films revealed
these peaks more clearly. These particular peaks were also observed in previous work describing
the fabrication and characterization of RF sputtered semiconductor-doped silica films [155, 254].
The width of the peaks can be related to the average nanocrystallite diameter, D, by
D = 0.92//#cos0, (5.29)
where A is the wavelength of the x-ray source (1.54 angstroms with this system) and 8 is the
FWHM of the XRD peak at the angle 0 [155, 256]. Using this equation, the average diameter of
the nanocrystallites in the InAs-doped films was calculated. At an RTA temperature of 700*C,
the nanocrystallite size calculated from the (1 1 1) peak was 10.4 nm, while at an RTA
temperature of 350'C, the nanocrystallite size was 2.5 nm. Therefore, this data appears to
demonstrate that the nanocrystallite size increases with increasing anneal temperature. However,
this should translate into a corresponding shift in the linear absorption edge from equation (5.11).
As shown in figure 5-13, the absorption edge is approximately at the same position in all films,
without the shift that would be expected from the difference in nanocrystallite size calculated
from the XRD data. Therefore, it is likely that the nanocrystallites do not significantly change in
size, and other effects influence the broadening of the XRD peaks.
X-ray diffraction measures the crystalline structure of the sample. If the crystalline
structure of the sample is mixed or not well-defined, the XRD peaks will appear broadened. For
example, in previous work both cubic and hexagonal structures existed in CdSe and CdS films,
leading to the broadening of the XRD lines [155]. Imperfections in the crystal lattice and
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crystallite anisotropy also lead to line broadening, as does the size distribution of the
nanocrystallites (which is large in RF sputtered films) [256]. Equation (5.29), also known as the
Scherrer equation, is valid for samples without significant lattice strain or other imperfections,
and therefore films grown using RF sputtering, which have a large number of defects and
imperfections, may exhibit line broadening in XRD measurements independent of the crystallite
size. Another likely mechanism for the narrowing of the XRD peaks is changes in the structure
of the polycrystalline grains within each nanocrystallite; the individual grains may grow and
change orientation with increase in RTA temperature, narrowing the XRD lines. From these
XRD measurements, it can be concluded that increasing the RTA temperature may "anneal out"
some of the lattice defects and imperfections in RF sputtered InAs-doped silica films and may
also influence the polycrystalline structure within each nanocrystallite, both effects which would
makes the XRD lines narrower.
5.7 Fast dephasing times in semiconductor nanocrystallites and their effect on
the saturation fluence
The presented experimental data provides a comprehensive characterization of the linear
and nonlinear optical properties as well as the structural properties of the InAs-doped silica film
saturable absorbers grown by RF sputtering. This data was carefully examined with the goal of
understanding the origin of the high saturation fluence in semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorbers. As previously discussed, the major trends in the data were the reduction of
the saturation fluence with operation closer to the absorption edge, increased nanocrystallite size,
and increased rapid thermal annealing temperature. The saturation fluence was not strongly
affected by n-doping the InAs chips, increasing the substrate temperature, or depositing a
sapphire cap layer on the InAs-doped film.
Absorption saturation has previously been linked to the electron-hole recombination time
[251]. Larger nanocrystallites were found to have lower saturation fluence in single beam
absorption saturation experiments with picosecond pulses. For recombination times shorter than
the exciting pulse duration, the saturation intensity is a more appropriate parameter than the
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saturation fluence, as described in chapter 2. Since the saturation intensity of the material
depends both on the absorption cross-section and the absorption saturation recovery time (from
equation (2-34)), shorter recovery times would increase the saturation intensity. Therefore, if the
recovery time depended on nanocrystallite size, corresponding changes in the absorption
saturation would be observed in the single beam experiments. However, this mechanism would
not apply to the data presented in this thesis, since the time resolution of the pump-probe
experiments (17-60 fs) is significantly faster than the absorption saturation recovery time
(hundreds of fs to several ps).
In previous work, an argument based on the fast polarization dephasing time, T2, in
semiconductor nanocrystallites was proposed to explain the high saturation fluence of the
semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers [154]. The dephasing time is given by the
temporal duration of the coherent regime that exists for short times after photoexcitation of a
semiconductor as described in section 5.2.3. The saturation fluence can be linked to the
dephasing time using the following argument. The saturation fluence is given by equation
(2.38), re-stated here:
l-w (5.30)
where v is the laser frequency and qA is the absorption cross-section. The absorption cross-
section for a homogeneously broadened transition can be expressed by
UA (v=- L(v -vo, y) (5.31)r
where d is the dipole matrix element for the transition, yis the homogeneous linewidth, and L(v-
vo,y) is a Lorentzian function normalized to unity at the center frequency vo. Finally, the
dephasing time T2 is inversely proportional to ythrough the relation
=-. (5.32)
T2
Equations (5.30)-(5.32) can be found in ref. [47]. The combination of these expressions shows
that the saturation fluence is inversely proportional to the polarization dephasing time.
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Several authors have investigated the dephasing time in semiconductor quantum dots
[257-262]. Fast polarization dephasing times of a few fs have been measured in semiconductor-
doped glasses using methods based on incoherent light sources [258, 259]. In previous research,
the dephasing time of chemically grown small CdSe nanocrystallites was measured using
femtosecond photon-echo techniques [260, 261]. These measurements revealed a dependence of
the dephasing time on nanocrystallite size and surface quality as well as sample temperature
[261]. The dephasing time increased with nanocrystallite size, better surface quality, and lower
temperature. The dependence on nanocrystallite size and surface quality was suggested to be
due to coupling to surface states and scattering on impurity defect sites at the surface. The
surface quality would also depend on the host material for the quantum dots (in this case a
polymer matrix). The temperature dependence was due to interaction with phonons. Dephasing
times on the order of tens of femtoseconds were measured for these samples, with the fastest
time of -25 fs at a temperature of 240 K. In quantum dots with radii greater than the Bohr
radius, carrier-carrier scattering also becomes an important dephasing mechanism since more
than one electron-hole pair can be excited per dot [262].
A dependence of the saturation fluence on the nanocrystallite size, annealing temperature
(which influences surface quality) and the excitation wavelength relative to the absorption edge
was observed in the experiments described in this chapter. This implies that the dephasing time
may play a significant role in interpreting these results. RF sputtered semiconductor-doped silica
films are expected to have a high density of defects in the sputtered films due to the rough
deposition method, resulting in dephasing times even faster that those in semiconductor-doped
glasses. This would produce a large amount of surface states and defects, scattering excited
carriers and destroying coherence with the incident light field within a few femtoseconds.
Annealing at high temperatures reduces the surface defect density of the films, increasing the
dephasing time and reducing the saturation fluence as seen in the experiments of section 5.5.6.
The saturation fluence for films doped with larger nanocrystallites would be also less
dependent on surface properties due to the lower surface-to-volume ratio and should therefore
decrease, matching the experimentally observed trend (section 5.5.5). This can also be viewed
by regarding the larger nanocrystallites as having properties approaching the bulk
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semiconductor. As described in chapter 3, bulk semiconductors are not suitable for saturable
absorber applications since their saturation fluence is too low, necessitating the invention of the
A-FPSA [127]. Therefore, larger nanocrystallites would be expected to have optical properties
similar to that of the bulk, with lower saturation fluences.
The dephasing time has also been shown to decrease with excitation above the band gap
[258] due to the higher kinetic energy of the excited carriers, which agrees with the results of the
experiments described in section 5.5.3. Finally, nanocrystallites with increased crystalline order
should also have longer dephasing times, which is supported by the XRD measurements on 10%
InAs/90% SiO 2 films as a function of RTA temperature that show an increase in crystallinity
with RTA temperature, along with the pump-probe data (figures 5-19 and 5-20) demonstrating
that the saturation fluence decreases with increasing RTA temperature.
The experimental data described in this chapter consistently support the explanation of
the high saturation fluence in InAs-doped silica films by their fast dephasing times. A more
direct method of testing this hypothesis would be to measure the dephasing times using four-
wave mixing, femtosecond photon echoes, or incoherent light-based techniques while varying
fabrication parameters. This would lead to greater understanding of the carrier relaxation and
dephasing dynamics in these materials. Spectral hole burning experiments have also been used
to measure the dephasing times, as the width of the measured spectral hole is inversely
proportional to the dephasing time and is given for an inhomogeneously broadened transition by
Wsh= 3 f2, where awh is the width of the spectral hole and T2 is the polarization dephasing time
[263]. The wavelength-dependent pump-probe measurements described in section 5.5.3
reinforce the hypothesis that semiconductor-doped silica films grown by RF sputtering have
extremely fast dephasing times, since no spectral hole was observed over a wavelength range of
175 nm; i.e., the pump-probe signal was positive between 750 and 925 nm. This corresponds to
a maximum dephasing time of 6.3 fs, which is very fast and would lead to a high saturation
fluence; the actual dephasing time is probably much shorter since the spectral hole was not
resolved in this measurement.
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Overall, the fast polarization dephasing time in RF sputtered semiconductor-doped silica
film saturable absorbers may be the primary limitation in achieving lower saturation fluences and
better self-starting performance. Further reductions in the saturation fluence could be
accomplished by increasing the dephasing time of the semiconductor-doped silica films.
Hydrogen passivation has been shown to reduce defects in thin films, including polycrystalline
superlattices [264], RF sputtered GaAs films [265], and CdSe microcrystallites [266]. This is
done by annealing the samples in a hydrogen atmosphere at temperatures of a few hundred
degrees Celsius for several hours. The hydrogen fills up (passivates) dangling bonds at the
interfaces and thereby reduces defects at the boundary. The absorption saturation increased in
passivated CdSe microcrystallites as compared to unpassivated samples [266]. This method
could not be tested due to the lack of a suitable system for annealing in a hydrogen atmosphere.
The composition of the glass matrix has also been shown to affect the dephasing time.
Weakly confined CdS quantum dots were grown in a borosilicate glass matrix and their
dephasing times were measured by nondegenerate four-wave mixing; samples with dephasing
times as large as 280 fs at room temperature were fabricated [203, 262]. The experiments
presented in section 5.5.3 of this thesis on 10% InAs/90% borosilicate glass films attempted to
duplicate those results. The composition of the borosilicate glass used in those experiments was
similar to that used in previous work; however, the RF sputtering technique used to deposit the
films most likely introduced a large amount of defects into the films, reducing the dephasing
time, and therefore no significant improvement in the saturation fluence was observed.
Recently, semiconductor nanocrystallites fabricated by colloidal synthesis have exhibited
excellent optical properties, including optical gain and stimulated emission [208, 226]. The size
distribution of these samples is very low (-5-15%) with this fabrication technique, allowing
quantum confinement effects (such as discrete peaks in the linear absorption spectrum) to be
observed. These chemically synthesized strongly confined CdSe and CdS nanoparticles often
have an additional layer of ZnS overcoating each quantum dot, which significantly improves
their surface properties. These samples would be expected to have a much longer dephasing
time than RF sputtered semiconductor-doped silica films, since similar samples were measured
to have dephasing times of tens of femtoseconds as described earlier in this section [261]. Large
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Aca/a signals of -7x10-2 were obtained from these samples in pump-probe experiments, nearly an
order of magnitude greater than those obtained for the 10% InAs films measured in this work.
This result reinforces the relation between saturation fluence and dephasing time. Therefore, this
indicates that the excellent surface properties of colloidally grown nanocrystallites result in a
longer dephasing time, which could be important in laser mode-locking applications. Colloidally
synthesized samples with PbSe nanocrystallites in a liquid solution were obtained (from J.
Steckel in Professor Bawendi's group at MIT), with an absorption peak at 1270 nm. The
Cr:forsterite-based pump-probe system was used to measure the samples; however, no signal
was detected. This could be due to thermal effects, since the earlier pump-probe experiments
were performed with low repetition rate lasers [208, 226]. The absorption peak of the samples
could also have been shifted away from the peak of the laser spectrum (-1260 nm), since the
sample properties tended to change after a few days. However, chemically synthesized quantum
dots incorporated into films have great potential for mode-locking applications and should be
further explored.
5.8 Guidelines for the design of non-epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped
silica films saturable absorbers
Guidelines were formulated from the experimental results described in this chapter to
optimize the saturation fluence of semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers for a
given laser system. From comparing figures 5-15 and 5-18, it is apparent that films with larger
nanocrystallites have significantly lower saturation fluence than those with smaller
nanocrystallites. It is also clear that the films should have an absorption edge close to the laser
wavelength, since this also lowers the saturation fluence (figures 5-15 and 5-16). Therefore, the
semiconductor material and semiconductor/glass ratio should be chosen to satisfy these two
criteria for a certain operating wavelength. Finally, the annealing temperature should be above
550'C for strong absorption saturation based on the results displayed in Figures 5-19 and 5-20;
however, the optimum temperature may vary for different semiconductor and glass materials.
The carrier relaxation time can also be tailored for a particular application by varying the
annealing temperature.
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The small nanocrystallites used in the previous work demonstrating self-starting KLM in
a Ti:sapphire laser limit the minimum achievable saturation fluence. The guidelines described
above can be applied to develop a saturable absorber with lower saturation fluence for mode-
locking a Ti:sapphire laser. Operation near the absorption edge can be achieved by changing the
semiconductor/glass ratio to experimentally position the absorption edge in the 850-900 nm
wavelength range. A semiconductor with a larger bulk band gap than InAs should be chosen
(ideally with bulk band gap in the 1000-1500 nm range), such that it would only be weakly
quantum confined with large nanocrystallites for operation around 800 nm. Alloys such as
InxGal-.xAs could be used to more precisely control the bulk band gap and optimize the
absorption edge of the semiconductor-doped silica films. Finally, the glass matrix and RTA
temperature should be chosen to optimize the signal measured in pump-probe experiments at 800
nm. These improvements should result in significantly lower saturation fluence, enabling self-
starting saturable absorber mode-locking without KLM.
In addition, as previously mentioned, knowledge and control of the film structural
properties may be useful in optimizing the properties of semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorbers by relating structural and optical properties. This may be best accomplished
with epitaxial or chemical growth techniques, which allow precise control of the size, shape,
surface properties, and size distribution of the quantum dots. Fabrication of samples with well
known structural properties and optically characterizing them would yield a significant amount
of information on the relationship between structural and optical properties. For example,
fabrication and characterization of quantum dots with circular, box-like, or cylindrical shapes
could reveal a relationship between the dot shape and the saturation fluence. The remaining
challenge would be to devise a method for controlling parameters such as the quantum dot shape
with RF sputtering or other simple fabrication techniques to develop an extremely versatile
device.
In conclusion, guidelines for designing and fabricating non-epitaxially grown
semiconductor-doped silica films with optimized saturation fluence for a given laser system were
developed, based on extensive characterization of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of
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these devices. A novel pump-probe system with independently tunable pump and probe
wavelengths from 700-950 nm was developed for wavelength-dependent device characterization.
The saturation fluence was found to be dependent on nanocrystallite size, wavelength of
operation relative to the absorption edge, and rapid thermal annealing temperature. Differences
in the absorption saturation dynamics for different glass matrix materials were also observed. It
was found that films annealed at high temperatures (above 550'C for the samples tested) with
large nanocrystallites and an absorption edge near the laser wavelength were optimal for laser
mode-locking applications. X-ray diffraction measurements showed an increase in crystallinity
with RTA temperature. Finally, a mechanism based on the fast dephasing time in
semiconductor-doped silica films was proposed to explain the high saturation fluence in these
devices. The guidelines developed in this chapter were applied to the development of a non-
epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorber for mode-locking a Cr:forsterite laser, to be
described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Self-starting mode-locking in a Cr:forsterite laser
using non-epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped
silica films
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, guidelines for designing and fabricating semiconductor-doped
silica films saturable absorbers were developed. These guidelines were based on extensive
characterization of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the saturable absorbers while
varying parameters such as nanocrystallite size, annealing time and temperature, glass matrix
composition, and pump-probe wavelength relative to the absorption edge. It was found that
operation close to the absorption edge, large nanocrystallites, and high annealing temperatures
were optimum for saturable absorber applications. The next step is to apply these guidelines to
develop a saturable absorber for a particular solid-state laser system. Ti:sapphire is the most
common solid-state laser system; however, self-starting KLM in this laser with non-epitaxially
grown saturable absorbers has already been demonstrated [45]. Although this result could
possibly be improved with the knowledge gained from the device characterization results
reported in the previous chapter, a more novel application would be to develop a saturable
absorber for a different laser system.
In this chapter, non-epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped silica film saturable
absorbers for modelocking a Cr:forsterite laser are demonstrated. Section 6.2 describes the
Cr:forsterite gain medium. In section 6.3, the design and fabrication of 40% InAs/60% SiO 2
saturable absorber films deposited on sapphire substrates is described. The laser cavity and
addition of a second fold for focusing onto the saturable absorber device are discussed in section
6.4. The application of these devices for self-starting KLM in the Cr:forsterite laser, producing
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25 fs pulses with 91 nm bandwidth, is described in section 6.5. Saturable absorber mode-locking
without KLM is also demonstrated and its intracavity dispersion dependence investigated in this
section. Further attempts at reducing the pulse duration are also discussed.
6.2 Cr:forsterite laser system
The Cr:forsterite (Cr:Mg2 SiO4 ) laser was chosen for demonstrating the concept of
optimizing a non-epitaxially grown saturable absorber for a particular laser system. Cr:forsterite
is a well known solid-state laser material tunable from 1130-1367 nm, with a center wavelength
around 1260 nm [113]. It has a broad gain bandwidth of over 200 nm (see table 4.1) and has
been used to generate pulses as short as 14 fs [91]. The operating wavelength is near the zero
dispersion wavelength of ordinary optical fiber, making this an important source for
communications. Cr:forsterite also has applications in optical coherence tomography due to its
high transmission in tissue [267]. Finally, by frequency doubling the output, the wavelength
range previously dominated by dye laser systems can be accessed in an all solid-state system
[268].
Lasing was first obtained in Cr:forsterite in 1988 [269]. Cr:forsterite can be pumped by
several sources due to its broad absorption band, and lasing has been demonstrated using a
pulsed, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm [269], a cw Ti:sapphire laser at 740 nm
[270], and a cw Yb:fiber laser operating at 1053 nm [271] as well as the most commonly used
cw Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm [272]. The latter two pump sources are compact and stable and
are easily obtained from many manufacturers. Diode pumping at 980 nm has also been used to
demonstrate a compact cw source at 1260 nm [273]. One drawback of Cr:forsterite is its low
thermal conductivity, making thermal lensing effects important in cw and mode-locked operation
[113, 114, 183]. Low doping of crystals can be used to minimize these effects.
Mode-locked operation of Cr:forsterite was first demonstrated using active mode-locking
and synchronous pumping techniques, generating picosecond pulse durations [274]. Kerr lens
mode-locking initiated with an acousto-optic modulator was first demonstrated in Cr:forsterite in
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1993, generating 60 fs pulses with 85 mW output power [275]. KLM was then demonstrated
with no external initiation mechanism [276] and was optimized to generate pulses as short as 25
fs [277]. The shortest pulses of 14 fs were obtained in 2001 [91], with the laser that was
modified for use in this work; it will be described in section 6.3. As described in chapter 3,
semiconductor saturable absorbers have also been used to mode-lock Cr:forsterite, obtaining
self-starting 20 fs pulses with 90 nm bandwidth with the assistance of KLM [43].
Semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers used in a transmissive geometry have no
bandwidth limitations other than the saturable absorption itself, and therefore similar pulse
durations and bandwidths should be possible with these absorbers as with the previous
epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorbers.
6.3 Transmissive saturable absorber device design
The guidelines developed in chapter 5 were applied to the design of an absorber for
Cr:forsterite. To obtain large nanocrystallites while setting the band edge near 1260 nm, a
material with a bulk band gap of -1700-2000 nm could be chosen. Mild quantum confinement
could shift this band edge to -1300 nm, resulting in large nanocrystallites and operation near the
absorption edge. GaSb has a bulk band edge of -1750 nm [278] and would appear to be suitable
for this application. However, in previous work [158] it was shown that sputtered GaSb+SiO2
films lost their optical quality after annealing, making them unsuitable for laser applications.
Other materials considered, such as InSb, PbS, and PbSe all had bulk band gaps comparable to
that of InAs [278]. Therefore, since InAs had been extensively studied in this and previous
work, it was chosen as the semiconductor dopant.
In chapter 5, experiments characterizing the dependence of the nonlinear optical
properties on glass matrix variation were also described, and no significant improvement was
observed for annealing temperatures above 550 'C. Therefore, SiO 2 was chosen as the host
matrix for the InAs quantum dots, and an annealing temperature of 600 'C was selected. The
InAs/SiO 2 ratio was set at 40/60, since this resulted in fairly large nanocrystallites with an
absorption edge in the IR (figure 5-12), near the operating wavelength of Cr:forsterite. The
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saturation fluence of these films had also been measured at 1.26 pm in pump-probe experiments
and found to be 4.05 mJ/cm 2, which should be sufficient for self-starting KLM in Cr:forsterite.
Previous experiments with saturable absorbers based on thin wedged colored glass filters
mounted on sapphire substrates [153] demonstrated self-starting mode-locking with saturation
fluences of 1 mJ/cm 2, comparable to the saturation fluence of the 40% InAs/60% SiO2 films, and
therefore it may be possible to self-start saturable absorber mode-locking without KLM as well.
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Figure 6-1. Linear transmission of the 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films used in Cr:forsterite laser
mode-locking experiments. The noise near 800 nm is due to a detector change in the Cary
spectrophotometer.
InAs-doped silica film saturable absorbers were designed for laser mode-locking
experiments at 1.26 pm. 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films were sputtered at an RF power of 25 W for
30 seconds at an argon pressure of 5 mTorr onto 3 mm thick 0' oriented sapphire substrates. As
in the previous work, sapphire was chosen for its high thermal conductivity. Sapphire is a
birefringent material and must be oriented correctly to minimize birefringence effects that would
destroy mode-locking. The substrates were oriented with the optic axis parallel to the surface
normal. The films were annealed at 600 'C for 60 seconds at atmospheric pressure to improve
their absorption saturation dynamics. The films had 1% absorption at 1.3 gm; their linear
transmission is shown in figure 6-1. The absorption edge of these films is around 1500 nm, close
to the lasing wavelength of 1260 nm. The difference in linear transmission curves between these
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films and the thicker films used in the pump probe experiments of chapter 5 can be attributed to
the growth of some larger nanocrystallites in the thicker films, shifting the absorption edge to
longer wavelengths.
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Figure 6-2. Pump-probe measurement at 1.26 gm on a thin 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 film used for
mode-locking a Cr:forsterite laser.
The saturation fluence of this film was also measured at 1.26 pm using the Cr:forsterite-
based pump-probe system described in chapter 5; the result is shown in figure 6-2. The
saturation fluence of this device is calculated to be 1.07 mJ/cm 2 at 1.26 pm. This implies that the
saturation fluence decreases with decreasing film thickness, which was an unexpected effect.
Experiments exploring this are currently in progress. The carrier relaxation times in this film are
also significantly longer than in the thicker film that was examined in figure 5-18. This thin 40%
InAs/60% SiO 2 film should work well for self-starting KLM and possibly saturable absorber
mode-locking without KLM in Cr:forsterite.
6.4 Laser cavity design
The laser used in these experiments consists of a 5 mm Cr:forsterite crystal with a=2.4
cm 1, pumped by a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser in a standard z cavity at 100 MHz. Pumping
with a Yb:fiber laser was also implemented and did not significantly affect the pulse duration or
output power; the results reported in this chapter were obtained with the Nd:YAG pump source.
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Broadband double chirped mirrors (DCMs) along with two PBH71 prisms separated by 5 cm
were used for dispersion compensation. The reflectivity of the DCMs is shown in figure 6-3 (a),
and the dispersion of the Cr:forsterite crystal, PBH71 prisms, and DCMs, along with the total
intracavity dispersion, are shown in figure 6-3 (b).
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Figure 6-3. (a) Reflectivity of the DCMs used in the Cr:forsterite laser. The reflectivity is
greater than 99.8% from 1.1 to 1.5 ptm. (b) Group delay dispersion of the Cr:forsterite crystal,
PBH71 prisms, and DCMs, plotted with the total intracavity dispersion.
The zero dispersion wavelength of many materials is around 1.3 pm, and therefore higher
order dispersion plays a significant role in pulse shaping in Cr:forsterite lasers. The PBH71
prism material was chosen due to its favorable ratio of second to third-order dispersion (about 1)
in this wavelength range, enabling a nearly flat total dispersion characteristic with wavelength
from 1.2 to 1.4 pm when combined with the DCMs (figure 6-3 (b)). The second prism (P2) and
the end mirror were mounted on a stage to initiate mode-locking. The cavity was purged with
nitrogen to remove the effects of water absorption at 1.45 gm, enabling 14 fs pulse generation
[91].
In this work, the laser cavity was modified by replacing the DCM high reflector with a
second fold consisting of a curved R=5 cm DCM and an R=7.5 cm standard high reflecting end
mirror (figure 6-4). The separation of the two mirrors was set for a unity q parameter
transformation. The incidence angle on the 5 cm DCM was set to 13 degrees to compensate for
the astigmatism introduced by the 3 mm thick sapphire substrate, as calculated from equation (2-
52). The DCMs had dispersion characteristics identical to those reported in ref. [91]. The output
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coupler (OC) was moved to the prism arm. The saturable absorber was placed at Brewster's
angle at the focus of the second fold. The spot size on the saturable absorber was approximately
25 pm; this small spot was necessary due to the relatively high saturation fluence of these
devices. The cavity was not purged in initial experiments.
M3 SA M4
P2 M C N:A
P1
Figure 6-4. Schematic diagram of Cr:forsterite laser with additional fold. CR: crystal; M1, M2:
10 cm ROC DCM; M3: 7.5 cm ROC standard high reflector; M4: 5 cm ROC DCM; SA: non-
epitaxially grown semiconductor saturable absorber; P1, P2: PBH71 prisms; OC: 0.5% output
coupler.
6.5 Self-starting Kerr lens mode-locking
The laser cavity was first optimized for KLM in a standard 4-mirror cavity configuration
with no second fold, with a 1% output coupler in the non-prism arm. The output coupler (OC)
and end mirror (HR) positions were then exchanged, and the 1% output coupler was replaced
with a 0.5% output coupler to increase the intracavity fluence on the saturable absorber. KLM
could not be initiated in this cavity without a saturable absorber since the stage with the second
prism (P 2) and output coupler had to be fixed at a prism separation of 5 cm to avoid displacement
of the output beam when shaking the stage. Two extracavity DCMs were added after the OC for
dispersion compensation. The end mirror was then replaced by the additional cavity fold for
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focusing onto the saturable absorber. The crystal was cooled with a Pelltier cooler, and the
temperature was set to 0 'C for these experiments.
Initially, a blank sapphire substrate was placed in the saturable absorber position in the
second fold to optimize laser operation in this cavity. When the sapphire blank was replaced by
an InAs-doped saturable absorber positioned at the focus of the second fold, self-starting mode-
locking without KLM was obtained. With optimization of the intracavity dispersion and mirror
separations, self-starting KLM was obtained. Pulse durations were measured using
interferometric autocorrelation with a 100 pm thick BBO crystal. The shortest pulse duration
was 25 fs with a bandwidth of 91 nm as shown in figure 6-5. The time-bandwidth product was
0.408. The pulses are not transform-limited, probably due to excess self-phase modulation
(SPM) and uncompensated higher order dispersion from the sapphire substrate.
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Figure 6-5. Interferometric autocorrelation (a) and spectrum (b) of self-starting KLM in
Cr:forsterite using non-epitaxially grown InAs-doped silica films. Self-starting 25 fs pulses with
a bandwidth of 91 nm were generated.
Self-starting KLM operation was maintained while the saturable absorber position was
varied over approximately 1 mm. This emphasizes the low saturation fluence of this device,
since self-starting was relatively insensitive to the focused spot size on the absorber. The
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threshold for cw lasing was 4.2 W. Self-starting KLM was obtained at 4.4 W pump, with 37
mW mode-locked output power obtained at the maximum pump power of 4.8 W.
Another measure of the saturable absorber performance is the mode-locking build-up
time. From equation (2-35) and the accompanying discussion, lower saturation fluences lead to
faster mode-locking build-up times. The mode-locking build-up time in the previous work on
self-starting KLM in a Ti:sapphire laser was relatively slow, on the order of 50 ms. In this work,
it was measured by chopping the pump beam and observing the output on a fast photodiode.
Mode-locking build-up times (MLB) as fast as 4.8 ms were measured, supporting the order of
magnitude reduction in saturation fluence measured in pump probe experiments.
Experiments were also performed to investigate the use of the InAs-doped films for pure
saturable absorber mode-locking without KLM. The laser was set to operate in a part of the
stability region where KLM did not occur. Self-starting saturable absorber mode-locking was
obtained; however, intensity autocorrelations showed that the output consisted of a short pulse
with a long background pulse. This can be explained using equations (2.24) and (2.25), restated
here:
rFWHM =1.76 -41D, (6.1)
o5E,
defining the pulsewidth r for a given net intracavity group delay dispersion D, pulse energy Ep,
and 6, the SPM coefficient for the Cr:forsterite crystal, and
Dg
-- < 2q (6.2)
the pulse stability condition, with qo the saturable absorber modulation depth and Dg the gain
dispersion.
The width of the shorter soliton-like pulse is fixed by the cavity parameters in (2.24);
however, from the stability condition (2.25), the low modulation depth of the saturable absorber
devices cannot support such a short pulse. The short pulse sheds energy to a cw background that
develops into a longer background pulse with a duration set by the recovery time of the saturable
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absorber. To stabilize the short pulse, the dispersion could be increased, which would make the
soliton-like pulse longer but eliminate the background pulse.
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Figure 6-6. Intensity autocorrelations at different dispersion operating points for saturable
absorber mode-locking without KLM. The peak intensity of the longer background pulse
decreases as the negative dispersion increases.
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Autocorrelation measurements of the pulses for different intracavity dispersion operating
points agree with theoretical expectations (figure 6-6). The corresponding spectra are shown in
figure 6-7. For small positive dispersions, a long pulse with 5.3 ps duration is generated. The
corresponding spectrum has a bandwidth of 11 nm and the pulse is strongly chirped. As the
intracavity dispersion is made increasingly negative, a short soliton-like pulse of -150 fs
duration is generated with a longer background pulse. For more negative values of dispersion,
the intensity of the longer background pulse decreases and the spectrum shifts to longer
wavelengths. Pulse shaping would be improved if the saturable absorber saturation fluence was
reduced, modulation depth was increased, or the relaxation dynamics were made faster. In this
experiment, increasing the prism separation and decreasing the prism insertion would add more
negative dispersion and eliminate the background pulse. However, due to table space
constraints, the prism separation could not be increased beyond 8 cm, and the background pulse
could not be completely eliminated.
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Figure 6-8. Measured mode-locking build-up time for pure saturable absorber mode-locking
with large negative dispersion. The MLB is the time from zero to the peak intensity.
The mode-locking build-up time was also measured for pure saturable absorber mode-
locking in large negative dispersion (figure 6-8). The pump beam was chopped at 63 Hz and the
output was detected with a fast photodiode. The MLB was approximately 1 ms in this
configuration, faster than that with KLM, although a small background pulse still existed.
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Subsequent experiments attempted to reduce the pulse duration from this laser system by
purging the cavity with nitrogen to remove the effects of water absorption at 1.45 gim. In the
previous experiments demonstrating 14 fs pulse generation [91], this increased the spectral
bandwidth from 90 nm to 250 nm after optimization of the laser cavity. Since the only
bandwidth limitation of the InAs-doped silica film saturable absorbers when used in a
transmissive geometry is the increasing absorption on the short wavelength side of the spectrum,
it was expected that this would increase the bandwidth of the self-starting Cr:forsterite laser.
The cavity was enclosed and purged with nitrogen at a very low pressure of <5 psi, to
avoid disturbing mode-locking by introducing turbulence due to the nitrogen flow into the beam
path. However, when the cavity was optimized for self-starting mode-locking with the InAs-
doped silica films, no improvement in the spectrum was observed. This can most likely be
explained by the inability to fine tune the dispersion by changing the prism separation. When
operating in the four mirror cavity, the mode-locked spectrum was very sensitive to the prism
separation. The prism separation and insertion introduce GDD, as well as third order dispersion
and other higher order dispersion terms. It was experimentally observed in the four mirror cavity
that insertion or deinsertion of the prisms into the beam was not sufficient for generating the
broadest spectrum; control of the prism separation was also critical to obtain the shortest pulses.
When a saturable absorber was used, the prism separation was fixed and could not be adjusted.
Therefore, this critical parameter could not be used to fine tune the dispersion operating point,
limiting generation of the shortest pulses. In later work, it was found that the InAs-doped silica
film saturable absorbers could support bandwidths of -130 nm in a cavity with optimized
dispersion [279], supporting this argument.
In conclusion, non-epitaxially grown InAs-doped silica films were demonstrated for self-
starting mode-locking in Cr:forsterite lasers [280]. The guidelines developed in the previous
chapter were applied to create saturable absorbers suitable for mode-locking Cr:forsterite.
Almost a one order of magnitude reduction of the saturation fluence was achieved compared to
previous work. The saturable absorber films were used to self-start KLM in Cr:forsterite,
generating 25 fs pulses with 91 nm bandwidth. Finally, saturable absorber mode-locking without
KLM was demonstrated and its dependence on dispersion examined. These results demonstrate
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the ability to design, fabricate, and apply non-epitaxially grown saturable absorbers to self-start
mode-locking in a variety of laser systems. The versatility and ease of fabrication of these
devices make non-epitaxially grown semiconductor films very promising for short pulse
generation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has reported on the development and application of both epitaxially and non-
epitaxially grown saturable absorbers for femtosecond solid-state laser mode-locking. The two
major thrusts of this research were the use of an epitaxially grown saturable Bragg reflector
(SBR) to mode-locking an extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by inexpensive single mode
diodes and the further development and application to laser mode-locking of non-epitaxially
grown semiconductor-doped silica film saturable absorbers.
An extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by inexpensive single mode diodes and
mode-locked with an SBR was developed to provide an inexpensive source of femtosecond
pulses with pulse energies and durations comparable to those from standard Ti:sapphire lasers.
The diode pump source was designed and implemented, producing 137 mW pump power at the
crystal position. A four mirror cavity design was developed to test the diode pump source,
generating 28.5 mW cw power from the Cr:LiSAF laser. A multi-pass cavity was designed and
introduced into the laser cavity to increase pulse energies and an SBR was used as the mode-
locking mechanism. Using prisms for dispersion compensation, 43 fs pulses with 18.5 nm
bandwidth were produced at an 8.4 MHz repetition rate. The pulse energy was 0.66 nJ in this
configuration. In a prismless cavity, the laser generated 39 fs pulses with 20 nm bandwidth. The
repetition rate was 8.6 MHz and the pulse energy was 0.75 nJ. Slope efficiencies up to 12.8%
were measured, indicating that laser output powers can be scaled to higher output powers and
pulse energies as higher power pump diodes become available. This low cost source of
femtosecond pulses generates pulse energies and durations that will make it a cost-effective
alternative to standard Ti:sapphire lasers in many applications.
The drawbacks associated with epitaxially grown saturable absorbers motivated the
further development of semiconductor-doped silica films grown by RF sputtering, which had
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previously been used to self-start Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM) in a Ti:sapphire laser but had a
high saturation fluence, limiting device performance in some applications. A novel pump-probe
system with independent pump and probe wavelength tunability from 700-1000 nm based on a
5.5 fs Ti:sapphire laser was developed for device characterization as a function of wavelength,
with the goal of discovering trends that would aid in reducing the saturation fluence. A
minimum time resolution of 17 fs was demonstrated for a laser bandwidth of 250 nm. Pump-
probe experiments were performed to measure the saturation fluence as a function of fabrication
and characterization parameters, including nanocrystallite size, rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
temperature, and pump and probe wavelengths relative to the absorption edge of the films. Films
with different glass matrix compositions were also investigated to understand the dependence of
the measured pump-probe signal on RTA temperature. X-ray diffraction measurements were
performed as a function of RTA temperature to examine the structural properties of the films.
From these experiments, it was found that films with larger nanocrystallites, RTA temperatures
greater than 550'C, and absorption edges near the lasing wavelength exhibited the lowest
saturation fluences. These trends could be explained by the fast exciton dephasing time in these
semiconductor-doped silica films grown by RF sputtering. Saturation fluences as low as 640
pJ/cm 2 were achieved at 1.54 pm using 40% InAs/60% SiO 2 films deposited on a sapphire
substrate and annealed in nitrogen at 600'C for 60 seconds.
Based on these results, InAs-doped silica films grown by RF sputtering were designed for
use in a Cr:forsterite laser. The saturation fluence of these 40% InAs/60% SiO2 films was
measured by pump-probe experiments to be 1.07 mJ/cm 2 at 1.26 pim. These films were used in a
transmissive geometry to self-start KLM in a Cr:forsterite laser, producing 25 fs pulses with 91
nm bandwidth. The use of these devices to self-start saturable absorber mode-locking without
KLM was also investigated, and it was found that the low modulation depth and insufficient
negative dispersion limited ultrashort pulse generation.
Many directions can be explored in extending this research. As stated in chapter 4, the
performance of the Cr:LiSAF laser can be improved in several ways. The SBR design could be
modified to increase the reflectivity bandwidth and also the magnitude of the reflectivity. The
saturable loss could also be increased while decreasing the non-saturable loss. Recent work has
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demonstrated a monolithically integrated broad bandwidth SBR used to self-start mode-locking
in a Cr:forsterite laser, generating 30 fs pulses [281]. Applying this technology to the Cr:LiSAF
laser should improve the pulse duration and output pulse energy, generating sub-20 fs pulses.
The MPC mirror design could also be modified to be more suitable for Cr:LiSAF, since these
mirrors were originally designed for Ti:sapphire lasers. Improvements in the mirror reflectivity
and bandwidth would increase the output pulse energy and decrease the pulse duration. This
would enable more compact laser designs, as currently the mirrors must be separated by 2 meters
since more than 4 bounces on each mirror in a single pass introduces too much loss into the
cavity for efficient mode-locked operation. Designs similar to those demonstrated in reference
[282] could be used, resulting in a compact femtosecond source with pulse energies and
durations comparable to Ti:sapphire. It is expected that higher power single spatial mode pump
diodes should become available soon, and the use of these diodes will also improve pulse
energies and output powers from the Cr:LiSAF laser. This may also enable KLM in the
Cr:LiSAF laser without an SBR, which should lead to sub-20 fs pulse durations with appropriate
dispersion compensation. Another possibility would be to pump the laser crystal from both sides
with two diode pump sources, increasing the pump power by a factor of 2. Finally, a second fold
to focus onto a material with high nonlinearity could be added to the cavity for additional self-
phase modulation, and in combination with a hard aperture could also provide a mode-locking
mechanism.
Several applications can be conceived for the extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser in its
current form. The pulse energies of 0.75 nJ, comparable to those from the 5.5 fs Ti:sapphire
laser used for the pump-probe experiments described in chapter 5, would enable pump-probe
experiments at 860 nm using this source, which may not have been possible with previous single
mode diode-pumped Cr:LiSAF systems. The low repetition rate would also reduce thermal
effects that often influence the results of experiments performed using higher repetition rate
sources. In addition, this source could be used for efficient terahertz wave generation using a
PPLN crystal [283] or a dipole antenna consisting of metal lines deposited on GaAs [4]. The
extended cavity Cr:LiSAF laser would be a good seed oscillator for amplified systems, either in a
Cr:LiSAF-based amplified system similar to that in ref. [284] or to replace an expensive solid-
state or argon-pumped Ti:sapphire oscillator. The factor of -5 increase in pulse energy over
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other single mode diode-pumped systems would reduce the amplification required in later stages
and thereby reduce the cost and complexity of the overall system.
The Cr:LiSAF laser could also be used in a four mirror cavity, mode-locked with the
SBR to generate -40 fs pulses with 20 nm bandwidth, in several applications such as white light
generation with a photonic crystal fiber [184], optical communications [285] and optical analog
to digital conversion [10]. The shorter pulse durations demonstrated here may offer performance
advantages in these applications when compared to previous single mode diode-pumped
Cr:LiSAF lasers.
The guidelines developed in this thesis for designing semiconductor-doped silica film
saturable absorbers can be applied to design a saturable absorber for any laser system. Careful
choice of the semiconductor and glass materials, along with the RTA temperature, to produce a
film with large nanocrystallites having good surface quality and an absorption edge near the
lasing wavelength should produce semiconductor-doped silica films with low saturation fluence.
An obvious extension of this research would be to apply a 40% InAs/60% SiO2 film to self-
starting mode-locking, with and without KLM, in a Cr:YAG laser. The low saturation fluence in
these films at 1.54 ptm should enable mode-locking without KLM. Devices could subsequently
be designed to mode-lock other laser systems, including Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG, although these
lasers would only generate picosecond pulses due to their limited gain bandwidths. With an
appropriate choice of semiconductor, saturable absorbers could be designed to mode-lock the
Cr:LiSAF laser developed as part of this thesis, overcoming the bandwidth limitation of the
epitaxially grown SBR used for mode-locking.
Several other avenues of research remain to be explored with semiconductor-doped silica
films. Previous attempts at incorporating these films into a reflective mirror structure were only
marginally successful, increasing KLM stability in a Ti:sapphire laser but without self-starting
KLM [158]. It would be worthwhile to explore this further and understand why these devices
did not self-start KLM, since calculations indicated that they should have lower saturation
fluence than transmissive devices. The problems with these devices were most likely due to
imperfections in the growth process, and therefore the use of a magnetron sputtering system may
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overcome those difficulties. The ability to decrease the saturation fluence, demonstrated in this
work, would also improve the performance of these reflective saturable absorbers. Devices
could also be incorporated into dielectric mirror structures such as double-chirped mirrors,
enabling dispersion compensation and saturable absorption in a single broad bandwidth structure.
Further experiments could be performed to measure the dephasing times in
semiconductor-doped silica films by four-wave mixing or incoherent light-based techniques.
This would establish a clear connection between the saturation fluence and dephasing time. As
suggested in chapter 5, the use of other growth techniques for quantum dot-based saturable
absorbers, such as epitaxial or chemical growth, may improve performance due to the better
surface properties and expected longer dephasing times in these devices. The ability to control
the quantum dot structural properties with these fabrication techniques and relate them to the
optical properties may also yield insight into the optimization of these devices. Although these
fabrication techniques are much more complex than RF sputtering, the versatility of quantum
dot-based devices could still lead to improvements over quantum well-based saturable absorbers.
Devices based on quantum wires, such as carbon nanotubes or oxide nanowires, could also be
considered in the further development of semiconductor saturable absorbers.
Techniques such as hydrogen passivation for increasing the dephasing time by improving
the nanocrystallite surface properties could also be explored. Some possibilities include
incorporating the InAs nanocrystallites into a semiconductor matrix such as GaAs; this could
improve the surface properties of the nanocrystallites through pseudo-lattice matching between
the InAs dots and GaAs matrix, since the lattice constants of the materials are similar. These
devices would only work at wavelengths greater than -1 pm due to absorption in the GaAs
matrix. Other materials without absorption at the lasing wavelength could be doped into the
films in the hope of modifying the surface properties of the nanocrystallites. Another possibility
would be to use an RF sputtering system capable of increasing substrate temperatures above
300*C, which could increase the crystallinity of the nanocrystallites and thereby increase the
dephasing times. Finally, lasers mode-locked with non-epitaxially grown semiconductor-doped
silica film saturable absorbers would provide a stable, self-starting source of ultrashort laser
pulses for many of the applications listed in the introduction.
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The future development and application of semiconductor saturable absorbers to
femtosecond solid-state laser mode-locking appears extremely promising. Lasers mode-locked
with semiconductor saturable absorbers are already commercially available. With the fast pace
of improvements in this field, reliable, self-starting ultrashort pulsed lasers should be a valuable
tool in many fields of research for years to come.
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Appendix A
RF sputtering procedure
This appendix describes the procedure for deposition of a thin film using the Denton Discovery
18 magnetron RF sputtering system.
Substrate preparation:
1. Rinse the substrate with acetone, methanol, and deionized water in that order.
2. Dry the substrate with an air dryer, let dry for several minutes.
Loading the samples into the system:
3. Vent the loadlock using the automatic venting procedure, making sure the gate valve is
closed and the chamber is under high vacuum (~10~7 Torr).
4. Remove the loadlock cover and load the substrates on the substrate platform.
5. Close the loadlock cover.
6. Start the automatic loadlock pump procedure; this pumps the loadlock down to a pressure
of -10 4Torr and subsequently starts the automatic chamber pump procedure.
7. Once the chamber pump procedure has started, open the gate valve.
8. Manually advance the substrate platform into the chamber, making sure the platform is in
the "UP" position.
9. Once the substrate platform is fully advanced into the chamber, bring the substrate
platform to the "DOWN" position.
10. Retract the platform holding claw from the chamber.
11. Close the gate valve and wait until the chamber is pumped down to a pressure below 10-6
Torr (the deposition runs described in this thesis were typically done at 5x10-7 Torr).
Sputtering system preparation:
12. Make sure the system cooling water is turned on and the argon gas pressure in the supply
tank is set to -10-20 psi.
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13. Turn on the RF power controller.
14. Set the argon flow to the desired value (typically 55-60 sccm for a pressure of 5.15-5.2 x
10-3 Torr) and make sure the controller is turned on and reading zero.
15. Set the substrate temperature to the desired value (if the substrate heater is being used).
16. Set the substrate platform rotation speed to the desired value.
17. Make sure the shutter is closed on the target to be sputtered.
18. Turn the substrate rotation on.
19. Turn the substrate temperature on if that option is being used.
Target cleaning (pre-sputtering the target with the shutter closed to remove impurities from the
target surface):
20. Turn on the RF power and wait for the automatic matching network to reduce the
reflected power to zero.
21. Turn the argon gas on and watch for the plasma to ignite.
22. If the plasma does not ignite, turn the RF power off and turn the gas flow off. Wait for
the chamber pressure to go below ~105 Torr. Open the shutter, turn on the RF power,
and turn on the argon gas again. As soon as the plasma ignites, close the shutter.
23. Wait 10 minutes to ensure a clean target surface.
Film deposition:
24. Open the shutter.
25. Wait for the desired time duration of the sputtering run, monitoring the argon flow and
pressure (pressure should be 5.15-5.2 x 10-3 Torr).
26. Close the shutter.
27. Turn off the RF power.
28. Turn off the argon gas.
29. Turn off the substrate heater and substrate platform rotation.
30. Wait for the chamber pressure to drop below 105 Torr.
Sample removal:
31. Open the gate valve.
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32. Manually advance the platform holding claw into the chamber, making sure that the claw
is in the "DOWN" position.
33. Once the platform holding claw is fully advanced into the chamber, bring the holding
claw to the "UP"position.
34. Retract the substrate platform from the chamber.
35. Once the platform is fully removed from the chamber, close the gate valve.
36. Vent the loadlock using the automatic loadlock venting procedure.
37. Remove the loadlock cover.
38. Remove the samples from the loadlock.
39. Close the loadlock cover.
40. Start the automatic loadlock pumping procedure, which should lead to the automatic
chamber pumping routine and return the chamber to high vacuum.
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Appendix B
Optics used in the Cr:LiSAF laser
Standard commercially available mirrors:
Manufacturer Mirror Diameter Radius Reflectivity
Alpine Research MI, M2 1" 10 cm High reflector
Optics (ARO)
Alpine Research DM, HR, M3, 1" Plane High reflector
Optics (ARO) M4
Layertec M10 0.5" 20 cm High reflector
CVI OC 1" Plane R=99%
Double chirped mirrors (designed by Dr. Uwe Morgner and Professor Franz Kaertner, and
fabricated by V. Scheuer):
Mirror Diameter Radius Reflectivity
Ml 0.5" 10 cm High reflector
M3, M4, M5, M9 0.5" Plane High reflector
M6 1.5" Plane High reflector
M7 1.5" 4 m High reflector
M8 0.25" 4 m High reflector
Other optics:
CR-3 x 3 x 5 mm optical path length Cr:LiSAF crystal, 1.5% doping, obtained from VLOC
corporation
PRL, PR2-Fused silica prisms, 1" high, from CVI
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Pi-Uncoated diverging lens, 2" diameter, R=-100 mm
P2-AR coated achromatic lens (400-700 nm), 0.5" diameter, R=76.3 mm
PBS-Polarizing beam splitter, 1" square
WP-X/2 wave plate, AR coated (670 nm)
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